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ABSTRACT

Subject formation
in
Hong Kong’s “Alternative Communities”,
2010-2020
by
CHAN Chor See
Master of Philosophy

This research explores the history and development of the concept “community” in
Hong Kong from the late colonial period to date, aiming to show the complex
understanding of this ambiguous term. Responding to the (colonial) government’s
invention of community as a means of control, there have been different types of
bottom-up intervention that have sought to re-define the meaning of that concept. My
research focuses on one of these attempts that emerged in the 2010s during the new
social movements in Hong Kong. This attempt has been to create what I call
“alternative communities”, in which members intentionally build communities with
their own unique practices to demonstrate their shared values. I have picked three
communities to study, two are rural and emphasises agriculture-related practices,
while one is based in the urban area and runs different kinds of collective
experiments including a vegetarian co-op restaurant.
This ethnographic research involves participant observation and in-depth interviews
with community members. I illustrate the life trajectories of the community members
and explore the continuities and discontinuities of their political actions before and
after they joined the communities. The thesis focuses on the members’ life practices
in the communities to analyse their understanding of the larger social and political
context.
I argue that the subjects’ practices in the communities are conducted with an aim to
transform the society, but not in the conventional way that involves opposition to the
state or engagement in electoral politics. Through analysing the subject formation of
the participants, what may be revealed is a fundamental set of reflections on a vision
for a better society. Instead of asking the question “is community building a kind of
resistance (抗爭, in Cantonese: kong jang)?”, what the research explores is the
attempt to expand the vocabulary of activism to imagine different modes and aims of
actions in the public domain.

I declare that this is an original work based primarily on my own research, and
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duly acknowledged.
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INTRODUCTION

Self-made “Community Organizer”
Indeed, I made myself a “community organizer” in a very literal way. After joining
the Wan Chai Blue House project for a few years, in June 2014 I started to work as a
full-time community organizer in a small-scale non-governmental organization,
Community Cultural Concern1. After I left the job in January 2018, I started serving
as a volunteer executive committee member of the organization and have continued
in that role until now. I was originally hired as a “programme coordinator”, but I
role-played as my own “human-resource manager” to change the job title when the
contract was renewed, as I was the only staff member in the organization at that time
and had the full trust of the Executive Committee members. I invented the new job
title that literally means “community building2 secretary3” but used an ordinary
English translation “community organizer” for the sake of familiarity and
convenience. In retrospect, that was an attempt by me to rationalise and theorise my
own participation in the community – my concern was not separate programmes but
instead the whole community (se keui 社區), and my participation was something
different from that of social workers in the “community development” field.

The organization was founded in 2006 by two cultural studies scholars, Mirana May
Szeto and Chen Yun-chung, who had been active in the Hong Kong social movement

社區文化關注
se keui ying jou / shequ yingzao 社區營造 is usually translated into English as “community
building” in Hong Kong, but has various English translations in Taiwan. To avoid misunderstanding, I
would only put italic to “community building” when it specifically refers to this particular concept.
More about the term will be discussed in Chapter 1.
3
Chinese job title “社區營造幹事” (se keui ying jou gon si)
1
2

1

sphere before they decided to fully devote themselves to Buddhist religious practices.
Szeto was my teacher when I studied Comparative Literature in the University of
Hong Kong in my undergraduate studies. Our organization sees community building
as social activism to encourage residents’ participation in community and public
affairs through strengthening their sense of belonging. With another organization, we
co-run a community space, “To Home”4 in To Kwa Wan, an old neighbourhood in
Kowloon that has many tenement houses 5 and small shops in face of urban renewal
plans. My work was inter-disciplinary in nature – I organize community art projects
and cultural tours; I cooperated with urban planners and architects to devise
participatory planning models; I organized residents’ concern groups. Sometimes I
just spent a whole day with the children who ran around the streets. I joined meetings
with volunteers that never started on time and often ended up eating dinner at
midnight.

My own upbringing was different from the gaai fong (街坊, neighbour in the
community) and even most of the volunteers I met in To Home. I was raised in a
middle-class family and both my parents are professionals. I had lived in a quiet
neighbourhood for over a decade but hardly knew more than a handful of neighbours
there. Meanwhile, with an undergraduate degree in Comparative Literature, I did not
have the so-called official training for community work. The Executive Committee
members with social work background used acronyms and jargon that at first
sounded like a foreign language to me, such as “CD” (community development),

4
5

Or “To Kwa Wan House of Stories”, 土家故事館
tong lau 唐樓

2

“EM” (ethnic minorities) and “organize”6 as a verb to use with “people” or more
specifically “gaai fong” (街坊 neighbours, residents). Then I absorbed whatever they
taught me in order to acquire the skills of participating in the community, without
further questioning how those notions came into being. Gradually I even got
misrecognized as a “social worker” from time to time. In this research, when I trace
the history and change of “community” in Hong Kong, I finally got a chance to find
out how these terms came into use and unpack the implications of them.

Reflection on community and “movement”
Chen and Szeto often said that our task in the community was to initiate and organize
a “movement”7, the same word as in “social movement”. Szeto repeatedly shared
with us that “community movement”, “social movement” and “political movement”
have to be linked, about which she also wrote in a journal article (2014). Such
categorization is rarely seen in Hong Kong, since “social movement” usually
becomes an umbrella term for different kinds of political and cultural movements as
well. However, for her, “community movement” refers to a crisis that happens in a
small district, such as the urban renewal issues in Lee Tung Street and To Kwa Wan,
or land resumption due to massive infrastructure projects such as Choi Yuen Village
and Northeast New Territories. “Social movement”, focuses on social issues that
affect public interests, which sometimes start with fighting for rights for workingclass or grassroots people. She uses “political movement” to refer to demands for

jo jik 組織
wan dung 運動

6
7

3

political reform. She gives the example of the Choi Yuen Village movement8, which
originally started as a community movement to preserve the land rights for the
villagers, but later grew into a wider social movement known as the Anti-Express
Railway movement, based on the questioning of whether the infrastructure served the
public interest. She points out that it also contained elements of a political movement
when the functional constituency in Legislative Council was called into question
(2014, 32).
A scene can exemplify one kind of imagination I had on how the “community
movement” in To Kwa Wan would be turned into a “social movement”. When I had
just started my job, nearly a thousand people used to surround the Legislative
Council building every week to protest against the Northeast New Territories
Development Plan. One day a young activist who was one of the organizers of a
community farm made an eloquent speech in front of a few thousand people restating
the rationale of the movement and encouraged people to continue resisting. When
there were physical confrontations outside the Legislative Council, I heard her sharp
voice asking the police to calm down and use minimal force. My colleague said to
me, “Chor See, be prepared to be the To Kwa Wan version of her in the future!” We
knew that massive urban renewal plans were looming on the horizon for To Kwa
Wan, leading to the eviction of many of the working-class neighbours (gaai fong 街
坊) who would not be able to afford the new luxurious flats. What startled me was
not just her expectation that I would become such a presentable, leading figure, but
Choi Yuen Village is translated from the Chinese term 菜園村. The movement was about the
protection of a vegetables-growing agricultural village in Shek Kong against the construction of
express railway.
8
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also her imagination that the issue of urban renewal within To Kwa Wan would
attract that much attention city-wide or spark off a series of strong street protests like
that.
“How could that be? Issues about To Kwa Wan are so small.” That was what I
thought. After we had run the campaign on To Kwa Wan urban renewal for a few
years, I occasionally took it as our incapability that it did not escalate into that kind
of big, city-wide social movement. I was even hesitant about calling our campaign a
“community movement”. We failed to organize enough residents (gaai fong) to
protest against the urban renewal plan, we failed to make enough noise with the
participatory plan we submitted to the town planning board, and we could not even
state very clearly what demands we had. Reviewing this memory of failure carefully,
I seem to have assumed a hierarchical relationship between “social movement” and
“community level activism”. “Social movement” was also imagined as one of the
end goals of community organizing. A source of frustration came from how few
people knew about the urban renewal issues of To Kwa Wan, not to mention care
about them. Meanwhile, I had the picture of a few thousand people surrounding the
Legislative Council building imprinted in my mind as a manifestation of a “social
movement”.
This framework of classifying certain things as “small” politics in contrast to “big”
politics has been prevalent in the political discourse. An interesting example might
be that of “citizens’ livelihood”9 and “democracy”10, especially when the two words

9

man sang 民生
man ju 民主

10

5

in Chinese share the same initial character. The pro-establishment camp often claims
that the pro-democracy camp neglects the citizens’ livelihood with the rhetoric of
“one cannot eat democracy (as rice)” 11, while the pro-democracy camp rebuts that
democracy is the basis for citizens to have good livelihood. At that time, I used these
sets of concepts without thinking much about the implications of them. It is through
the research process that I gradually realize that the “big” or “small” classification
may not be useful.

This way of understanding politics became more prevalent especially when the 2014
Umbrella Movement swept through Hong Kong, a few months after I started to work
in To Kwa Wan. The movement started with the demand for universal suffrage but
the form of occupation nurtured different political possibilities. Very soon after the
Umbrella Movement ended, many people recited the need of getting “back to
community (se keui 社區)” to engage in “sam gaang sai jok 深耕細作”, which
means deep ploughing patiently for the future harvest. In this metaphor, some take
the community (se keui) as the ground for sowing seeds that will grow awareness to
support democracy in the future, which can be manifested in the ballots. I found this
understanding of participation in community simplistic. Others argued for the need to
cultivate participatory democracy in the community. Although this made sense to
me, the high-sounding ideal sometimes seemed to be far from the everyday reality
that I faced.

11

The Chinese original is: 民主唔可以當飯食.

6

These ideas of participating in the community still relate to my own experience. In
terms of community organizing, there is usually a clear distinction between
organizers and the organized people. Yet, my experience prompted me to question
whether there were other possibilities than assigning leading roles for some people.
In our organization, a group of people assume the role of organizers, usually known
as “volunteers”, with the aim of involving gaai fong (residents) in the
neighbourhood. However, in the years of getting involved in To Kwa Wan, the
boundary between volunteers and gaai fong has become more blurred. Some people
who are interested in helping in the activities, even though they are called volunteers,
are actually young gaai fong living around the area. Some people who live far away
are becoming more like gaai fong as they spend more time in the neighbourhood
than some residents who may be commuting to work in a distant district in Hong
Kong. Instead of spending a lot of time organizing the original gaai fong, we have
spent much time connecting among ourselves. We seem to be building another type
of community that is beyond the territorial community as suggested in the Chinese
word “se keui”. I wrote about this community in my blog in 2017:

I once thought that we are here just to care for the gaai fong and do
something to benefit the gaai fong. . . But, perhaps, having a group of people
gathering regularly is something the city needs. . .We laugh together and love
each other - that is not just a by-product of a noble mission [i.e. to do
something for the gaai fong]. That itself is transforming the city. It is not
necessary to place our own growth as a secondary goal behind the growth of
gaai fong. Why should we distinguish between you and me? Why should we
set priority? What is the process? What is the goal? What is gaai fong? What
is “us”? (5th July, 2017)
I began to have more questions on the nature of “community” as well as the relation
between “community” and social activism. Desperate for inspiration to understand
different forms of participation in the community, I began to hear about “eco7

village”, “intentional community” and “gungsheng12 共生”, which all suggested
developing self-sufficient community. I visited Konohana Family, an eco-village in
Japan and Co-Life Home13, a “gungsheng 共生” community in Kaohsiung, Taiwan.
When I started to draft a research proposal, I secretly felt that there was a preexisting model of such kind of community that we in Hong Kong should learn from.
Little did I know that the research was not a process for me to learn more to apply in
my community, but unpacking most, if not all, assumptions I had about the idea of
“community” itself.

Discussing “the political” in this milieu
As important as my rethinking of the idea of community was the effort I had to make
during my research to think again about the meaning of “politics” and the “political”.
To talk about the political in Hong Kong is not easy today. After 2019, the AntiExtradition Bill protest often comes into the spotlight. The time frame of my research
is like this: I started the MPhil degree in late 2019 and the academic term ended
abruptly due to the large-scale strike and street protests in November during the AntiExtradition Bill protests. In early 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic broke out in Hong
Kong and various demonstrations were not permitted by the government on the
grounds of pandemic control. In the middle of my fieldwork in 2020, the National
Security Law was legislated. I was hurriedly writing up the final part of my thesis in

12
13

Since this term originates from Taiwan, I am using the Mandarin romanization here.
匠愛家園

8

late June 2021, when a mainstream newspaper agency Apple Daily had to shut down
after its founder and five executives were arrested, and its financial assets frozen
under the National Security Law. When I am doing the final amendment of the thesis
in late September to early October 2021, I witness the disbanding of some more
organizations in the civil society under the National Security Law, some of which I
have mentioned in the thesis. The number until now is 49 and is still counting
(“Disbandment in Hong Kong” 2021).
The “political” is rigorously reshaped and redefined in these events. The kinds of
actions taken in the protests reveal people’s different visions of a better society. I
regard it as an indispensable task to address the question of “the political” here and
now. Nevertheless, instead of directly analysing these events, I have taken the
indirect path of addressing this question through looking at the alternative
communities formed after social movements in the 2010s. One of the reasons is that
the events referred to above were still unfolding during the time I did my research, so
it would be presumptuous of me to make any meaningful analysis of them in this
short time. The more critical reason is that I hope to zoom out from the more
immediate situation and bring in a wider perspective.

A question that gets asked much more often after these protests is this: “Is something
kong jang (抗爭)?” “Kong jang” broadly means resistance and struggle and fighting
for something, which in the Cantonese usage does not necessarily indicate what one
is resisting against. Behind the question is the assumption that something is more
worthwhile if it is kong jang.

9

One occasion on which I came across this question was in the video exhibition
“Behind the Silent Spring”, which presented a reflection of ten years of
Sangwoodgoon14, which is also an alternative community like the ones I study in this
thesis. This farming collective was established after the Choi Yuen Village
movement. In the show, farmers engaged in a fragmented dialogue responding to the
question “is farming kong jang?” Their answer was that farming is “slow resistance”,
saying that “the political significance of farming lies in the empowerment of people
and is consequently one of the most significant responses of social resistance” (Lo
2020, 25).

What struck me most was not the answer, but the moments of hesitation and sighing
in the dialogue, suggesting doubt about the significance of their acts of farming. The
understanding of the “political” is so highly dependent on the notion of “kong jang”
(resistance) that it becomes difficult to justify one’s actions outside of this
framework. That reminds me of the frustration I face in my own participation in the
community, and my search of different ways of understanding the political.

The frustration and the search brought me to study these three “alternative
communities” that appeared after social movements in the 2010s. Their origin is
closely related to the kong jang actions, but their continuous practices take a different
shape in the everyday life in the communities. Although various agricultural
communities and urban community spaces mushroomed in Hong Kong after the

14

生活館

10

social movements of the 2000s-2010s, they only share some features with the
communities that I study. The practices of earning money by working in the
communities, co-living, and resource-sharing are some of the key features that define
the alternative communities, which will be discussed in Chapter 3.
The thesis investigates subject formation within “alternative communities” in
contemporary Hong Kong. I argue that the members’ political subjectivity as
invested in the “alternative communities” differs from the conventional mode of
political engagement based on opposition to the state or participation in electoral
politics. I am taking a step back from the question of “are their practices kong jang”
to ask what their practices really are. I also investigate the continuities and
discontinuities of the members’ practices in the communities and their previous
participation in social movements.
I have struggled throughout the research process with others’ expectations and my
own urge to directly address the Anti-Extradition Bill protests of 2019, which often
feels like a big cloud hanging over my thesis. As I carefully review this struggle, I
see the previously mentioned contrast between “big” and “small” politics looming
large. Instead of giving in to the urge to directly analyse the 2019 protests, I stay with
the paradoxical feelings as a constant reminder to myself to revisit and interrogate
these contrasting assumptions. I hope that my research will offer one of the
alternative ways to discuss different modes of politics, which will be productive in
the long run. I must highlight that my effort is to expand the space of discussion
rather to prioritize one political mode over another or dismiss any particular mode.

11

Method: Upcycling terminology
In the above account of my personal reflection, I have laid out the complexity of
taking the community as a ground for achieving social transformation. This personal
story is written here not just to provide a background for explaining my research
interests. It is a frank admittance of some kinds of common sense I have absorbed as
an insider in community building attempts in Hong Kong. Alongside showing how I
know enough to be qualified for this research, this is an upfront confession that I may
know “too much” and have my own blind spots. Therefore, the research process is an
attempt to problematize my habitual common sense in order to search for new ways
by which to describe and analyse the present. It is like unpacking the baggage I have
carried for years, taking out stuff to upcycle into something that can be used in
another way. For instance, I have chosen a looser term like “alternative community”
in my thesis to describe the communities I study. I have deliberately avoided fitting
them into existing definitions that do not necessarily speak to the particular context
of these communities. Instead of applying abstract definitions of “community” and
“political subjectivity”, I try to tease out the actual understanding and usage of them.

To participate in the postcolonial project of establishing locally grounded analysis
with sensitivity to the nuance of local language, this thesis counters the norm of
favouring English language which itself is arguably imprinted with colonial and
imperial ideologies. The commonly used words in the interviews, in everyday
conversation in Cantonese, and in the public discourse are presented as critical entry
points that will help grapple with the particular socio-historical context embedded in
the local language. Therefore, the implications and changes of meaning of the
concepts are unravelled through my constant review of Cantonese usage and various
12

forms of translations. By offering detailed observation of these terms, the thesis
might provide building blocks for locally-grounded theory in the future.

This is a list of the key terms that I have discussed in the thesis:
Gaai fong 街坊 (neighbours, community): In Chapter 1, I differentiate the Cantonese
usage of gaai fong from the English term kaifong. It reveals the change of idea of
community from the late colonial period to the present.

Jou yan 做人 (become a person): This term is useful to understand subject formation,
highlighting how one can only become a proper “person” through their deeds and
actions (Chang 2017, 85).

Faan gung 返工 (going to the workplace): In Chapter 2, I bring out this notion to
explain the community members’ critique of the particular mode of work that has
restriction on time and place. In Chapter 3, I continue to discuss how the
communities devise a new kind of work that allows them to regain their autonomy.

King 傾 (broadly means any kinds of conversation, including discussion, negotiation,
chatting): With this concept, I discuss the culture of the 2011-2012 Occupy Central
Movement. That further develops into a key practice of Lok Path that they use
conversation as a method, not just for decision-making but developing new form of
communal relationship and more, which will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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Ngo dei 我地 (we, us): Drawing from the keyword in one of the slogans of Lok Path,
I discuss how the community imagine who were part of them. I tease out how they
do not use that as a simple pronoun, but a way to describe the goal of the community
and the vision of social transformation.

Since Cantonese is the common language used by all my informants and the official
spoken language in Hong Kong, I use phrases from that language when I quote from
my interviewees rather than only express their ideas in English translation. These
terms that directly come from and speak to the situation of Hong Kong, with specific
socio-historical context that I try to tease out. When I use Chinese words in my
thesis, I put in italics the Cantonese romanization according to the Yale system.
Some of the words are the same in formal written Chinese and thus can be
pronounced in Mandarin. For the sake of convenience of English readers, when I use
those Cantonese terms in sentences, I have included in parenthesis the English
translation that is closest to that particular context.

The secondary literature reviewed and cited in my thesis is primarily the scholarship
on the socio-historical context of Hong Kong, including discussion on the colonial
policy, development of social movements, the changing role of social work in Hong
Kong, etc. I am indebted to numerous scholars from the disciplines of sociology,
politics and cultural studies. For example, Ma Ngok’s Political Development in
Hong Kong State, Political Society, and Civil Society (2007) has offered detailed
analysis of the development of social movement and civil society of Hong Kong.
Law Wing Sang’s works such as Collaborative Colonial Power: The Making of the
Hong Kong Chinese (2007) and Decolonisation Deferred: Hong Kong Identity in
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Historical Perspective (2017) have provided insights into colonialism and the
decolonization of Hong Kong. Hui Po-keung’s analysis of community economy
projects has shed light on the notion of “community” in the social welfare sector in
Hong Kong. I have drawn on Ip Iam-chong’s analysis of the notion of “social
movement” from his various works (2014, 2019, 2020). This list is not exhaustive
and other works will be discussed in the chapters that follow. However, I do not look
to this literature for theories to apply, but for the valuable analysis of the context in
which I discuss the key concepts I have identified and which I draw from the
Cantonese language.

Method: Ethnography
Participant observation

In this ethnographic research, I have done participant observation at the three
“alternative communities” and conducted semi-structured interviews with nine
informants. All the names of the communities and the informants are pseudonyms.

I first learned about Lok Path in 2013, which was just shortly after the community
settled down there. From then onwards, I paid visits to the shop and its cockloft a
few times. More frequently around 2014-2017, I dined at the Vegetarian Co-Op
Restaurant, which at first was a separate shop at the corner. That period covered the
time from when Lok Path was just one of the three parties that operated the
restaurant, to the stage that it operated independently. After deciding on the research
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scope, I made a few visits to the shop from 2019-2020, before they moved away in
June 2020.

As for South River community, I knew something about them since 2014 when some
of my friends had joined their activities. I paid my first visit in early 2020 during a
public fair conducted by the South River Association. I then joined the “eco-village
course”, potluck lunches and other activities from March to September 2020.

For Grassland, I first participated in a public activity that consisted of tours and
dinner of local agricultural food in late 2018. Then I joined another public activity in
the summer of 2019. Later, I made occasional visits in different roles, such as
volunteering in some activities and conducting interviews when they were running
the farmer’s market from Dec 2019 to August 2020.

Interview: Life Stories
In-depth, semi-structured interviews were done with nine informants for collecting
their life stories in order to examine the subject formation of the community
members. It has been pointed out in reflection on life stories research that one’s
subjectivity can be constituted in the act of narration to reconstruct the “individual”
and the “social”, as well as resisting accustomed notions to assert one’s subjectivity
(Sclater 2008; Smith 2008).

I have broadly used a list of interview questions that covers areas including their
socio-economic background, family background, their participation in the alternative
communities (see Appendix). I have a specific set of strategies for using the list of
questions. First, I do not limit myself to the questions in the list, since what the
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interviewee chooses to reveal or omit itself calls for examination (Brannen 2012).
Second, I try to use open-ended questions as much as possible and avoid sticking to
any keywords such as “community” and “social movement”. Hence I attempt to
observe their own word choices and how they make sense of their own actions.

I have interviewed nine people from the three communities, with three of the people
having overlapping membership. The criterion for recruiting interviewees was to
include members of different gender and age groups. Two methods were used to
select interviewees. First, some interviewees were recommended through a contact
person who served as a community gatekeeper. Second, during my participant
observation, I had opportunities to get to know the community members and would
invite some of them directly into my research after knowing some of their stories.
The interviews were conducted in various places chosen either by the informant or
me. Many interviews were done at the site of the alternative communities. I tried to
find a place that was familiar to the informant with an aim to foster a natural
conversation, such as traditional Hong Kong diners in the neighbourhood of the
alternative communities. The interview duration varied from 1.5 hour to 3.5 hours
per round depending on the dynamics of the conversation and more importantly the
interviewees’ willingness to share their stories.

As a community organizer, I was considered as an insider to a certain extent by the
interviewees. Coming from a similar background as the interviewees made it easy for
me to grapple with the context and choice of diction of the interviewees. I could
observe that some of the interviewees trusted me because we had common friends.
However, since the communities have their different ways of identifying who
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belongs to them, which will be explained below, I also appeared as an outsider to
them in the sense that I was not part of the community. This position allowed me to
have a critical distance in relation to understanding and reviewing their experiences.
The dual nature of being both an insider and outsider generated interesting dialogues
as I will show in the thesis.
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The origin of the three “alternative communities”
All the three “alternative communities” I picked for this study were formed after
certain social movements in Hong Kong. After Choi Yuen Village Movement in
2010, there was a growing trend of young people becoming farmers on a part-time or
full-time basis. This marked the beginning of various agricultural-related
communities, including South River that started the movement to cultivate land in
2010. Then, there was another wave of movement to protect rural land against the
Northeast New Territories Development Plan 15 from 2012 onwards.

What I call as South River is the title of a village in New Territories, and also a short
form of the name of a non-governmental organization (hereafter South River
Association or the Association). In my definition, the community of South River
includes but is not limited to the non-governmental organization. The South River
community appeared owing to interested amateur farmers’ intervention. Some people
interested in farming started to rent land for farming in South River village in 2005.
In 2009, some of the landowners planned to turn their fishponds into landfill areas. It
was also the time when the Choi Yuen Village Movement aroused public awareness
about the dire need for protecting rural land. As a response, people who had been
farming in South River initiated A “land cultivation movement”, to raise funds to
buy around 4000 square feet of land and rent around 800,000 square feet of land in

The government plans to develop the Northeastern part of New Territories as new town for
residential and commercial purpose to accommodate a population of 464000. This plan consists of
612 hectares of land (“North East New Territories New Development Areas: Planning and
Engineering Study” 2013). The movement against the plan argues that the development is not
necessary with an over-estimation of population growth. The plan would also destroy much of the
active agricultural land in Hong Kong. Over 50,000 letters were sent to the Town Planning Council to
state their opposition towards the plan (Sung-ming Chow and Cheung Wan Si 2014).
15
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South River, including farmland, fishpond, and other common spaces. The land
cultivation movement led to the formation of the South River Association in 2013.

The formation of the other alternative community in this thesis, Grassland, took
place in 2015. In that year, Grassland’s founder Karl rented a village house and a
small piece of farmland nearby in the area close to the areas affected by the plan. He
started to organize pottery classes for the public to learn about the local soil with the
help of Gigi, another member. It gradually grew into a co-living community in which
members would spend most of their time together. By choosing these two, I am able
to focus on similar communities of different scales and typologies.

The third alternative community that I study in this thesis is Lok Path. Some of the
members of Lok Path first gathered during the 2011-2012 Occupy Central
Movement16, on the ground floor of HSBC Bank headquarter in Central, a central
business district in Hong Kong. The movement was a part of the global occupy
movement and had the longest occupation period of eleven months among all those
initiated by the global Occupy Movement. When the site of the 2011-2012 Occupy
Central Movement was cleared in September 2012 by the government, a group of
people moved to “Lok Path No.5 Shop” in Kowloon. They refused to name the
space, instead using the shop address as the name.

The title “Occupy Central” is more well-known both locally and internationally in the case of the
the Occupy Central with Love and Peace movement for universal suffrage, which later turned into
Umbrella Movement in 2014. However, there is no direct relation between the two “Occupy Central”
movements. In my thesis, I use “2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement” to specify that I am referring
to the earlier movement that was a part of the global occupy movement and took place in the HSBC
Bank Headquarter in Central.
16
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In the table below, I will provide a brief overview of the three communities,
introducing the physical setting and the membership structure of each of them. The
details are listed in the appendix.

Physical
setting

South River
Community
The land and fishpond
owned and rented by
the Association
consists of around
804,000 square feet,
as much as ten
football fields

Co-living

Around 10 people,
who are the executive
committee members,
staff or participants of
the Association, have
moved into villages
near South River in
the past few years
Membership A formal membership
and scale
structure in the
Association
7 hired part-time staff
Around 10 of them
living in the area

Lok Path

Grassland

Used to be a small
shop with a cockloft
in a short blind alley
in the urban area

A village house in
one of the villages
in Northeastern
New Territories

New shop opened in
another
neighbourhood July
2021
Some of the
members live
together in an
industrial building
or different places,
not necessarily in
the same
neighbourhood
No strict
membership in Lok
Path

Six inhabitants stay
in the village house,
including the threeyear-old child of
Gigi and Sam
(pseudonym)

A strict entry
system for people
who want to join

The original family
Around 15 members
members of the
are getting involved
inhabitants are also
in the new shop
considered as part
of the community

Table 1. Overview of the features of the three “alternative communities”

Layout of chapters
This thesis consists of three key chapters. Chapter 1 foregrounds the socio-historical
context of the thesis. It focuses the etymology and development of the two key
concepts “community” and “social movement people”. It first draws on existing
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scholarship to explore the history and development of the concept “community” in
Hong Kong from the late colonial period to the present.

Aside from that, I have picked a term that is often used to represent a kind of
political subject often appears in the discussion in Hong Kong, “social movement
people”. Taking the term as an entry point, I trace the development of the concept
“social movement” from the 1970s to the present, with an emphasis on the change in
the leaders and participants in it.

In Chapter 2, I present the life trajectory of my nine informants. In doing so, I
explore the internal and external factors that shape the community members’ subject
formation. I first explore whether there are continuities and discontinuities between
the subjects’ participation in the alternative communities and their previous
experience in social movements. Then I focus on their stories of diverging from the
normative career path, which have largely influenced their decision to participate in
the alternative communities.

Chapter 3 provides detailed description of the practices of the three alternative
communities. I discuss their vision and practices thematically. I analyse how they
attempt to regain autonomy at work and restructure communal and social
relationship. That has influenced their way of resource-sharing among themselves
and with others, which is a key feature of the alternative communities. I argue that
they are engaged in such practices inspired by a fundamental set of reflections on the
vision for a better society. In this sense, an expanded understanding of the political is
revealed.
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CHAPTER 1 “COMMUNITY” AND “SOCIAL MOVEMENT PEOPLE”
Definition: “Alternative community”
First of all, I will clarify the key term used in this thesis, “alternative community”. I
use this to differentiate from organic communities where people are related due to
clan or kinship. What I call “alternative community” is defined by the members’
conscious choice of creating or joining it. What I want to underscore is that, as they
create or join the community, they intentionally build their own unique practices
alternative to the dominant culture, especially in terms of economic choice. The word
choice of “dominant” here is derived from Raymond Williams’ analytical framework
of the “internal dynamic relations” of cultural processes, “dominant, residual and
emergent”, to be explained in the next section.

I will first explain how I have filtered out other related terms. Other possible ways of
describing the alternative communities that I study may be “social groups” and
“organizations”, but I argue that these terms cannot capture the essence of how the
members bond with each other in a communal relationship, which influence their
attempts of co-living as well as resource-sharing. The significance and implication of
the term “community” is a key discussion in the next section of Chapter 1.

Let me explain how I come to use this term. I am aware that in existing scholarship
there are terms that describe similar attempts, but I choose to distance myself from
them to be more sensitive to the particular context of my study. For instance, the
communities that I study to a certain extent are informed by a recent global, mostly
Western, movement of building “intentional communities”, which has attracted
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discussion by scholars of different disciplines 17. The definitions of the term are close
to what I want to study in this project, but I decided not to use the same term after
considering the historical context in which it emerged.

The Foundation for Intentional Community, the most international recognized
organization on this issue since 1948, defines it as “a group of people who have
chosen to live together or share resources on the basis of common values” and treats
it as an umbrella term that “commune”, “ecovillage” and “cohousing” were just
different forms of intentional communities (“The Foundation for Intentional
Community - About FIC” n.d.). However, I reckon that these categorizations are not
separate sets of criteria, but rather has different history. For example, the sociologist
Rosabeth Moss Kanter wrote in 1970s that more people preferred the term
“commune” to “utopian community” (1977); while Yaacov Oved and Menachem
Topel illustrate that that usage of “commune” declined in the 1980s and came to be
replaced by “intentional community”, all speaking to the American context (2013,
116). For instance, Oved specifies that the common context of “intentional
community” is pacifism in the post-war period (2013,114). Choosing any of these
pre-existing terms without understanding their historical implications would not help
me advance the discussion of alternative communities in Hong Kong.

Political scholar Lucy Sargisson, has gone through the definitions of “intentional community” by
Tower Sargent (1994), Geoph Kozeny (2011) and Thomas Miller (1960) and pointed out the common
components: values, intention, and practices (designed to reflect the group’s values and intent) (2012,
36). Another definition by religious scholar Whiteney Sanford has similar concern: “Simply put,
intentional communities are residential communities with a shared vision.” (2017, 3)
17
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Indeed, we cannot simply assume that communities in Hong Kong that look similar
to intentional communities in the West are under the same influence. Communal
living with shared values is to be found in different parts of the world throughout
history.18 Instead of following this universalist mode of argument, I propose that
using the term “intentional community” cannot do justice to the particular context of
different community building attempts in Hong Kong. For instance, I have also
found out similar attempts of community building in the region, such as Ju He
Tang19 during the Ming Dynasty and New Village Movement during the May Fourth
Movement, which come from a very different context from all the above-mentioned
examples. Therefore, I have chosen the term “alternative community” to stress that it
is alternative in two senses: membership by choice instead of by clan or kinship and
secondly, alternative lifestyle.

The members of all the three communities I study are well-informed about attempts
to build “alternative communities” in other parts of the world. One of them even
aspires to transform their community into an “eco-village”. Some of them look up to
the discourse and experience of these communities elsewhere in the world. One of
the more well-known and accessible examples of “intentional communities”
discussed in Hong Kong is “Son of Man”20 in Taiwan, which is self-sufficient and
accommodates anyone including a lot of socially marginalized people21. The term

William James Metcalf, a history scholar who claims to have lived in and engaged with intentional
community for over 40 years, argues that “the earliest [intentional community] was probably
Homakoeion, developed by Pythagoras in about 525 BCE in what is now southern Italy” (p.22, 2012).
19
聚和堂
20
Renzi 人子
21
As a sidenote, one of the reasons why “Son of Man” (Renzi) got so much discussion in Hong Kong
is that Mok Hing Luen, the social work lecturer professed in CD, has introduced this and organized
18
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that is commonly used in Taiwan to describe such attempts there is gongsheng 共生,
meaning living together or symbiosis, with a connotation of equality and building
commons. However, I argue that these attempts in Hong Kong, with their own sociohistorical contexts, should not be easily equated with the intentional communities,
eco-villagers or the gongsheng communities.

In the latter part of this chapter, I will discuss the longstanding meaning of the
geographical community as se keui in the local context and show how it is different
from “alternative community”.

Dominant, residual and emergent
To further pinpoint the idea of how “alternative communities” have practices that are
different from the dominant culture, I will draw on Raymond Williams’
categorization of three moments of sociocultural practices, “dominant, residual and
emergent”. The dominant culture is what has claimed the hegemonic position in the
society and delineates the social norm. Williams has pointed out that the “dominant”
is what has “effectively seized the ruling definition of the social” (1977, 125). For
instance, what I have pointed out in this thesis is that it has become a social norm to
seek a job (faan gung, to be explored in Chapter 2 and 3). Against such backdrop,
anything outside of the “dominant” is usually considered as private, personal, natural
or metaphysical (125).

multiple trips for the social work students to visit. This is one of the reasons why social workers of the
CD field get interested in alternative community.
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What I call as “alternative communities” in this project, I argue, can be identified as
engaging in what Williams might call emergent practices. Williams has succinctly
presented the nuances between the “residual” and “emergent”, both being modes of
being different from the “dominant”. By “emergent”, he means that “new meanings
and values, new practices, new relationships and kinds of relationship are continually
being created” (1977, 123). Such state of novelty is different from “residual” that
actually replicates certain forms of its past, or the new phases of “dominant”, in the
sense that it is not just an immediate practice but is continuously establishing new
forms that counter or oppose the dominant. It will be evident as this thesis unfolds
that the practices of the “alternative communities” are “emergent” in the way they
challenge the dominant culture in different ways and continuously generate new
values and relationships.
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Keywords: “Community”
“Social movement people would do community work.”
“Community is a ground for social movement”.
If a sentence-making exercise is devised for people to use the two terms
“community” and “social movement”, these are two among many possible answers
that can pop up. In media and public discourse, both terms are frequently used to
such an extent that they have become umbrella terms, or sometimes even empty
signifiers. This is what I want to problematize in the current chapter.

This chapter foregrounds the socio-historical context of my discussion of political
subjectivity invested in alternative communities. The first key concept is
“community”. The second key concept serves as an anchor to open up discussion on
political subjectivity, “social movement people”. I will provide a close examination
of the changing meaning of these two concepts, which involves discussion of
significant events in the history of Hong Kong featuring the late colonial period in
the 1970s to the present. I will include discussion on other terms that are in tension
with the more established terms.

“Community” as a key concept
For the first section on “community”, I first focus on the nuances between a Chinese
notion of “community”, “gaai fong” (街坊 neighbours, residents) and the English
term invented in the colonial period, “kaifong”. In addition, I deliver an analysis of
the government’s invention of “se keui” (社區) versus the people’s bottom-up
redefinition of it.
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Literature review on “community”
The study of “community” has been prevalent in the academic scholarship
throughout centuries. It is one of the longstanding notions in human history that
describes a particular form of social relations, generating countless definitions of
“community” depending on the historical context. What complicates the scene is that
the term is used in a special way, as described by cultural studies scholar Raymond
Williams,
“Community’ has been the warmly persuasive word to describe an existing
set of relationships; or the warmly persuasive word to describe an alternative
set of relationships. It seems never to be used unfavourably and never to be
given any positive opposing or distinguishing term. (Williams 1985, italics
added)
Such observation of the term being rarely used unfavourably was not exceptional
only in the English context. Hui Po Keung, a cultural studies scholar in Hong Kong,
shares the same observation in his reflection on a community economy project
(2006). Until now in Hong Kong, it is still very common to see the term being
combined with other words to generate new notions in all sorts of settings, or
sometimes merely used to create a positive meaning. It seems to be one of the staple
seasonings that one would just randomly add to any dish, improving the flavour but
unrecognizable in itself.

By going through some canonical studies of the “community”, I argue that it is
crucial to establish the local socio-historical context of the study of “community” in
this project, albeit with awareness of the existing scholarly debates in various parts of
the world. The first text that I have to mention is sociologist Ferdinand Tonnies’ idea
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of differentiating the German terms gemeinschaft (community) from gesellschaft
(society) to pose a contrast between village and city (1974). He argues that the trend
is the development from the gemeinschaft to gesellschaft, due to the change of
economic conditions including the rise of the merchant class. Meanwhile, the basis
counterpart of gemeinschaft, family, is decaying in the gesellschaft. What is useful in
his analysis is the remark on how the development of the city in modern times
produces dichotomies of tradition / modernity, town / city and radically changes the
understanding of “community”. However, in the following part that unpicks the
development of the idea of “community” in Chinese, I will argue that the assumption
of setting this argument as the background of studying “community” in the local
context calls for re-examination.

Raymond Williams similarly studies the transformation in the notion of
“community” in face of the change in economic development in England. He has
analysed a structure of feeling that showcases a perpetual return to an “organic” or
“natural” society during the Industrial Revolution (1985b, 96). He argues that this is
related to the urban industrialisation as well as capitalism that arises in those times.
Against the idea of viewing community in retrospect, he argues that community can
be an active concept as its members struggle against the oppressors. However, he
suggests that class-relations permeate the communities and usually prevail over the
friendly or neighbourly relations.

The socio-economic context of my study of “community” in this thesis, though,
belongs to another period. In Keywords, Williams offers a detailed account of the
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development of the English word “community” that has been in use since the 14th
century (1985a, 75). He points out that in the 20th century the term has been given a
polemical edge in “community politics”, which implies the local organization
“working directly with people”. This differed from the original sense of the term
referring to “service to the community”. In a similar vein, in New Keywords, a tribute
to Williams’ Keywords, it has been pointed out that in the 20th century, especially
post-WWII, the notions “community organizing”, “community development”,
“community resistance” and “community empowerment” appeared more and more
frequent in social movement discourse (Yudice 2005, 52). In the following section, I
would dig further into and categorize the concepts that arose in 20th century Hong
Kong which position community as a core element or the very/actual site for social
change.

In order to develop an inter-Asian perspective, I have also researched on the
discussion of “community” in the Asian context. Political anthropologist Partha
Chatterjee writes about “Community in the East” to discuss “the place of community
in modern political life”(1998). He traces how the debates between individualism
and liberalism came to an impasse, and that even though the Gandhian approach was
useful for leveraging movements of resistance, that does not seem to “make the
unique experiences of modern politics in the non-Western world a constituent part of
the task of rethinking modern political theory itself”. He finds the existing scholarly
discussion problematic in the way it relates community to pre-modern and spiritual
values, since that also has traces of Orientalism. He points out that “communities”
have been treated as categories and statistics for the sake of manipulation for the
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modern governmental technologies, proposing that “capital and community are
antithetical”.

Chua Beng Huat’s discussion on the nostalgia for the kampung in Singapore sheds
light on how the change in socio-economic structure of the industrialized modern life
affect people’s attitudes towards community(2015). Fred Chiu argues that the
managerialism logic of community building in Taiwan makes it impossible for it to
really empower residents to create their own culture (2008). Kim Sangmin outlines
the evolution of community movement in South Korea in relation to the
democratization of the society (2017). Four stages are delineated, “adaptive,
participatory, creative and environmental and collaborative and comprehensive”.
These are a few sources that have demonstrated ways of discussing community in
their local context.

Community in Chinese
What I will do in the following is not to displace the scholarly discussion from their
context, but rather, use that same investigative spirit to illustrate the development of
the idea of community in the local Hong Kong context, in relation to its socioeconomic condition. What is needed is to examine the different possible translations
and other terms in Chinese that convey similar meanings.

Getting back to the metaphor of “community” as a seasoning, it is a universally
accepted “taste” in the way it is welcomed by all sorts of parties. Hui remarked that
“[r]ebuilding community is an acceptable political agenda to almost all social forces
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in differentially located along political spectrums, from conservatives to liberals to
the radicals” (217). To discuss “community” in Hong Kong, I have attempted to
identify how the term is used and appropriated by different forces. I will mainly
show the tension between the (colonial) government and institutions, and the bottomup actions led by the people.

Let me first tease out the complex translation issue. The prominent translation of the
term “community” as “se keui” (社區) has a connotation of place. The first character
"se" (社) shares the same beginning character with “society (se wui 社會)” and
“social”, whereas the second character “keui” (區) means district and neighbourhood.
There is proximity between the Chinese translations of “society” (se wui) and
“community” (se keui) is due to the origin of the translation. The term “se keui” was
invented in the 1930s by the pioneering Chinese sociologist and anthropologist Fei
Xiaotong. Before then, “community” was translated from the German sociologist
Toonies’ idea of Gemeinschaft as distinguished from Gesellschaft. Those preceding
translations of both “Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft included the two characters “se
wui” (Gemeinschaft: dei fong se wui 地方社會 ; Gesellschaft: ji yin se wui 自然社
會).

When Fei wanted to differentiate the concepts of “society” and “community” in the
work of the American sociologist, Robert Ezra Park, he modified “se wui” into “se
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keui” for “community”. The early usages of “se keui” by Fei and his colleagues were
for ethnographic study of different districts in the urban setting for doing
ethnographic work (Ding 2020).

Tonnies’ idea of on Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft were also widely circulated in
China at that time, but were not what impacted the invention of the term “se keui”.
The usage of “se wui” and “se keui” for Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft respectively
developed afterwards.

There are various other translations of the term “community”, such as “gong tong
tai” (共同體) which is also the Chinese translation of “commonwealth”. “Se kwan”
(社群) refers to a group of people without connotation of them being together in the
same place. However, these terms are bookish and are seldom used in non-academic
settings in Hong Kong. Given all the complicated translations of “community”, it is
common to see people in Hong Kong who are bilingual to code mix the English
word “community” with Cantonese, probably when none of the translations seem to
contain the meaning that they would like to signify. Among all the translations, in
this thesis I focus on “se keui”, which was retained and widely used by the colonial
government in its official documents since the 1970s, which will be discussed below.

Quotidian Understanding of gaai fong 街坊
A Hong Kong scholar who had experience in serving as a district councillor, Mary
King Ann Pui Wai, pointed out, “community as a terminology reflects also the
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dichotomy modern metropolitan/colonial administrative discourse versus traditional
domestic understandings/derivations” (King 2015, 8). She found out that community
as se keui only became a common term in the government policies and the social
welfare sector in the 1970s. The terms “keui” (area/district) and “gaai fong” (街坊)
were more oftenly used in the Cantonese speaking/Chinese writing context (King
2015, 8).

The term “gaai fong” contains an interesting thread of history of translation that is
also related to colonial rule. According to the dictionary, the usage of “gaai fong”
was recorded at least from Tang dynasty (around 7th to 10th century) onwards due to
the naming of streets and lane as gaai and fong (“Jiefang 街坊” n.d.; “Tongjie de
Linju” n.d.). It means both the neighbourhood and also the neighbours in the area
(zdic n.d.). “Kaifong” as a slightly different transliteration of the same Chinese term
was included in the Oxford English Dictionary in 2016, with the following meaning
which presumably came from British colonial experience in Hong Kong:
An association formed to promote and protect the interests of a
neighbourhood (later more fully kaifong welfare association). Also: a
member of such an association, in early use esp. a leader or senior figure in
the community. (“Kaifong, n.” 2016)
The first usage of “kaifong” was recorded to be 1857 in a Merchant’s magazine.

The ambiguous relationship between community and gaai fong is noticeable
nowadays in how people usually associate se keui with gaai fong. In the daily usage
in Hong Kong as I observe, “gaai fong” is an informal term of address for one’s
neighbours, sometimes implying closeness and affection. Interestingly, in contrast
with the definition of “kaifong” referring to a leader or senior figure in colonial
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government discourse, in the social service setting, “gaai fong” is imagined to be
people who are in need of help. In the following discussion of the history of Kaifong
Association and community service, the reasons would be explored. Therefore,
though many scholars directly use the English term “kaifong” as equivalent to the
Chinese word gaai fong, I argue for the need of a clear distinction between the notion
of “kaifong” as representative of Kaifong Association and the Chinese word that has
a long history and is still currently in use.

Intriguingly, in the current usage of “gaai fong”, there is a certain imagination of
them being grassroots here. Mary King pointed out that activists usually think of
community as consisting of grassroots people, “less well-off, inward looking and
subordinate” (M. A. P. King 2015, 5). This will be explained below with the
illustration of the development of government-led social services in Hong Kong.

On another note, I observe that there is a preference of using “grassroots” as a
general term to refer to working class in Hong Kong. Sociologist Alvin So explains
his choice of using “grassroots” in an article on the process of democratization in
Hong Kong. He elucidated that the urban masses are not class conscious and do not
fight for workplace and class-related issues (2000, 364). I propose another possible
reason for the choice of “grassroots”. “Working class” is a sociological category that
sounds bookish to the masses. However, the translation of “grassroots” as literally
“chou gan” (草根) sounds more acceptable for the people in referring themselves.
Besides, the term “grassroots” with the imagery of grass may be closer to the
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agriculture setting from which many Hong Kong working class people originally
came.

A parallel term to “gaai fong” is “villagers”. Since the terminology “gaai fong”
connotes the sense of neighbourhood in the urban setting, an equivalent term in the
rural area would be “villagers” (chyun man 村民). Similarly, this is a long-standing
term in Chinese history, at least since the early Ming dynasty (“Cunmin 村民” n.d.).
It is also a term used to address the neighbours in the village with affection.
However, the notion “villagers” does not appear to have the complexity and
paradoxical notions that “gaai fong” does. The connotation of the notion “villagers”
is affected by the colonial government’s policies in the villages, especially in the
categorization of “indigenous villagers” and “non-indigenous villagers”, which will
be discussed below.
Measures of the colonial government
Community, to the British colonial government, was a designated unit of population
for control. The following section will lay out the government’s shift from indirect
rule to direct intervention in the community level in the late colonial period in the
1970s. It would then discuss two major policies: providing community services
through the social welfare sector, and the development of a district administration.
Indirect rule of the colonial government
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During the colonial rule of Hong Kong22, the British government exercised indirect
rule through different bodies, such as Kaifong Association and Heung Yee Kuk.

Law Wing-sang, a cultural studies scholar, has offered a lucid description of
collaborative colonialism, demonstrating the dynamic interaction between the
Chinese elites and the British colonial government. He traces how the Chinese elite
attained leadership status, most significantly through building the Man Mo Temple in
1847 as a basis to exercise informal self-governance (Lethbridge and Ting, quoted in
Law 2009, 21). The Chinese leaders were then recognized by the government as
respectable leaders who could represent the Chinese population, establishing the
ground for the colonial government’s indirect rule (Law 2009).
Sociologist Cheung Siu Keung’s traces the government’s similar strategy of
collaborating with local powers to exercise indirect rule in the New Territories due to
meeting severe resistance from the villagers (2006)23.

The below section underlines the development of one of the organizations
established by the Chinese leaders that served the interests of the Chinese people and
liaised with the government, the Kaifong Associations (gaai fong wui 街坊會) that
appeared in the 1850s.

The British acquired Hong Kong Island in 1841, followed by Kowloon Peninsula in 1860. New
Territories was leased from China by the colonial government for a temporary period of ninety-nine
years from 1889 to 1997.
23
In order to pacify a group of village elites that formed an organization to fight for their rights, the
British government acknowledged their existence and suggested renaming the organization as Heung
Yee Kuk in 1926. In 1959 it became the highest statutory advisory body of the New Territories with
the enactment of Heung Yee Kuk Ordinance, with an open election system (2006, 21).
22
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Kaifong Association
Befitting their name, Kaifong Associations serve the interests of a neighbourhood
(gaai fong). In their early years, Kaifong Associations shouldered social
responsibilities such as providing educational facilities, building infrastructure for
the neighbourhood, as well as organizing holiday festivals. Yet, their influence died
down in the pre-war period (McDouall and Keen 1955).

From 1949 onwards, the Kaifong movement took place under the influence of the
government’s introduction of social welfare policies. As the Social Welfare Officer,
heading the recently formed Social Welfare Division in 1948 under the Secretariat
for Chinese Affairs, John McDouall liaised with the local residents and encouraged
them to form their own neighbourhood associations (M. A. P. King 2015; McDouall
and Keen 1955; J. C. B. Leung 1990). A Community Development Section was
founded by the Social Welfare Office in 1952 to liaise with the Kaifong Associations
(McDouall and Keen 1955, 8). According to sociologist Aline Wong, the
government preferred to cooperate with Kaifong Associations rather than
organisations that based on clannish affinity, on the grounds that they could develop
community spirit based on the locality. Kaifong Associations then gradually gained
power to handle local affairs in different realms. For instance, they served as social
welfare agencies, exerted actual impact on urban planning by building their own
markets and roads, and organized educational campaigns. More importantly, they
served as mediating agencies to bridge the communication between the government
and the people (Wong, as cited in M. A. P. King 2015).
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Nevertheless, the influence of Kaifong Associations gradually diminished especially
after the 1966 and 1967 Riots24. According to social work scholar Joe Leung, even
during the period when there was close cooperation between the Social Welfare
Office and the Kaifong Associations, the government had held a suspicious attitude
towards them due to the Kaifong leaders’ alleged connections with the Kuomintang
and triad societies 25. In 1958, the Social Welfare Division turned into an independent
Social Welfare Department and left the liaison work with the Kaifong Association to
the Secretariat for Chinese Affairs (J. C. B. Leung 1990). The 1966 and 1967 riots
exposed weaknesses of the government’s rule in the face of social discontent. The
government thus blamed Kaifong Associations for losing touch with the
communities and failing to mobilise support for the government (J. C. B. Leung
1990; M. A. P. King 2015). This paved the way for the government’s reformation in
district administration and social welfare in the 1970s. The shrinking influence of the
Kaifong Associations led to a renewed understanding of the term gaai fong, to be
illustrated below.
District administration
After the 1966 and 1967 Riots, the colonial government drastically changed the
approach of ruling Hong Kong. On the district administration level, the government
introduced the City District Officer scheme in 1969, which gradually transformed

In 1966, an increase in the first-class fare for the Star Ferry, which was the only cross-harbour
public transport at that time, was the last straw on the camel’s back that triggered people to protest
against the colonial rule. The series of protests erupted into a three-day riot. In 1967, under the
influence of the Cultural Revolution in China, over a thousand people who identified with the Chinese
communist movement and were known as “leftists”24 protested against the colonial government. What
started out as a labour movement intensified into violent actions including attacking civilians with
roadside bombs.
25
Aline Wong held a different point of view that the pro-Kuomintang stance of Kaifong Associations
was one of the reasons the government chose to cooperate with them (Wong, as quoted in M. A. P.
King 2015).
24
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into what is now known as District Council. In the following, I mainly draw on Mary
King’s research on this issue. In doing so, I will highlight the implication of this for
the understanding of community.

The introduction of City District Officer took over the existing responsibilities of the
Kaifong Associations, against which the Kaifong Associations protested (M. A. P.
King 2015, 184)26. From the point of view of sociologist Ambrose King, it was an
attempt to decentralise and de-bureaucratise the government by inserting an office or
an official into the district to be the representative of the government. City District
Officers mediated the communication between the government and the public,
explaining the government policies to the public and in turn articulating the public’s
demand and complaints to the relevant departments. However, since the City District
Officers did not have any legal power, they did not have impact on the actual policies
(M. A. P. King 2015, 112). As Ambrose King pointed out, the City District Officers’
actions to redress public discontent were part of a bid to depoliticise the political
process and attain social stability (1975).

The scheme was further strengthened by Governor Sir Murray MacLehose in the
1970s with an entirely top-down approach to community building 27. District

The scheme in Kowloon and Hong Kong Island borrowed the experience of District Office in New
Territories, which was a government body set up in 1907 to handle the affairs of the New Territories.
27
It was a three-tier system of City District Committees (CDC), the Area committees (AC) and the
Mutual Aid Committees/Owners Corporations to nurture their own community leaders. The whole
District Administration system was then introduced in 1980s. The trial district advisory board was first
set up in Tsuen Wan, the new town in New Territories. The District Office in New Territories and the
Secretariat for Home Affairs (formerly Secretariat for Chinese Affairs) were restructured to be under
Home Affairs Department in 1982, further uniting the district administrative procedures of New
Territories and the rest of Hong Kong.
26
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Advisory Boards then replaced the City District Offices and retained similar function
(M. A. P. King 2015).

Later, Governor MacLehose decided to insert the system of election in the district
advisory board. Mary King points out that he was pressurised by the London Labour
Party to give wider political representation to Hong Kong, but at the same time
careful not to agitate China’s nerves. Hence, he dropped the word “advisory” to
make them “District Boards”, but still made it clear in the Green Paper that the
advisory status would not be altered. District Board became the first city-wide body
that allowed direct election in 1982 (M. A. P. King 2015, 187).

This created a long-term effect which has lasted until the present, with the District
Councils being one of the two main venues for election in Hong Kong. After the
handover, the government abolished the Urban Council and Regional Council, which
served the role as quasi-municipal councils, and thus renamed the District Board as
the District Council only in 1999. However, the naming was only a gesture without
actual substance since the District Council did not have the authority and structure of
a council, retaining an advisory body (M. A. P. King 2015). Similar to how the City
District Officers passed on the complaints to departments without authority to order
the officials to work, the function of District Council nowadays is “to advise the
Government on matters affecting the well-being of the people in the district as well
as on the provision and use of public facilities and services within the district”
(“Home Affairs Bureau” 2021).
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Without much power to drive actual changes in the district level, one of the major
roles of the District Councillors is to receive complaints from the residents and
transfer them to the government. Such circumstances gradually cultivate in the
neighbourhood a complaint culture and a “not in my backyard” mentality, opposing
unpleasant developments in one’s own neighbourhood while not caring if they are
happening elsewhere. Referring to the existing colonial studies that outline the
tendency of the colonizers to exercise control in the name of cleanliness and order,
Mary King points out that the agenda of the District Council was often articulated
around these trivial issues, such as transport safety and rodent menace. Not only do
the residents fail to actively participate in actual democratization, but they also adopt
the managerial mentality of the colonizers to check on whether others are disrupting
the order and file complaints accordingly. Building on an Italian proverb of “he who
gives fair words feeds you with an empty spoon” , King formulated the concept of
“feeding with empty spoon” to explain the stupefying impact of the colonial rule (M.
A. P. King 2015; 2017). She shows that the government’s gestures of sharing power
in district democratization were just pretences, which prevented the public from
become fully grown political beings (M. A. P. King 2015).

Based on the above discussion, the idea of community, se keui, is shaped by the
structure of district administration. A neighbourhood, se keui, is reckoned to be the
smaller unit of the area in which residents demanded neatness and order. The
members of the community could participate in the sense of taking part at
carnivalesque activities or filing complaints. In return, they looked for the
patronizing tactics of the political parties to get gifts and benefit of joining certain
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interest classes, as exemplified in the colloquial term se jaai beng jung 蛇齋餅糉28.
The term “gaai fong”, becomes a common term used by the District Councillors to
address the residents they served, in the manner of treating them as clients, or
sometimes, just ballots to be counted.

Social Workers’ Community Organizing
This section examines the development of social worker’s actions in the community
in the 1970s-1990s. Parallel to the above-mentioned district administrative measures,
the government invested in a series of social welfare policies starting from the 1970s
onwards, including the subvention of social workers’ community development
projects. Contrary to the government’s plan, the community development projects
became the breeding ground of social movements. In response, the government
changed its funding policies to weaken the field of community development by
social workers.

“Community Development”29, usually referred to as “CD” both in written and
spoken contexts, is a technical term used in the social work sector referring to a
specialized field that emerged in the 1960s and flourished in the 1970s. Joe Leung
offers a detailed account of the history. In 1970, a group of church members formed
Society for Community Organization to experiment with radical actions to organize

The term literally stood for snake soup, vegetarian banquet, mooncake and dumplings, pointing to
the usual activities and gifts that the pro-Establishment camp would organize for and gave to the
residents. It was invented first to satirize the pro-Establishment camp for bribing supporters, but later
also used to describe the whole culture of giveaway that existed regardless of political stance. An
English phrase that has similar meaning would be bread and circuses.
29
社區發展 se keui faat jin
28
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the deprived, receiving overseas funds for the purpose. In 1971-72, social workers
initiated a wave of protests with methods like sit-in, sleep-in and parade for various
issues such as Blind Workers' Strike and the Anti-dust and Blasting Campaigns in
Tai Wan Shan (1978).

The government gradually increased its control of the Community Development
sector in the 1970s. In 1973, the government’s control in community affairs was
strengthened with the three-tier City District Committee - Area Committee - Mutual
Aid Committee. In 1976, Governor Sir Murray MacLehose introduced the idea of
Community Building in his annual Policy Address, which Joe Leung deduced as
gestures of centralising various community projects and social programmes under the
Home Affairs Department (J. C. B. Leung 1978). The government’s subvention of
“Neighbourhood Level Community Development Project” (NLCDP) in 1978 was an
attempt to manage the pressure groups, according to a view held by various scholars
(J. C. B. Leung 1990; Ma 2007). The NLCDP were allocated in areas in shortage of
welfare services to provide activities and promote public engagement in solving
community problems (J. C. B. Leung 1990).

Despite the government’s control, social workers became key actors of social
movements in the 1970s-1990s (Ma 2007; So 2000). The NLCDP did not contain the
pressure groups but became a breeding ground for various residents’ movements
during that period (Ma 2007, 192). On the other hand, the social workers in the CD
sector whose projects were not subvented by the government had an even higher
degree of freedom in their actions. The most remarkable example of social workers’
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radical actions in the 1970s is the Yaumatei Boat Dwellers’ Incident in 197930. (This
was one of the important experiences of one of my informants, to be further
discussed in Chapter 2). Another watershed event took place in 1994 when a group
of social workers accompanied the residents of Tsuen Wan rooftop housing to protest
against eviction31.

In the 1990s, social work engaged in a depoliticised process and became more
conservative due to multiple factors. In 1995, the government decided to restructure
and eventually abolish the NCLDP (Ma 2007, 193–94). In post-1997 era, the
HKSAR government continued to tighten its control of the social welfare sector. It
changed the funding model to “lump sum grant”32. Social Workers Registration
Board was founded in 1998, leading to professionalization of the career (Dydy
2015). All these led to a shift in the social work field from concerns of macro-level
policy (political) practice to micro-level psychotherapeutic intervention, such as oneto-one counselling casework (Ma 2007; Lam and Blyth 2014). The CD field became
marginalised in the social welfare sector, and the role of social workers in the
community in turn was weakened.

When social workers, activists and the boat dwellers were on the way to present a petition, 67
people were arrested on the way, including 11 social workers. They were charged with the Public
Order Ordinance (Ma 2007; Y. Lee 2018).
31
They blocked three traffic lines in Central and performed a street drama with the residents’ kitchen
equipment including an empty light petroleum gas tank. A social worker at the scene thought that the
gas tank became an excuse for the police’s arrest of 22 people at that time (Ma 2007; Apple Daily
Reporter Team 2019).
32
Resources were allocated for the organizations in a fixed amount depending on the service
performance reports and a “price competitive bidding” basis, forcing the organizations to focus on
quantitative outputs.
30
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From the perspective of social workers, the invocation of “gaai fong” happens in the
process of radical community organizing with its aim to mobilize the affected
stakeholders (fu jyu 苦主33) to join collective actions. However, when the social
workers positioned themselves as service providers in casework in a depoliticized
environment, “gaai fong” becomes merely a friendly title for them address their
clients. In both contexts, there could be a tendency to see a distinction between social
workers as leadership and the “gaai fong” as a subordinate category. Besides, both
senses of “gaai fong” are relevant in the setting of deprived neighbourhoods that
needed social service. I deduce that it is the popularization of such a social service
lexicon that gradually shaped the prevailing understanding of “gaai fong” as
grassroots.
Social work and political parties
While the respective roles of District Councillors and social workers have affected
the way they treat gaai fong, what complicates the scene is the relationship between
social workers with community organizing background and political parties. “District
Councillor with the style of social worker” is used to describe these overlapping
identities (Lau 2017b). The Hong Kong Association for Democracy and People's
Livelihood (ADPL), as one of the largest and earliest formed political parties in
Hong Kong, can be used as a landmark case to illustrate this issue. The founder was
a social worker in the CD field, Frederick Fung Kin-kee, who started joining student
movement. He was working in a non-government organization that focused on

The term “fu jyu” can be read as “bitter stakeholder” literally. It is usually used in social issues to
refer to the people who are affected by policies, specifically when they lose some rights or suffer from
the outcome. It is often translated as “victim” in Hong Kong.
33
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community organizing work in a low-income district, Shum Shui Po. ADPL was
formed with eleven organizations, among them a lot were community organizations
focusing on the rights of working class. When ADPL was formed, the only available
channels for political parties were Urban Council and District Board. Its electoral
campaign relied largely on winning support from the gaai fong (residents) that they
served. The colonial government then introduced election in District Board in 1985
and in Legislative Council in 1991. Thus, it became common for some politicians to
follow the pathway of starting with community (se keui) work, gain enough support
in District Board election, and then step up to the Legislative Council (Lau 2017a).

Nevertheless, there had been debates on whether community work should be
absorbed into political parties. When Frederick Fung stated his decision to run for the
Urban Council election in 1982, he was met with opposition among the social work
sector and the other “pressure groups”. Due to their distrust towards the colonial
government, the election seemed to be a pacifying means to absorb opposition voices
(Lau 2017a). Meanwhile, Ma observes that in the 1990s, activists in pressure groups
who had reservations with party politicians saw “social movement” on gender,
environment, and cultural issues as a separate sphere from the democracy movement
led by the political parties (Ma 2007, 150).
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Post-handover: preservation movements
In the post-handover period34, a series of preservation movements have significantly
changed the understanding of se keui and gaai fong.

Having just stepped into the post-handover period, Hong Kong encountered the
pandemic of SARS in 2003. A large-scale demonstration was organized on July First
that year, on the day of the handover of sovereignty 35. In 2003, nearly 500,000
citizens stormed to the streets, leading to the government shelving indefinitely the
security legislation based on Basic Law Article 23. Alongside, there had been
movements opposing development plans, such as Lee Tung Street urban renewal
movement (2003-2007), Star Ferry and Queen’s Pier Movement (2006-2007) and
Choi Yuen Village movement (2008-2011). Breaking away from the previous rightsbased movements, they were identified as “preservation movements”. I use the
ground-breaking Lee Tung Street movement36 to explain key changes in the
understanding of community.

The handover of Hong Kong’s sovereignty from the United Kingdom to the People’s Republic of
China took place on 1st July 1997.
35
The July First Demonstration was organized by the “Civil Human Rights Front”, which was formed
in 2002 joint by over 50 organizations (Huai chao 2016). The organizations were mostly pandemocratic political parties and pressure groups, concerned with issues such as labour rights, housing,
sex workers, etc. From then on, it became an annual large-scale rally with themes designated for each
year until 2019. In 2020 the demonstration was not permitted by the government on the grounds of
pandemic control. The Civil Human Rights Front did not plan to organize the demonstration in 2021
and was disbanded in August 2021.
36
The Urban Renewal Authority officially announced the Lee Tung Street / McGregor Street project
in 2003, planning to transform the 8900 square meters into a pedestrian precinct. The affected parties
were estimated to be “647 property interests, with about 930 households and 2,000 residents” (“URA”
2003). Residents and shop owners affected by the project formed the H15 Concern Group, who then
cooperated with social workers, district councillors, artists, scholars and professionals such as
planners and architects in a five-year long struggle. They demanded “plan our own community,
resettlement in the same district, the grassroots’ right to housing, flat-for-flat and shop-for-shop
resettlement”, on the ground of “preserving community network” (Lai 2016).
34
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I argue that there are three major changes brought by the preservation movements.
1. New sense of community was attached to the term se keui.
2. Community was associated with culture in a new way.
3. New emphasis was placed on the spatial usage in the community.
These have led to a change of key players in se keui from mainly social workers and
district councillors to people of different background, advancing the idea of
“community arts” and “se keui ying jou” (社區營造 Community Building37).

To preserve the lifestyle and networks of the se keui (community, neighbourhood)
was the goal of the Lee Tung Street Movement 38. Prior to this, the demands of rightsbased movements were compensation and relocation of the residents, such as the
boat dwellers and residents in the rooftop housing. The problematic, unfavourable
living environment of the residents was occasionally emphasised to highlight the
need of relocation. However, the H15 Concern group proposed the new term “se keui
mong lok” (社區網絡 “community network”) to explain the value of the community.
They presented how the residents and shop owners have built up different sorts of
networks that brought mutual benefits to gaai fong (everyone in the neighbourhood).
A facet of the network is the cooperation between the shops. Since the shops of the

As mentioned in the Introduction, I am using the community building in italic to refer to se keui
ying jou / shequ yingzao 社區營造. It is usually translated into English as “community building” in
Hong Kong but has various English translations in Taiwan. The Taiwan Ministry of Culture
recognizes the translation as “Community Empowerment / Community Development”, but other
translations such as “Community Revitalization” are still used in organization and scholarly papers.
Most of the time when I use the term community building in my thesis, I am not exactly referring to
the specific discussion on se keui ying jou / shequ yingzao and its related theory. To avoid
misunderstanding, I italicise “community building” only when it specifically refers to this particular
concept. I have also added the Mandarin pinyin for this term because the term originated from Taiwan.
38
Lee Tung Street was also known as the Wedding Card Street due to the centralization of over 20
printing shops.
37
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same industry were located nearby, the business of industry would be boosted, in the
way that each shop could specialize in certain area of printing technology and refer
the customers to other shops for different procedures (W. Lee, To, and Chow 2007).

Another layer of the network is the close relationships between the gaai fong
(everyone in the neighbourhood), which became a pivotal terminology in urban
renewal movements. For instance, the H15 Concern Group shared stories about a
shop owner of under-stair shops on the ground floor of the tong lau (tenement
housing). She would offer services to the residents such as cleaning and became de
facto security guard in return for their permission for using the space (W. Lee, To,
and Chow 2007). This usage of “gaai fong” underlines an egalitarian relationship
between people in the neighbourhood and implies sense of mutual help and
reciprocity. This contrasts with the idea of treating “kaifong” as leaders in the
colonial government practice, as well as the district councillors and social workers’
understanding of “gaai fong” as grassroots people in need of service.

In this regard, se keui took on a new, positive meaning to pinpoint the condition of
gaai fong (people in the same neighbourhood) developing practices of reciprocity.
The H15 Concern Group implied that such network could not be cloned anywhere,
but only grow over years organically based on the interaction of gaai fong (everyone
in the neighbourhood), in a specific way that suits the particular geographical locale.
I argue that the originally governmental category se keui is re-appropriated and
reclaimed by the people in this way.
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Furthermore, new linkage between “culture” and “community” was forged in a
twofold manner. First, culture became the keyword to explain the notion of
community. As Chen Yun Chung and Mirana May Szeto, both scholars and active
members of community movements, have pointed out, “it is perhaps the first time
that a community movement in Hong Kong emphasized intangible network assets
and cultural affinity, making it definitively unlike the predominantly material-based
community movements” (2015, 443). The abovementioned importance of the
lifestyle and network of the community was categorized as the culture of the
community. Besides, cultural intervention was one of the dominant modes of the
campaign. Events such as photograph exhibition, video documentary screening and
writing competition were held to draw public attention (W. Lee, To, and Chow
2007).

Hence, the spatial usage of the se keui (neighbourhood, community) was brought to
the fore. On the basis of preserving the networks in the community, the H15 Concern
Group did not ask for compensation or individual rights but demanded the rights to
plan the urban renewal project. They counter-proposed the first participatory bottomup plan in Hong Kong, named the “dumbbell proposal”, that could rebuild old
buildings, preserve some historic buildings and keep the shops, with mixed mode of
housing (W. Lee, To, and Chow 2007). In this sense, the sense of a particular
geographical locale in the character keui (district) has been underscored.

Consequently, se keui was no longer dominated by social workers and district
councillors, but opened to the participation of people from different backgrounds.
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The cross-sector alliance in Lee Tung Street with social workers, artists, planners,
district councillors and other people was the first of its kind in Hong Kong. (Lai
2016).
New domains of community participation
The term “community building” (社區營造) gradually became widely circulated after
the Lee Tung Street movement. While “community development” remained a jargon
within the social work field, “community building” implied a much wider dimension
of community participation with more emphasis on culture and planning of a place.
Many people in Hong Kong loosely use this term to refer to various kinds of social
and cultural projects that took place in the neighbourhood.

The term “community building” was introduced from Taiwan to Hong Kong in the
2000s in book and talks 39. In Taiwan, it is a top-down government policy that has
been implemented since 1994. The Ministry of Culture defined it as “the process of
how people collectively form their consensus, in order to make decision on the
affairs, and to develop and create the culture of the (geographical) community” (Su
Zhaoying 1998)40. However, I argue that the term “community building” is used
differently in Hong Kong to capture how people from different backgrounds joined
community affairs. The term provides an alternative to the social work jargon

Community Cultural Concern, the organization in which I have been participating in for some
years, is one of the very first organizations that included it in its goal since it was established in 2006.
40
Taiwan has been running its Comprehensive Community Empowerment (shequ zongti yingzao 社區
總體營造) policy since 1994, borrowing experience of “machizukuri” in Japan (Li 1999). There is
scholarship that discusses the political intention of implementing the policy to strengthen people’s
sense of belonging in Taiwan shortly after the end of martial law (Hsiao 1999; M. A. P. King 2015,
16).
39
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“community development”. For instance, community arts is one of the new domains
of community work that surfaced in the 2000s.
Concluding remarks on “community”
To sum up, the (colonial) government has been using multiple means to control the
community for stabilizing its rule. However, community has always been the site of
bottom-up actions. If the keyword of the movements in the community in 1970s1990s was “development”, then the keyword of that in 2000s would be
“preservation”. Mode of intervention in the communities expanded from social
welfare-oriented to cultural dimension, thus involving people of various background
to participate in community building. While the section outlines the changes of
policies and bottom-up interventions, the following section will discuss the actors in
social movements. Later, I will illustrate with examples from certain social
movements how a new mode of community building has emerged in Hong Kong.
That will help understand how the “alternative community” discussed in this thesis
differs from the abovementioned mode of community building based on
geographical locale.
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Political subjectivity: social movement people
In this section, I have picked up a term that has been mentioned by my informants in
order to open up a discussion on political subjectivity. What I call “social movement
people” comes from the Chinese term (社運人士) that literally means people who
are active in social movements, with the first two characters being the Chinese short
form of “social movement” and the latter two meaning “people”. This is also the
usual Chinese translation for the term “activists”. Tracing how this term came into
use can provide the context of the development of social movement in Hong Kong
from the 1970s to 2010s. I bring up “amateur” (素人 sou yan) to bring up alternative
understanding of political subjects.
The genesis of social movements in Hong Kong
The reason for using the literal translation of one of the most common descriptions of
political subjects in Hong Kong, “social movement people” (社運人士) is its unique
strand of history that cannot be captured in the English term.

There is a general academic understanding that “social movements” in Hong Kong
emerged in the early 1970s (S. W. Chiu and Lui 2000; Ma 2007; Law 2019; Ip
2020b). The political scene in Hong Kong was then heavily influenced by Cold War
opposition between the Chinese Communist Party in Mainland China and the
Kuomintang which had occupied Taiwan. in the form of left-right political
confrontation. But such confrontation died down after the political victory of China’s
admission to the United Nations and the colonial government’s suppression of the
1967 Riots (S. W. Chiu and Lui 2000; Ip 2020b). On the other hand, Law Wing Sang
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points out that the internationalist student movement, anti-war movement and
“counter-culture” movement in the 1960s and 1970s took root in Hong Kong along
with ideals of Trotskyism and anarchism, beyond the dominant pro-China political
movement within Hong Kong’s main universities and colleges. Hence, that period is
recognised as the “fiery era” (Law 2019).

The movements of this period manifested predominantly nationalist sentiments
undergirding the anti-colonialism, such as the campaign to make Chinese an official
language paralleling English in the colonial government, and to support the Protect
Diaoyu Island Movement (S. W. Chiu and Lui 2000; Ma 2007; Law 2019).

Law illustrates that while people wanted to break from the old nationalist mentality,
they paradoxically resorted to Chinese interests and identity in order to face the
pressing issue of colonial rule (Law 2019). Nevertheless, there had been a gradual
shift to more urgent daily local issues, not least in the “Anti-Corruption” movement
in the early 1970s 41. Latter movements gradually turned to address local issues such
as housing problems, fishing boat people, squatter areas etc. Movements took on a
new “social” dimension in the sense of being oriented towards the local society
rather than towards the global geopolitical scene in which nations are the main
players. “Social movement” was sometimes treated as an umbrella term for a wide
range of local political actions. For instance, Law described “student movement”,

Peter Godber, a Chief Superintendent of police being investigated for alleged corruption, fled to the
United Kingdom in 1973. Therefore, students organized mass rally demanding the government to
arrest him. The government department “Independent Commission Against Corruption” was hence
established in 1974 (“Hong Kong ICAC - About ICAC - Brief History” n.d.).
41
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“workers’ movement” and “rights of residents movements” as various forms of the
“social movements in the 1970s” (Law 2017b).

It has been made plain that there was an absence of agenda on constitutional matters
or other specific demand for change in the political institution and representation in
the movements before 1984. All actions were directed to demand the colonial
government to change their policies, without challenging the colonial regime. In
other words, the Sino-British Joint Declaration signed in 1984 painted a clearer
future of the political path, which was conducive to the colonial government’s
implementation of structural change in a series of electoral reforms (Chiu and Lui
2000, 11). Afterwards, more linkage was built between social movements on social
issues and those aimed at striving democratisation in political reform.

With the emergence of the term “social movement”, the people who were among the
first to be identified as being “social movement people” were well-educated
graduates and professionals from universities and colleges. In the early 1970s
university students took the lead in most of the movements 42. The leading role was
taken up by the “social movement industry” in the late 1970s, as coined by
sociologists Chiu Wing-kai and Lui Tai-lok (2000). It referred to the development of
a network of protest groups and pressure groups with a variety of interests. The
leaders of these groups belonged to the category Alvin So described as “service

They were divided into two camps, the “patriotic faction” and the “social faction”. The former one
manifested patriotic or nationalist sentiments through pro-CCP actions, while the latter were critical of
such sentiments and inherited the reformist tradition of other activists to strive for local social issues
(Law 2019). This will be further discussed in Chapter 2.
42
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professionals” 43. He proffered a nuanced description of the different segments of the
new middle class (So 2000). Throughout 1970s-1990s, these service professionals
who founded and led various pressure groups and community organizations were
termed “social movement people”.

A repertoire of actions marked by peaceful protests aiming at enlisting public
sympathy to negotiate with the government was subsequently staged and led by the
social movement leaders in the 1970s-1990s. The “repertoire of contention” involved
mass gatherings, petitions, holding press conferences, peaceful demonstrations, etc.
(So 2000; Law 2018). The term “polite protest”, coined by sociologist Ho Kwokleung to describe the mode of urban protests on housing issues in early 1990 Hong
Kong, is apt to capture the characteristics of such actions (Ho 2000). Law argues that
this phenomenon was due to the “civilized middle-class subjectivity” of the activists
with the tacit support of the people involved. With anticipatory reliance on electoral
politics, they understood themselves as representatives who would respond to the
appeals and requests of the people. Thus, drawing on a culture of rational debate as
middle-class “gentlemen”, they used ritualized protests as a means to negotiate with
the colonial government (Law 2017b), being keenly aware of the implications of the
political transition in sovereignty and being invested in parliamentary modes of
governance.

The service professionals (social workers, teachers, journalists, lawyers, doctors, etc.) were key
players of social and democratic movements since the 1970s. Business tycoons and the colonial
government similarly intended to maintain Hong Kong’s economic prosperity, therefore the corporate
professionals (managers, accountants, engineers, architects, etc.) tend to ally with business tycoons to
hinder democratization (So 2000)
43
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Reacting against veteran activists: “amateur” (素人 sou yan)
Starting from the mid-2000s onwards, especially after the landmark July 1st
demonstration in 200344, there was a challenge to the dominance of social movement
leaders from upcoming “amateurs”. They problematized the hierarchical culture of
the established political actors and their conventional mode of carrying out actions.

The concept of political “amateur” emerged in Hong Kong in the 2000s. What is
used to translated as “amateur” or “newbie”, namely, “sou yan” (素人), was
originally a Japanese kanji term. From the late 2000s to early 2010s, activists in
Hong Kong learned about the “Shiroto no Ran” movement in Japan (素人之亂
Amateur Revolt)45 and interacted with the leading figure in that movement.

The term “amateur” gained wider circulation in Hong Kong to describe people newly
participating in political or city-wide movements and election since 2014. People
who do not have existing political affiliations were called “political amateur”
(政治素人), with the overtones of being pure, sincere and young. I contend that
“amateurs” in Hong Kong contests the dominance of the civilized middle-class
subjectivity in the political scene.

See footnote 20.
Hajime Matsumoto, a Tokyo resident, initiated this term in 2005 first as the name of a radio
programme which gradually developed into a movement. The key idea promoted by this term is that
everyone, regardless of their background, can participate in rebellious revolt and protests as amateurs,
using playful and funny means. He opened a second-hand store that aimed at promoting a happy
lifestyle for poor people, attracting "freeters", otaku (hermit teens), net cafe refugees and many other
teenagers that were regarded as “losers” by the mainstream (Chen W. 2011).
44
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Now we look at various generations of “amateurs” in Hong Kong’s political scene.
Netizens in the late 2000s
The widespread use of the internet by the late 2000s was key to the emergence of
new participants in social movements with no existing political affiliations 46. When
some of these people joined the protests, they were referred to as “protestors” and
“netizens” by the media (Shen and Chow 2009). “Netizen” was a self-reference for
some of them to express themselves as ordinary people different from those who
identified as “activists”.
“Post-80s youths” in the late 2000s
The label “post-80s youths” appeared in the late 2000s referring to a group of young
activists attempting to differentiate themselves from traditional activists, while
suggesting a new way of doing politics. This group of young people, then aged 20 to
29 years, claimed themselves to be “post-80s” in 2009, first in the June Fourth
commemoration activities, and later in the Anti-Express Railway Movement towards
the end of the year. In mainland China, the similar term “post-Eighties”47 was used to
describe the children of the one-child policy with the connotation of being “selfish,
indulgent, and politically apathetic” (Rosen 2009, as quoted in Groves, Siu, and Ho
2014). To counter such stigmatization, redefinition and reclamation of the term
“post-80s” was a way for Hong Kong young activists to assert their political
subjectivity, claiming that young people could be socially engaged. Unlike using the

Online forums and social media became platforms for people to exchange views on social issues.
New media such as online radio advanced “citizen journalism” so that people could report the news
by themselves to counter the discourse of mainstream media (Ip and Lam 2011).
47
The slight difference in the terms between the “post-Eighties” used in mainland China and “post80s youths” in Hong Kong existed in the different rendering between Mandarin and Cantonese words
that cannot be rendered in English translation. “Post-Eighties” in mainland China is 八零後 baling
hou (Mandarin) and “post-80s” in Hong Kong is 八十後 baat sap hau (Cantonese).
46
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term “netizen” for the sake of ambiguity in the past, the invocation of “post-80s
youths” intentionally channelled media and public attention to them as promoting a
clear and new political agenda.

Post-80s youths demonstrated anti-hierarchical activism, as pointed out by urban
anthropologist Sonia Lam-Knott. She argues that the political parties exercised a “dai
lou” (elder brother, senior) culture embedded in Confucian ideals, in turn making the
“social movement circle” a homogeneous and inward-looking field. The post-80s
youths subverted this understanding of the “social movement circle” by claiming
their rights and abilities to initiate social movements. As a response to the “dai lou”
culture, they insert values of diversity and equality in the political process in various
ways such as using consensus for collective decision-making (2018).

Another thing that post-80s youths challenged was the existing culture of organizing
protests. They created the slogan of “joyous resistance”48 as an alternative to the
mundane, repetitive and solemn form of protests such as demonstration, assembly
and submitting petitions 49. While the previous rights-based movements used to
feature the desperation and sadness of affected stakeholders (fu jyu), discussed in
Chapter 1, post-80s youths emphasized that social movement could create a platform
for different people, even if they were not the directly affected parties, to express
their thoughts and opinions on the issue. There is a sense of paradox in the emphasis
on joyous resistance when they clearly understood the suffering of the villagers as fu
faai lok kong jang 快樂抗爭
An example is the organization of “Spring Woodstock: Choi Yuen Arts Festival in the ruins” (新春
糊士托 菜園滾滾來 大型廢墟藝術節), with musical performance, art exhibition in the broken
houses, and the presentation of local agricultural food (Tse and Tse 2012).
48
49
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jyu. But I propose that the essence of joyous resistance lies not in the emotion itself,
but in the creativity they use to explore and express social issues from new angles.

Added to that, they also called attention to the need for instant and physical
confrontation, which they conveyed through the term “chung” (衝) that can mean
“dash onward, rush against, charge ahead, assault” (“Chong 衝” n.d.). They
explained that through creating scenes of confrontation, more public attention could
be drawn to their cause instead of through the ritualized peaceful actions (Ng 2012,
11).

Popularization of “amateur”
Post-80s youths' reconfiguration of political culture was consequential to the
popularization of “amateur” especially during and after the Umbrella Movement in
2014. In her research on the anti-hierarchical activism of post-80s youths, Lam-Knott
has concluded that their emphasis on individualism and horizontality influenced the
stage-less mode of activism in the Umbrella Movement (2018).

A significant number of new participants emerged and were labelled as “amateurs”
during the Umbrella Movement. Not only were they not affiliated with political
parties and organizations, they also did not have prior experience of protests or
activism, including those initiated by the “netizens” and “post-80s youths” in the past
decade. After the Umbrella Movement, the term “post-Umbrella amateur” was used
to describe the people who were inspired by the Movement to continue with
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participation in the communities, including running for District Council election (P.
Hui 2018).

Among the new generation of “amateur”, a new label that received much attention
was the nativists (本土派 bun tou paai). Though the term is often translated as
“localists”, here I translate it as “nativists” to showcase that its sense of “local” may
not be congruous with the idea of “local” in the “alternative communities” discussed
in Chapter 3. Politics scholar Kwong Ying-ho identified that the failure of Umbrella
Movement was a turning point for more people to join the localist campaign (2016,
65). The nativists blamed the post-80s youth for and advocated for using radical
means (Law 2017a, 31). The labelling of “bun tou paai” 本土派 emerged in late
2011 as a political camp advocating for priority for the locals and manifesting antiChina sentiments (Law 2017a).

Tensions existed between the new “amateurs” that emerged in the Umbrella
Movement and the post-80s youths, who I regard as the first generation of
“amateurs”. While the post-80s youths gradually took up a leading role in social
movements, post-80s youths ceased to be understood as amateurs. They became what
people colloquially called “old ghost”50, a derogatory term referring to experienced
seniors who became outdated (Chan et al. 2015). A new term “jo gaau” 左膠
(“leftard”, “leftist prick”) were invented by the new generation of "amateurs " to
reject and criticize post-80s youths. The term was popularized during the Umbrella

50

lou gwai 老鬼
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Movement. Ip’s explanation of ‘leftard’ is that it refers to “liberal-leftists 51 who
pretentiously adhere to socio-economic justice and support wealth redistribution
without regard to the social reality” (Ip 2020a, 91).

While post-80s youths questioned the dominant political culture, their invention of
joyous resistance was deemed by the new participants of social movements, some
being “amateurs”, as futile performances that led to the failure of realizing the
demands of the social movements.
Questioning the “social movement”
The term “social movement” has been increasingly called into question since the
2014 Umbrella Movement.

What happened during the movement diverged from what the “Occupy Central with
Love and Peace”52 team had planned for over a year in a decentralised and stage-less
form (Yuen and Chung 2018; Cheng and Chan 2017). The title “Occupy Central
with Love and Peace” became inadequate, especially when none of the three
occupation sites were in Central. A new label appeared in the Western media which
dubbed it the “Umbrella Revolution”, although a group of scholars in Hong Kong
submitted a petition to argue that it was a democratic movement instead of aiming at
overthrowing the government (BBC News Chinese 2014). In a bid to look for
alternatives to Western concepts, Ip Iam-chong draws on Taiwanese historian Wu

It should be noted that the usage of “left” here does not intend any connection with the Chinese
communist party, unlike the leftists that joined the 1967 Riots discussed above.
52
As mentioned above, this “Occupy Central with Love and Peace” has no relation with the 20112012 Occupy Central Movement that I focus in this thesis.
51
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Renshu's discussion on mass uprisings in Chinese history from Song Dynasty to
Qing Dynasty to suggest the term “yu saan man bin” (雨傘民變) (Ip 2014). He
describes that what happened at the occupation sites were unscripted and selflimiting acts without the intention of overthrowing the government or emperor on the
other. Eventually, the “Umbrella Movement” has become the generally accepted term
and most scholars study it with the existing sociological theories that suggest
definitions and framework specific to the notion of “social movement”.

To hail Umbrella Movement as a social movement has implications that are worth
discussing. Citing sociologist Charles Tilly's analysis of social movements, Ip
suggests that “social movement” works according to the logic of incrementalism.
According to Tilly, a legal space was established during the people’s interaction with
the government, with a repertoire of contention. The actions were protected by the
institutions, such as within a representational political system (Ip 2020b). I argue that
while the Umbrella Movement contained traces of "social movement" in the way
protestors put forward a clear demand (universal suffrage) with public actions
(occupation), it also displayed other features that departed from the accustomed
notion of social movement.

I observe that “kong jang” (抗爭) has been used more frequently since the Umbrella
Movement. The term broadly means resistance and struggle, and in the Cantonese
usage the term is not necessarily used with an object after the verb to indicate what
exactly one is resisting or struggling with. Sometimes “kong jang” is used
interchangeably with “social movement”, but it can also be used in a wider sense,
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referring to one-off actions that do not orient themselves towards a clear demand. A
tangential term “kong jang je” (抗爭者) refers to people who participate in such
resistance and struggle, became more widely used than the term “social movement
people” which connotes a sense of leadership and movements that are planned. After
the Umbrella Movement of 2014, there have been other protests and different sorts of
actions that further deviate from the former repertoire of the “social movement”,
leading us to question the framework within which we been understanding political
subjects. Are the members of the “alternative communities” “social movement
people”, “amateurs”, or “kong jang je”? Or have they outgrown all these labels? I
explore this question in Chapter 2 where I present their life stories and in Chapter 3
where I present the practices of the communities.
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“Alternative community”
After discussing the terms “community” and “social movement” in Hong Kong, I
show in the following section that a new form of community building was developed
during the social movements. With the examples of the 2011-2012 Occupy Central
Movement and the Umbrella Movement, I propose that what emerged was what I
call “alternative community”, unlike the prior community building attempts which
were based on geographical locale.
Community as the mode of social movements
Let’s closely examine a saying that is widely circulated in the academia and media:
“after the Umbrella Movement, a lot of people wanted to go back to the
community”53 (M. A. P. King 2017; Y. Chen and Szeto 2015).

Some “umbrella soldiers”54 understood the mission of going back to the communities
as winning seats in the District Council and Legislative Council, as a follow-up of
the demand of universal suffrage in the Umbrella Movement. Meanwhile, more
people became aware that the District Council was not a real council with legal
power in spite of the component of election, which is illustrated above. Hence, there
have been various discussions on how to break through the political culture of
patronizing or merely taking care of complaints of the gaai fong (P. Hui 2018).

There was even a unique term “saan lok se keui” (傘落社區), using the pun “saan” to mean both
Umbrella and spreading. People who participated were usually called 傘兵, which is a pun that means
paratrooper, understood as “umbrella soldiers” in Cantonese.
54
See footnote 53.
53
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Some people continued with their actions in “New Preservation Movement”, as
coined by Chen and Szeto. The signature of their participation in the community was
the concern on the public space, existing everyday lifestyle that might be at risk of
the development plans. Their features are participatory democracy, coalition politics,
anti-neoliberal actions and decolonization of political culture (Y. Chen and Szeto
2015).

What was new after the Umbrella Movement was the “restore actions” in
community, targeting mainland Chinese tourists in 2015. Ip Iam-chong outlined the
background of the tourism policy and anti-China sentiment that drove the “nativist”
(bun tou paai 本土派) groups to organize these actions. Protests were staged in
districts that were heavily visited by tourists and involved shouting at them. He
argues that the actions in emotionally charged vocabulary were perceived as a
“deadly battle”. That reveals their disbelief in attaining progressive change through
institutional means (Ip 2020a, 104).

These approaches of participating in community work differ in a number of ways,
but they all similarly treat community as linked to an existing neighbourhood (se
keui) where people can actualize certain political ideals. Nevertheless, I suggest that
there is a discrepancy between the above-mentioned understanding of community
and the actual experience of community during the Umbrella Movement. Community
is not just the site or the subject matter of activism, but the mode of the activism.
This does not only apply to the Umbrella Movement, but also to a different extent in
other kinds of protests in the mode of occupation such as the Preservation of Star
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Ferry & Queen’s Pier (2006-2007), Choi Yuen Village Movement (2008-2011),
Occupy Central Movement (2011-2012), Kwai Chung dockers’ strike55 (2013).

In the following, I will lay out how activism took the form of building community
with the examples of 2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement and Umbrella
Movement.

Community in the 2014 Umbrella Movement
I hereby highlight that the sense of “community” experienced by most participants in
the Umbrella Movement came from the new communities that they built from
scratch. For instance, the occupiers built a cluster of “villages” there and forged new
sense of neighbourliness with face-to-face interaction (Y. Hui 2017).

Throughout the occupation, all the simple questions from what to eat to how to pee
became something to be dealt with during the movement through cooperation and
invention. A lot of occupiers would form into small groups according to their
concern and interests. For instance, some established a recycling system for the
whole area, which was much more comprehensive than the three-colour recycling
bins provided by the government. Besides, there were people who experimented with
urban farming at the three occupy sites. They recorded their experience in the “Farms
for Democracy” Facebook page, where they explained their aim to be “influencing

The dockers at the Kwai Tsing Container Terminal went on a strike for 40 days to demand for better
pay and working conditions. The strike was organized by the Union of Hong Kong Dockers (UHKD),
which is an affiliate of the Hong Kong Confederation of Trade Unions (HKCTU). The HKCTU was
officially disbanded in October 2021. More about the strike will be discussed in Chapter 2.
55
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government policy with regard to agriculture, namely the land movements 56 Having
been advocating policy change for years to no avail, at the occupation sites they
could directly explore the feasibility through these experiments and educate the
public. Simply put, the way people built community during the Umbrella Movement
was through the creative transformation of the space and building linkage between
other people at the site.
Community in the 2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement
There are similarities between the building of community during Umbrella
Movement and the Occupy Central movement in 2011.

The occupiers of 2011-2012 Occupy Central deemed it natural to involve everyday
life in the occupation at the HSBC headquarters, including entertainment and time
for fun. Sometimes they would cook vegetables brought by activists who were
connected to the farms. These practices were viewed as integral to the Occupy
Central as a response to global capitalism. They deliberately explored the limits of
the HSBC headquarters as a public space and equipped themselves with skills to live
an alternative lifestyle. They organized a lot of activities such as gift-exchange
markets, film-sharing and talks to enrich the discussion of what kind of society they
wanted to build. As there were not more than a hundred of committed occupiers, the
occupiers could recognize all the familiar faces that appeared at the site. The
communication between them was quite intensive because they tried to work out
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https://www.facebook.com/FarmsforDemocracy
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decisions through consensus (Inmediahk.Net 2012). (More about the 2011-2012
Occupy Central Movement will be discussed in Chapter 2 and 3.)

Though the two movements were distinct in scale, aim, discourse and the
constitution of the occupiers, both occupations created an occasion for people to
creatively build communities to explore different possibilities of daily life. What I
describe in the beginning of this chapter as alternative community is similar to them
in this regard, as opposed to the former mode of community (se keui) organizing
based on geographical locale and serving gaai fong (neighbours).

In this chapter, I have explained the socio-historical context of these alternative
communities by critically analysing the usage of the two concepts, “community” and
“social movement people”. In terms of community, these alternative communities
differ from the goal of “community development” of organizing the residents in the
neighbourhood, or “community building” that aims at enhancing the residents’ sense
of belonging in the community and engaging in bottom-up intervention. The social
movement in Hong Kong has undergone transformation in terms of the theme, mode
of actions and key participants. The mode of fostering a community during the social
movements in the 2010s is crucial to the establishment of these alternative
communities. I also propose a re-examination of the notion of “social movement
people” and “amateur”. This leads to a rejection of the assumption of needing
leadership in social movements. In short, the “alternative communities” are different
from the old form of geographical “community (se keui) building” serving gaai fong
(neighbours), but the lifestyle experiments as exemplified in some social movements
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did involve the creative transformation of the occupation site. In the following
chapter, I will outline the life trajectories of the members of the alternative
communities.
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CHAPTER 2 LIFE TRAJECTORIES OF COMMUNITY MEMBERS

Notes on subject formation
What does subject formation mean in the context of the alternative communities? In
order to contextualize the idea, I have explored ways to understand it through the
local language. Drawing on the insights of cultural studies scholar Chang Hsingwen’s analysis of “subjectivity” in the Asian context, I suggest that we use a
common Chinese phrase. The term subject formation refers to how they jou yan (做
人 become a person), which means ‘becoming human’ through their deeds. In her
study, Chang has explored how the idea of “subjectivity” was translated first from
English to various words in Japanese, and then the kanji of one of them later became
the Chinese translation57. Examining the various Japanese translations based on
Watsuji Tetsuro’s discussion, Chang identifies a philosophical departure from the
Japanese word shukan (the subject of seeing) to shutai (the subject of acting). While
shukan is understood as an existential predicament and indicating lack of
communality with others, shutai refers to the practical being that can think, act and
relate with the other social beings (2017, 84). There she draws a comparison with the
discussion of the Chinese term jou yan58. In Chinese, it is more common to talk
about “jou yan” than using a copula with human with the word “jou” meaning “to
do” and “to make”. “‘Zuo-ren’ [i.e. jou yan] is ‘to be a human’ not by nature but by,

主體 Japanese: shutai, Mandarin: zhuti, Cantonese: ju tai
Since 做人 is also acceptable in written Chinese, it can be pronouncd in both Cantonese and
Mandarin. Chang has used the Mandarin romanization zuo-ren in her thesis, but I am using the
Cantonese romanization jou yan in my thesis.
57
58
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and only by, one’s right deeds in relation to others. Only a person who does things in
a proper manner among other people can be considered as a human-being ” (Chang
2017, 85, remarks added in box bracket). Hence, the idea of human in Chinese does
not relate to identity, but is “always a becoming, immanent in the permanent
changing social space. . .” (Chang 2017, 85).

Since it is a common term, it has been used in various contexts such as when teachers
or parents instruct their juniors to comply with a set of social cues, indoctrinating
their own idea of a “proper person”. However, what I explore with such term in the
thesis is in a rather different direction, precisely in how the community members
negotiate and resist others’ expectation of what a “proper person” should be but live
out their own humanity through their alternative actions. In my project, I would
translate “jou yan” in two senses, “becoming human / a proper human” or “doing /
acting out humanity”59 depending on the context.

Subject formation is a continuous process in which the person makes different
decisions and carries out various actions, affected by the dynamics of the sociohistorical context that they are in. I have attempted to give a detailed account of their
life trajectories, including their family background, schooling experience, work
choices. I understand the political subjectivity of the community members through
their decisions to engage in different sorts of practices, their vision of the community
and their reflection on social issues. However, I do not isolate those questions from
the other factors that affect their comprehensive process of becoming a human.
The translation of “jou yan” as “doing humanity” was suggested by cultural studies scholar Stephen
Chan Ching-kiu.
59
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This is how I situate this chapter and present the life trajectories of my informants,
covering the events until they took up membership in their respective alternative
communities.

I have interviewed nine people from the three communities, with three of them
having overlapping membership. Five of them are women and four are men. The
eldest informant is in her 60s. Two informants are around 40 years old. Four of them
were born in the 1980s and the younger ones were born in the 1990s, with the
youngest being 25 years old. The majority are originally from working-class
backgrounds (see Appendix for the list of interviewees).

As several social movements constituted the background of the formation of the
communities, I have investigated their trajectories of participation in social
movements. I have identified another key common theme among the interviewees,
which is the deviation from the normative career choice, which I discuss in the
second section of this chapter. These two key themes help illustrate the process of the
“becoming human” (jou yan) of each of the community members.
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Resistance (kong jang 抗爭)
I set out to discover whether the community members previously participated in
social movements and, if yes, whether that experience affected their decision to
become members of the alternative communities. The discussion of “social
movement people” in Chapter 1 serves to explain the background of the members’
experiences below.

Before starting the discussion, I have to clarify the use of certain terms. As
mentioned in the Introduction, I intentionally avoided to put words into the mouth of
the interviewees and did not directly bring up terms such as “social movement” and
“community”. Sometimes, as they talked about their life stories, they naturally
brought up experiences in certain specific social movements that they found
important, then I would pick up wordings that they used to ask follow-up questions.
If an interviewee did not directly mention social movements, I asked whether they
felt discontent towards the society and had taken part in any actions to express that
discontent.

The use of the term “social movement” by my informants does not necessarily match
the framework and definition of “social movement” as discussed in Chapter 1. From
my observation, some of them use “social movement” in the context of describing
the “social movement circle”. Some point to specific social movements, such as
“Choi Yuen Village Movement” or “Occupy Central Movement”. They also brought
up terms about street protests, such as si wai (示威 protest), chung (衝 dash out,
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mentioned in Chapter 1) and seung gaai (getting on the streets, implying the
participation in street protests).

Technically speaking, to organize a social movement, which is a planned campaign
with clear demands, often involve protests, but street protests are not by nature
always part of a social movement. Street protests can be one-off events and without
clear demands. Nevertheless, as I reviewed the interviews, I realized that it is very
common for my informants, and also generally in Hong Kong, to connect social
movement and protests, treating them as interchangeable or equivalent.

The commonality between the two terms can be explained with an umbrella term,
“kong jang” (抗爭 resistance and struggle, fighting for something), which I have
brought up in the Introduction and in Chapter 1. This allows the re-examination of
whether the label of “social movement” is apt in certain contexts. Kong jang usually
implies the resistance to an authority or the problematic socio-economic system.
Therefore, in the following sections, I will include discussion of the different sorts of
kong jang actions in which my informants have taken part.

An overview of their experience in kong jang
Many of my informants started joining one-off protests in their 20s. In terms of age,
Evan was the youngest to have such an experience when he followed his parents to
the 2003 July First rally at the age of eight. With his parents being secondary school
teachers, he is the only informant that comes from a family that discusses politics. He
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joined the annual June Fourth Vigil with his classmates in the last two years of his
secondary school. The fact that he mentioned these two incidents together showcase
a dominant understanding of the political events in Hong Kong. It is common for
people to mention June Fourth and July First in parallel as they have been the two
annual rallies that involve the most participants 60.

His participation based on his own decision was still relatively earlier than other
informants. Evan also went to the Anti-National Education Protest61 when he was 18,
as he completed his secondary school studies.

Karl and Ah Chiu started joining protests only after their mid-30s. Karl joined the
Anti-Express Railway Movement and Choi Yuen Village Movement first as
protestor, then as band performer and then helped organize cultural activities. For
Chiu, his first participation in the dockers’ strike in 2013 happened only when he
became part of Lok Path and was invited by other members to join the strike. The
strike was organized by the Hong Kong Confederation of Trade Unions (HKCTU)62
demanding increase in salary and improvement of working conditions. Lasting forty
days, it was the longest strike after the World War in Hong Kong.

Gigi is an exception in that she did not participate in any protests. She described

June Fourth Vigil has been organized in Hong Kong by Hong Kong Alliance in Support of Patriotic
Democratic Movements of China annually since 1990 to 2019 to commemorate the crackdown of the
democratic movement in Tiananmen Square, Beijing on June Fourth 1989. The Alliance was
disbanded in September 2021. The July First demonstration in 2003 was the first landmark large-scale
demonstration in Hong Kong in which 500,000 participated.
61
An organization led by secondary school students, Scholarism, started the campaign of AntiNational Education as a reaction to the government’s introduction of this compulsory subject in 2011.
62
The HKCTU was officially disbanded in October 2021 due to “political uncertainty” (Reuters
2021).
60
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herself as a “Kong pig”63. It is a derogatory term that appeared during the Umbrella
Movement to describe people who are ignorant about politics. She began to think
about whether she should take actions concerning social issues after she joined
Grassland. However, she decided not to directly participate in the protests but
focused instead on the practices of the communities. The closest she was with a
protest scene was when Grassland decided to distribute to protesters their homemade food with local vegetables.

Many of my informants were part of the two major movements for preservation of
agricultural land. In Anti-Express Railway and Choi Yuen Village Movements in the
early 2010s, Leilei played a dominant role as one of the post-80s youth and joined
the “bitter walk”64, which was a novel symbolic action in Hong Kong. Ping was
inspired to start a “Land Cultivation Campaign” for South River. As mentioned
above, that was also Karl’s first participation in social movement in which he
changed from the role of participant to one of the organizers of cultural and
educational activities. Leilei, Ah Dee and Little Tree were attendees in the rally.
These five informants also joined the Anti-Northeast New Territories Development
Movement which reached its climax in assemblies that took place outside the
Legislative Council in five consecutive weeks in June 2014. Ah Dee joined the
organizers’ meetings of the assemblies. Evan was there playing a drum to boost the
morale of the participants when physical confrontations happened in some of the
assemblies. He also mentioned his participation in safeguarding a village from
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港豬
fu hang 苦行. Sometimes translated as satyagraha walk.
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resumption in 2016. Yau did not directly mention whether she went to the scenes of
protests in this movement, but she was at least part of the movement as a student
farmer in one of the affected farms. Only Chiu and Gigi did not take part in either of
these movements.

The acts of kong jang that they were involved in covered a wide variety of other
issues. In a similar token with the preservation movements that concern development
issues, Yau joined a petition for dolphin conservation at the backdrop of the Hong
Kong Zhuhai-Macau Bridge construction. Besides, they were active in rights-based
movement for the working class. For instance, Ping was involved in the boat
dwellers’ struggle for their housing rights back in 1977-79. The dockers’ strike that
Chiu participated in was the only labour movement mentioned by my informants.
Aside from that, the Anti-WTO protest in 2005 and Occupy Central Movement in
2011 were among the few protests in Hong Kong that have linkages with global
issues and international movements. The Umbrella Movement, a democratic
movement demanding universal suffrage of the Chief Executive, was only
favourably remembered by Little Tree, while Ah Dee retold it as an incident of being
accused and attacked by people holding opinions different from hers.

After joining one-off protests, many of my informants took up more roles in the
various social movements. In the following, I will share the details of their
participation.
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Service professional in the 1970s vs amateur activists in the 2000s
To begin with, Ping and Leilei’s stories will be introduced to show contrasting
modes of social movement participation in different historical periods. Though they
both became well-known for their participation in social movements, they came from
very different backgrounds.

Joining social movements since the 1970s
Ping, the eldest among my informants, was active in joining and organizing social
movements in a completely different era from my other informants. Her story
unfolds a typical mode of political actions in the 1970s to 1990s as discussed in the
previous chapter. Her decision to engage in the South River community was a
continuation of her experience with establishing civil society organizations.

The major factors that caused Ping’s awareness in social issues were her own
experience of growing up in poverty and the influence of the Catholic Church. Ping’s
parents and three elder siblings migrated from mainland China to Hong Kong in the
early 1950s, after which she was born in Hong Kong in 1954. Counting two younger
siblings and her grandmother, her family had a total of nine people who stayed
together in a very cramped house in a squatter area. When a fire accident happened
in the 1960s, her family were reallocated to public housing in an approximately 300
square feet flat. Her parents were blue-collar workers in service industry, barely
making ends meet. Having attended Catholic primary school and secondary school,
she was influenced by the priests who were socially engaged. Some of these priests
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advocated liberation theology65. Before she entered college, she already started to
help in a volunteer organization founded by a priest. Later she joined the Catholic
Society in the college and further participated in different issues with other
schoolmates.

Ping experienced a long journey of identity searching with reflection on national
issues. When she entered college in the fiery era in 1974, patriotic sentiments were
prevalent among the student organizations under the influence of Cultural Revolution
in China. The Catholic Society was thus not welcomed by those student bodies due
to its reluctance to comply with such patriotic orientation and its focus on local social
issues. She adhered to the latter naming of these two diverse orientations to describe
Catholic Society as part of the “social faction” and the other organizations as part of
the “patriotic faction”. In her description, within the broad label of social faction,
there were people who had strong ideological differences. For example, she named
some figures who belonged to the “Revolutionary Marxist League”, which was a
group of Trotskyists, and others who called themselves anarchists.

She recalled an intriguing turn of the social faction which started reading about
socialism after the patriotic faction became disillusioned with the end of the Cultural
Revolution in 1977. She observed that the patriotic faction had an ideology of
socialism mainly out of the desire to show loyalty towards Mainland China.
However, her experience after observing and understanding the local issues of social
inequality rendered her and her peers eager to compare capitalism and socialism. She
It originated from Latin America in the 1960s, emphasising “liberating people from exploitation and
poverty” (B. Leung 2017)
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remarked that it was common to think of only these two contrasting ideologies at that
time, which I regard as a Cold War phenomenon.

Albeit with clear rejection of the colonial rule and the identity of “British citizen”,
for years she had been unsure whether she should then resort to claiming a Chinese
identity. Her eager search for her roots further developed after the 1989 June 4th
Tiananmen incident. Against the wave of migration from Hong Kong, she decided to
enter the heart of “motherland” to learn more about it. She chose to join a PhD
programme to research on Chinese literature of the post-Cultural Revolution period.
In the book66 she wrote about the experience of studying in Beijing, she recounted
her fond memories, friendship, enlightened discussions and joyous moments. In an
interview with an online media platform67, she said she had roots in both Beijing and
Hong Kong, and that she thought both could coexist. She reframed the question and
decided that she did not need a root that came from nationality and ethnicity68. Her
decision to devote herself to the South River community is to develop her care for
the local, which she frames as connection with the land. She views that as a universal
need rather than something antagonistic to the Chinese identity (see Chapter 3 for
further discussion on “local”).

She has been playing a leading role in various civil society organizations that she has
co-founded with others and as a teacher in the university. Her life trajectory
demonstrates the career pathways of people from the “academic school”69, a word
For confidentiality reasons, the reference to the book cannot be provided.
For confidentiality reasons, the reference to the interview cannot be provided.
68
man juk 民族
69
hok yuen paai 學院派
66
67
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used by Leilei to be discussed below.

Two main features of Ping’s political actions were direct actions and establishing
non-governmental organizations and pressure groups. That pertains to the 1970s
context, with the beginning of social movements and nascent development of the
civil society with numerous organizations.

The mode of direct actions is exemplified in the Boat Dwellers’ Incident. In 1979,
sixty-seven people were arrested on the way to petition for the housing rights of the
“boat dwellers”, people who lived on boats in extremely precarious conditions.
Among the arrestees, fifty-six were boat people and the remaining eleven were social
workers, including Ping (Ma 2007; Y. Lee 2018). Ping recalled they were aware that
their petition violated the Public Security Ordinance70. Nevertheless, since the group
had been protesting for over two years without handing in applications to the police,
they decided to go ahead with the action. All of them were charged with “Illegal
Assembly”. This was one of the earliest charges under the Public Security
Ordinance.

Ping’s involvement in civil society organizations was played out as a “service
professional”, borrowing Alvin So’s categorization of the key players in social
movements, as discussed in Chapter 1 (So 2000). Her first job was as a social worker
in the Community Development field. Then she has been switching between two

It was legislated in 1967 by the British government in response to the 1967 Riot According to the
ordinance, only five places were allowed for people to apply for public assembly and any assembly of
more than three people without the government’s consent would be considered an “Illegal Assembly”.
70
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fields, the civil society organizations and the academia, throughout the decades until
the present. She took a break from her social work job to pursue a master’s degree,
and afterwards started one of the earliest pressure groups on feminism and gender
issues. Later she pursued a PhD degree in Beijing and came back to teach in the
university. As she was engaged in the feminist movement, she started to learn about
eco-feminism and feminists who work on agricultural issues. That fuelled her to care
about such issues in Hong Kong and to establish the organization of South River
Community (South River Association).

What should be underscored is that Ping’s organizations decided to stay away from
electoral politics. When District Council elections were introduced in the 1980s, she
was quite determined that she would not run for elections. This will be further
brought up later as an important similarity between her and the post-80s youth.

The first generation of “amateur”
“I did not realize I was the first generation of sou yan’ (amateur 素人) that
participated in social movements. I at first thought everyone was like me [who could
just join social movements without any affiliation or background].” When Leilei said
this to me in the interview, he smiled with astonishment at this realization he had in
hindsight. Coming from a background completely different from Ping, his experience
marked the beginning of the participation of “amateur” in Hong Kong’s social
movements.
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Among my other eight informants who were born after the 1970s, Leilei was the first
to begin to participate in protests in the 2000s. He recalled what he had heard from a
former social worker who had been participating in social movements for years: “He
said that before we appeared, ‘social movement people’ were all social workers, or
those who did not think they needed to register to do social work. In other words,
these were ‘academic school’. They were not like us that joined as ‘amateur’.”
Leilei’s remark corresponds to Alvin So’s observation about the vital role of “service
professionals” in social movements (2000). However, the usage of “academic
school” has another layer of implication that is not captured in the term “service
professionals”.

In his usage, “academic school” implies people who approach issues in an academic
style or with an academic approach, having access to training as well as to the
canonized learning resources. Growing up in a low-income family as a post-80s
youth, Leilei witnessed social inequality in daily life. He recalled that when he
visited his relatives in a public housing estate he had once seen a drug addict lying at
the foot of the staircase who was declared to be dead a while later. As he could not
continue with his studies during his teenage years due to his family’s financial
difficulties, he sustained his life with part-time jobs. At the same time, he became a
“band boy”71. In his journey of learning music, he described himself to be diverging
from the “academic school” method since he learned music first by instinct and
feeling without any knowledge of music theory.

71

Band jai , band 仔
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Starting to learn more about various social issues through band music, he often
quarrelled with other band members whom he expected to be more socially engaged
than they were. He explained that he was attracted to bands which often include
messages on social issues in their music, such as Rage Against the Machine and
Radiohead. To care about social issues under the influence of band music was not a
unique experience of Leilei’s, but a fairly common phenomenon of the 2000s. For
instance, various scholars have commented on Radiohead’s anti-capitalist and antiglobalization messages, which paved the way for the Occupy Wall Street Movement
(Friedman 2013; Clément 2017).

Leilei recalled clearly the moment when he decided to step out of the “band circle”
and enter the “social movement circle”. His friend said, “Leilei, since we are that
angry [about what is happening in the society], why don’t we go out to push the iron
road barrier?” That indicates his eagerness to translate his “rage against the
machine”, the name of one of his favourite bands taken literally, into physical
confrontation.

The first protest that he decided to join was the Anti-WTO protest in 2005. He
learned about the movement against World Trade Organization (WTO) in Seattle
through the band Radiohead72.

When the Sixth Ministerial Conference of the WTO took place in the Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Centre in 2005, over four thousand protestors came from different parts of Asia and
elsewhere to protest, with the Korean Peasant League being the most organized and powerful force.
Protestors were using bamboo sticks and iron pipes to confront the police, while the riot police used
pepper spray, tear gas and water cannon to disperse them (Greenlees 2005).
72
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The Anti-WTO protest posed a stark and stunning contrast to the dominant repertoire
of polite protest practised until that time in Hong Kong, inheriting past practice from
the 1970s to 1990s. It was a mind-blowing experience for Leilei and other Hong
Kong protestors. He recalled that he saw the Legislative Councillor Leung Kwokhung, (nicknamed “Long Hair”) on the scene73. Leilei used him as a yardstick to
explain how different the radical nature of the Korean peasants’ actions was:
Long Hair went into the crowd, but he immediately retreated. He was
absolutely not comparable to the Korean peasants’ level. You know, Long
Hair used to be portrayed to be the most radical one in Hong Kong, but that
image was utterly shattered! At that time, he was like a little duck crossing
the road and then came across a big truck. Wow! The Korean farmers were so
fu*king valiant and fought to their death! When the female police came the
female peasants took up the role to fight. When the police blocked the road,
what did the Korean peasants do? They jumped into the sea to swim towards
the centre! My whole world was fu*king altered. It was like a Hollywood
movie in front of me. That was too awesome! Even if I could watch the
newest series of Transformer that night it would be nothing. Even the newest
series of X-men that would be nothing. That was really my new page of life.
Really, a new page of my life. I am really very grateful for that, I am not sure
to whom, the Korean peasants perhaps. (Interview with Leilei, 2020)
Leilei explained that he started to know about using physical confrontations in
protests when he was very young. He vividly remembers a moment when he saw
protests of Mexicans on TV and got very worried about the safety of those people
who threw Molotov cocktails. The Anti-WTO protest was his first time to witness
physical confrontations to a far greater extent than those that had taken place in Hong
Kong before. From then on, Leilei often went to different places to protests and
would be in the frontline to ‘chung’, taking direct action (see Chapter 1 for the post-

Long Hair was a member of the Revolutionary Marxist League in the 1970s and was elected as
Legislative Councillor since 2004. Later, he became one of the founders of a new political party, the
League of Social Democrats since 2006. The famous thing about Long Hair was that he advocated the
use of “radical actions” to fight for the rights of the working class and the underprivileged people.
Some of his “radical actions” were like throwing soft harmless objects (like banana) in the Legislative
Council and storming the stage to grab the microphone.
73
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80s youths’ definition of the term).

Since most of them were mobilized through internet forums and groups at that time,
they consciously claimed themselves to be “self-organized netizens”74. He later
became one of the well-known figures of the “post-80s youths” when he joined the
Anti-Express Railway Movement. He felt connected with the movement “Shiroto no
Ran”75 in Japan in that their manner of organizing social movements was similar. In
our interview, he highlighted the similarities between them in resisting the oldfashioned and serious style of traditional leftist organizations and their common
rejection of being contained within political parties.

The 1970s activists and the post-80s youth
There were similarities and differences between the direct actions taken by the 1970s
activists and the post-80s youth. Ping recalled that some of the post-80s youth
became curious about the history of social movement in the 1970s because both of
them used the mode of taking direct actions, unlike the activists in the 1980s who got
absorbed in electoral politics. The post-80s youth, including Leilei, was critical of the
electoral politics and the culture of organized political parties. Ping’s decision of not
getting into electoral politics but continuing to locate her efforts in pressure groups
on social issues demonstrates a similar spirit.

A major difference between the radical actions of Ping and Leilei lies in the mode of

74
75

Due to confidentiality reasons, the newspaper article cannot be cited here.
Amateur Revolt 素人之亂
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organizing. When Ping and her peers engaged in physical confrontations, most of
them were social workers who believed in community organizing. In the rights-based
movements in the 1970s, it was common to have clear distinction between the
affected stakeholders, usually known as “gaai fong” or “fu jyu” (苦主, see Chapter
1), and the supporters such as social workers and volunteers. One may argue that the
supporters assumed a leading role given that they had much higher status in class,
educational background, skills and network than these stakeholders, though it was
evident that Ping tried to avoid these terms. The decision of direct actions in protest
usually was made in meetings that involved both parties.

However, for the netizens, many radical actions happened in a more spontaneous as
well as a much looser way of online mobilization. There were more ad-hoc and oneoff protests that did not come from a rights-based issue, such as protest at the Liaison
Office of the Central People's Government.

On another note, Ping and Leilei have different approaches to theorising their
actions. In Ping’s narration of her trajectory, she used terms widely circulated in
academic scholarship. She frequently referred to how she learned about new
concepts such as “nation-state” and “feminism” in school and reading groups, and
then tried to take actions in line with such concepts.

In contrast, I observe that Leilei often employs vocabulary that is common in daily
conversation to analyse social and political conditions in a new way that is
uncommon in both daily usage as well as academic contexts. For instance, when he
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explained his decision of choosing different actions, he repeatedly came back to the
contrasting terms of “right and wrong” and “gwaai” (乖 well-behaved, obedient and
proper) and “yai” (曳 being deviant, disobedient, rebellious and naughty). The latter
set of terms is usually used in the context of teachers and parents disciplining and
teaching students or children. Nevertheless, when he described the band people as
“yai”, he gave this usual derogatory term a positive sense, implying creativity,
coolness and critical attitude towards the norm. He usually paired this term with
“coolness”76 to explain his decision. For example, when he considered whether he
would run for election, he did not use any terms from political theory at all. “I have
thought seriously whether it is right to run for election? But in the end, I want to
cling to something more beautiful and more cool.” Apart from that, he started to
learn about the context of punk’s rebellion against the rock culture which had
become static. For instance in how they used a new punk hairstyle to subvert the
image of long-hair rock musicians, he described them to be, “yai in a way that
sounded quite ngaam77.” His aesthetic choices in music appeared to reflect and shape
his decision in political orientation.

The crossover of band circle and social movement circle
His experience as a band member is pivotal in shaping Leilei’s subjectivity in various
ways. As he brought his experience in the band to the social movement circle, that
created a doorway for other amateurs to start engaging in social movements.

76
77

型 ying
rebellious in a correct way 曳得來幾啱
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Band practice was a communal event that, as he phrased it, made him reflect on
ethical issues, when he had not acquired any formal political ideology. He learned
not to be selfish or calculative in matters like helping the drummer to buy
drumsticks. A lot of things that happened in the band relied on “common
responsibility and sharing” as he said. He also reflected on whether it was acceptable
for a band member to date another member’s girlfriend, and so on. It was
commonplace for band boys to be rebellious against the norm, so they would rely on
their interaction and personal reflection to decide what was right or wrong.

Leilei witnessed the changing relationship between “social movement circle” and
“band circle”. It was common for the “band boys” to pay attention to the social
movement circle. For example, he learned of “Autonomous 8a”78, a group that
advocated direct democracy and autonomous actions for the grassroots. He said that
“Autonomous 8a” was so cool that the punks in mainland China would “pay
pilgrimage” to the place, and that he had learned of the place from punk friends in
the Mainland. His later decision to stay away from electoral politics was influenced
by that organization. Nonetheless, he recalled that the relationship between the two
circles used to be tense. The “social movement people” used to look down on “band
boys”, labelling them as “hippies” who were not being serious about social
movements, while the “band boys” in turn disliked them for being too boring. Hence,
he said he tried to attain the approval of the “social movement people” by being more
punctual than most other people.
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When more “band boys” initiated new projects, there was a change in the aesthetics
and culture of social movements. In 2009, Leilei joined some other “amateurs” to
found FM101, an underground or unregistered radio channel. Out of their dislike of
old-fashioned and ugly social movement T-shirts, FM101 members or “band boys”
started to print slogan T-shirts in the style or aesthetics of band culture – using
special font or hand-written words for slogans and cool logo. He observed that such
aesthetics had passed on seamlessly and unknowingly to the new political parties that
emerged in the mid-2010s. An evidence of this influence was that some people
blamed a new political party founded by the younger generation for imitating a
foreign band in their T-shirt design. This was one of the ways the amateurs
challenged the existing culture of the social movement circle.

Band shows also became a new mode of protest. An important example was the
“Rock spirit has no room for tyranny” show that started in 201079. He reminisced
that they started organizing the band show simply because they found it more fun
than the boring, ritualized demonstration on National Day. Since then, it became
more often for band shows to be held alongside rallies. For Leilei, it was surprising
that the “social movement circle” and “band circle” became connected after
organizing these band shows.

Before this a protest erupted against the “Red Rock Music Show” organized by a pro-establishment
political party to celebrate the 60th National Day of the People’s Republic of China in 2009. Leilei
and some other friends in FM101 rushed on the stage to grab the microphone to yell slogans asking
for the reassessment of the June 4th Tiananmen Incident and showed a banner with the slogan “Rock
spirit has no room for tyranny”. A year later, they started organizing a show with this name annually
near National Day. Bands were invited locally and overseas, say, from Taiwan and Mainland
China. This band show continued after the Lok Path community was established.
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Growing up with band music
In a similar vein, two other informants’ decisions of joining the alternative
communities were inseparable from their previous experience of playing in bands.
Both Karl and Evan felt unaccepted in school and hence sought refuge in the world
of music.

The reason for Karl to start getting into the Choi Yuen Village Movement was being
invited by friends from the band. In his mid-30s, Karl decided to close down the
company working on photography for the film industry that he had run for nearly
two decades. He expressed that he never went to any protests before, nor did he care
about the rural area. However, gradually he helped in organizing exhibitions and
making documentaries for the movement with his artistic skills. He then became
eloquent in explaining the ideals of the Choi Yuen Village Movement as he visited
different schools to screen his documentaries. In contrast, Evan had been active in
searching for platforms to discuss and learn about social issues, which we shall
discuss after talking about Karl.

Both Karl and Evan failed to blend in with their schoolmates. Born in the mid-1970s,
Karl migrated with his family from Mainland China to Hong Kong when he was
seven years old, just after the Cultural Revolution ended. Since his parents’
university lecturer qualifications in China were not recognized in Hong Kong, they
had to work at low-level jobs. They lived in the squatter area in poor financial
conditions. Though their standard of living gradually improved, his parents’
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relationship remained tense. Throughout his childhood and teenage years, Karl
generally felt depressed. His parents’ divorce when he entered secondary school
further triggered him to become rebellious. He was finally expelled from secondary
school around the age of 15 due to fighting. He felt slightly better after he switched
to a school of lower ranking and met a number of “bad students”. Still, he resisted
school education in many ways such as skipping all the open examinations except
visual arts, the only subject that he liked. When he finished his studies, he felt
extremely happy since it was “a release from prison”.

Feeling disgusted by what the school taught about art, Karl pursued all types of art
beyond the conventional curriculum. Due to a deep hatred of everything around him,
he often retreated to the world of indie music and artmaking to make sense of life.
Since he found the school a suffocating place that moulded students to be
homogenized beings, his search for indie music was a way of resisting this pressure
of homogenization.

Evan’s situation was both similar to and different from that of Karl. Evan was born
in the mid-1990s and grew up in a well-educated and politically engaged middleclass family. Studying in primary and secondary schools that had good ranking, Evan
felt pressurised around competitive peers. Though he grew up in a resourceful and
loving family, he struggled with interpersonal relationships since his primary school
days. A main reason was that he was rejected by classmates for being fat. At the
same time, he found that his classmates were pretentious in their habit of pleasing
teachers. Later he still found it difficult to make friends in secondary school.
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Moreover, he did not perform well in his studies and nearly had to repeat his grade.
Due to the fear of facing a new group of classmates, he decided to work hard at his
studies. As compared to Karl who did not attend his examinations, Evan finally
obtained good grades in his Diploma of Secondary Education Examination and
entered one of the top universities in Hong Kong.

Like Karl, Evan actively sought out indie music to listen to. He started playing as a
drummer in the band when he was in secondary school. Evan’s active search for
music affected his career choice too. In the summer holiday when he graduated from
secondary school, he worked part-time in a café that was famous for organizing
music shows. However, he was disillusioned to find that it did not help him delve
deeper into the musical world.

Music offered a space for both Karl and Evan to gain a sense of diverse possibilities
that was otherwise unavailable in the education that they received. Indie music
provided them a framework to explore alternatives and to experience plurality, as
they found the mainstream culture that they experienced in schooling problematic.
Growing up as a self-learner, immersing himself in art creation from his youth,
Karl’s own artistic subjectivity became sutured with his newfound political
subjectivity. Though he was a “amateur” in the social movement, his artist
background allowed him to pick up organizational duties of the cultural events
easily.

For Evan, his political awareness began to be developed in his childhood. As he grew
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up, he became more interested in politics, but he could not find a platform to learn
about it. In the summer holiday after his graduation from secondary school, he took
the initiative to join different activities and organizations. In his proactive search for
both platforms for political actions and learning music, he encountered a surprising
convergence of both in the 2011-2012 Occupy Central movement and Lok Path. One
of the reasons he committed to the movement and Lok Path was that he finally got to
meet “band boys” there, such as Leilei and his other friends from the FM101. He was
thrilled to learn about the underground music scene through them. Indeed, before he
got to know any of the occupiers personally, he had been playing the djembe at the
site. This paved way to how he later got exposed to a vast array of musical styles in
Lok Path and started to integrate music in his participation in protests.

School and social movements
The school provides channels for some of my informants to learn about social issues.
While Ping joined her schoolmates in college to take action on social issues, Little
Tree and Yau also developed consciousness towards social issues.

Little Tree had a difficult time in childhood as she migrated from Mainland China to
Hong Kong at a very young age in the early 1990s. Before her mother obtained her
residential status, for some years she had been living with her relatives who looked
down on her due to her “Chineseness”. In her words, she was discriminated against
by her relatives but was welcomed by all her classmates, who did not pay much
attention to whether she was from Mainland China or not. Performing well in school
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was a way she gained recognition from them, and she also won favour from the
teachers.

Little Tree’s political awakening happened at a very young age since her school was
exceptional in encouraging discussion on social issues. Various teachers in her
secondary school used the opportunity provided by extra-curricular activities or
different subjects such as the peripheral “Life Education” lessons to teach students
about social issues. She followed the teachers to observe the Anti-WTO protests and
join the Lee Tung Street cultural tour during the urban renewal struggle.

Born in the late 1980s, Yau grew up in a resettlement area in a working-class family.
She did not really like studying and only liked the subject of visual arts. Getting
average results in the A-level exam, she studied a Higher Diploma in design. When
she was in the programme, she started to nurture genuine interest in learning and
wanted to pursue studies in the same field. Then she was admitted to a design
programme in the university though she did not have good results from her
examination. There she encountered a university teacher who was socially engaged,
who she described as “often stormed the street80” and were in the frontline81”. The
teacher required students to submit assignments that discussed social issues. Yau
then did a project on the issue of white dolphin conservation in the backdrop of
constructing the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau Bridge. That was how she started to
have some experience of protests and speaking up in the promotional street booth.

80
81

seung gaai 上街
Or “pioneering”, haang duc ho chin 行得好前
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The internship programme she attended in Ireland was also an eye-opening
experience for her to meet different people and learn about vegan culture in Europe.

Aside from Yau and Little Tree, most other informants did not encounter
opportunities to learn about social issues at school. Some of them were like Leilei,
joining social movements as “amateurs”. The latter section on work will show how
the experience in schooling had implication in their career choices.

Friendship and community in social movement
As discussed in Chapter 1, both 2011-2012 Occupy Central movement and Umbrella
Movement were carried out in the form of occupation that became a ground for
fostering new communal relationships between occupiers and for innovative
experiments. Ah Dee and Little Tree’s experience in the two movements respectively
illustrate how that experience has driven them to participate in Lok Path and South
River respectively.

Reviving senses at 2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement
Ah Dee described the 2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement as “a period of
empowerment” for her. She said that before joining the movement, she had been very
shy, did not know what she wanted to do, and very obedient (gwaai 乖), connoting
how she submissively complied with the rules. She got fair results and went to a
middle-ranking university to study art. “Nothing really interested me. I was muddled,
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as if I was covered by a layer of something, and did not have much feeling.” From
my observation of her wording, I identify it as a life-changing event that opened her
senses to feel differently about the world and herself.

When the 2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement happened, Ah Dee was in her mid20s, working as a research assistant. At the time, she was feeling disgusted with the
social reality in Hong Kong, especially the extreme income inequality. She started to
join the Anti-Express Railway and Choi Yuen Village Movements, but only recalled
that she sat there at the assembly as a passive listener. When she witnessed the start
of the 2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement, she did not immediately stay with
others that night. Yet, she felt something stirring in her heart82 and went back the
next day. She felt much more strongly about the movement and started to go to the
occupation site every day. She recalled, “I learned a lot of things and absorbed a lot
of things. Usually, I stayed there until 3 to 4 am and went home by the overnight bus.
Every time I felt I had done something fruitful.” Such feeling, that grew from a
stirring to fruitfulness, peeled away the “layer” that had been covering her heart. That
showcases an important moment in the formation of her political subjectivity.

In Ah Dee’s experience, the occupation site was depicted as an open space for
discovery and discussion rather than a protest that demonstrated a clear political
statement. Although the Global Occupy Movement was generally understood as an
anti-capitalist movement, she did not pin down what happened in Central to this
slogan. She narrated to me that when the crowd was trying to hang a banner with
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sam gwa gwa 心掛掛
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words “anti-capitalism”, an experienced activist of the Autonomous 8/F challenged
them, asking whether they meant it. She explained, “Well, at that time I did not know
what capitalism was. So, we were still learning about what capitalism was lo83.”
Instead of advocating a particular stance, she treasured the occupation site as an
occasion for learning and discussion.

In her description of the happenings in the movement, it is common to see a constant
shift in the focus of narration and a lack of conclusion. For example, when she first
explained that the occupiers wanted to issue a statement about their actions, she did
not end the story with what the statement was, but with the process of discussing the
statement. Another remarkable discussion that happened at the site was on what
decision-making method they should use. She laughed as she explained that they did
not really arrive at any conclusion on what mode of communication to use: “We
never voted at that time. The intriguing part was that we could not decide on whether
we should use consensus or voting, to make this particular decision of using
consensus or voting. What happened was that we king (傾 discuss, chat, converse) so
often that all the people who favoured voting had left, haha.”

This style of narration reveals two key features of the movement: firstly, the
emphasis on the process more than the end goal. Secondly, an open-endedness that is
allowed by not insisting on arriving at a conclusion. Such openness cultivates a space
that allowed Ah Dee to feel and to think about the fundamental questions behind a
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囉, a Cantonese final particle that suggests sense of explanation and reiteration
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movement, reviving and nurturing her sensibilities towards the world and herself.

The search for conversation
In Cantonese, “king” 傾 broadly means engaging in any kind of conversation, no
matter it is serious or casual, a discussion or a chat. Compared to the formal and
bookish wording that specifically means “discuss” (tou lun 討論), the kind of
conversation implied by the term “king” is more open and flexible, involving both
discussion and negotiation, depending on the context.

The fact that the occupation site was an open ground that favoured all sorts of
conversation was a determining factor for Evan to actively involve himself in the
movement. As mentioned above, Evan spent the summer holiday of 2012 exploring
different channels and methods of social engagement. Concerned with environmental
issues, he went to pick up plastic pellets that were washed onto the beaches after a
typhoon. Though he went alone, he made some new friends on the way, who later
went with him to an Anti-National Education workshop that took place at the 20112012 Occupy Central Movement.

Meanwhile, he had joined one of the early nativist groups in Hong Kong, Civic
Passion84, as a volunteer, helping in promotional street booth. After a certain period
of going to both the nativist group and the 2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement, he
This is one of the earliest political parties that hailed “nativism”, but did not cling to this label in
recent years to differentiate themselves from other “nativist” groups. It was disbanded in September
2021.
84
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decided to finally withdraw from the former group. While the political orientation of
the two parties were completely disparate, one centring on identity politics and
another being anarchism-leaning, the drive for him to choose the Occupy Central
Movement was not based on an ideological judgement. He recalled that when he was
helping to take some material back to the nativist group’s office, he wanted to chat
with people due to his passion and interests to learn more about politics. He
expressed his disappointment: “They ignored me. Huh? When the duty for the street
booth was over, then isn’t there anything else or any follow up?85 I did help out in
the booth, but no one cared.”

In contrast, in the Occupy Central Movement 2011, though he did not understand
much about what they discussed and chatted (king 傾), he felt comfortable with
staying there as an observer. Sometimes he would remember some terms that they
mentioned and went back home to search online for the meaning of those terms. He
remembers vividly a conversation he had with one of the occupiers, who later
became his good friend in Lok Path. As the occupier explained to him that they were
“a group of anarchists”, Evan said he was curious about anarchism. After uttering
“oh really”, that occupier immediately wrote out for him a 2-page book list on
anarchism. On the list, Evan recognized a book and said in an excited tone that he
had actually been reading this very book. Coincidentally, he had just bought this
book two months before, even though he did not have the habit of reading books and
did not even understand the title.

85

Mou kei ta ga la? 冇其他架嗱?
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I argue that the practice or the lack of conversation is indicative not just of
temperament and personality, but the political culture of Civic Passion and the 20112012 Occupy Central Movement respectively. What disappointed Evan in Civic
Passion was the instrumental mentality of utilizing volunteers just as manpower and
a hierarchical idea of treating volunteers as subordinate to more experienced
politicians. However, the value and effort invested in conversing with a newcomer
reflects the emphasis of horizontality and equality in the Occupy Central Movement
2011 (Lam-Knott 2018, 468). The practice of conversation as method will be further
discussed in Chapter 3.

The One-of-a-kind Friendship in Lok Path
The social movement was an occasion for people to build friendships, which
determined their decision to continue with the alternative community. Ah Dee, Evan
and Leilei all expressed their gratefulness and joy in the friendship they found in Lok
Path, in a way that almost felt like a public confession of their love. Let me illustrate
the nature of their friendship below.

Ah Dee remembers clearly this episode as definitive of the beginning of their
friendship. She explained that she used to be a very shy person and tried to make
friends with others through pretending to work on serious stuff:
When I started to join the activities of the Occupy Central [in October], I
knew no one. A lot of them came from the “social movement circle”. . . I
remember that a friend at the occupation site held a birthday party at his
home in late November and invited me to join. I felt really happy. They did
not only invite me for serious matters for the movement, which meant we
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were really friends. . . Afterwards we had more chances to get together, apart
from working on serious stuff. (Interview with Ah Dee, July 2020)
Since Evan grew up feeling like an outcast in school, the friends he made in 20112012 Occupy Central Movement hold a special meaning for him:
I have never met any friend to whom I can lay my heart bare before. There is
this saying in the society that “someone is my best friend!” But I have never
come across this feeling throughout my experience of growing up. The first
time I felt [like I had] best friends was when I met people in Occupy Central.
(Interview with Evan, July 2020)

What I want to stress is that such treasured friendship is based on common values
and experience. Consider Leilei’s explanation:
I like seeing everyone. That is a very pure intention. I truly feel that in social
movements we need friends. Because we like to meet each other, we often go
out protesting together.
I am actually very picky when I make friends in the social movement circle.
That is because I used to expect that band people would be anti-establishment
and became disillusioned. . . I have quarrelled with too many people.
(Interview with Leilei, October 2020)
What is implied in this statement is that Leilei had been looking for friends who have
similar values and were willing to translate that into actions. Likewise, though Evan
had friends who went to the June Fourth Vigil with him, introduced him to the
nativist group, or played in a football team and even a band with him, he did not
consider them his best friends. In spite of sharing common experiences with them in
all these activities, he could not really compare these to the common values and
resonance he shares with the friends in the Lok Path community.

As Evan grew disinterested in the Civic Passion, he distanced himself from the friend
who had introduced him to it. In the same way, Ah Dee experienced the process of
leaving her original circle of friends, who had different values from her:
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There was a certain period in which I felt I had to tear myself into two halves.
My university friends liked having buffet at a hotel – showing off with fancy
things. . . One of my friends in that group went to the Occupy Central
Movement with me once, but she was more like coming from the style of
“traditional pan-democratic”. She did not join again afterwards. No one
around me could understand what I was doing in Occupy Central. (Interview
with Ah Dee, July 2020)

In the friendship among Lok Path people, their common value has shaped a
particular way of interaction and friendship development. Leilei talked about his
journey of understanding his own political orientation, “I did struggle a lot before. I
thought, ‘Am I a hippie? Or a social democrat? Or an extreme left anarchist?’” In
Leilei’s recollection, Ah Dee once said this, “I do not know what anarchism is. But I
know that this group of friends are interacting based on this particular logic and that
makes me feel comfortable. I feel like these friends are reasonable.” Referring to this
comment by Ah Dee, Leilei explained how the friendships helped him understand his
own political positioning. That being said, they seldom refer to themselves as
“anarchists”. Just like how Lok Path people usually refuse to settle in conclusion,
Leilei said, “perhaps we are even more hang (行 powerful and radical) than whatever
-isms, who knows?”

Ah Dee’s remark in her interview with me further explains the nature of their
friendship:
The experience in the occupation was precious because we did not have
thoughts and theories that exist out of context. When we interacted with each
other, we were thinking about those questions, and we deal with them
together [through actual experience]. (Interview with Ah Dee, July 2020)
Their friendship does not come from subscribing to an existing political ideology,
but the attitude of learning together and the experience of applying what they learn to
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their interaction. Theorisation of such experience with existing ideologies may take
place, if necessary, but that is not as important as the experience itself. It does not
mean that they do not only interact with each other in the setting of the social
movement. Their friendship grows from the experience of the social movements and
continues to grow as they keep on experimenting and reviewing how they interact
with each other. More about their friendship will be discussed in Chapter 3.
The window to “eco-village”
For Little Tree, her memory of the Umbrella Movement was the maintenance of a
gathering point at the Admiralty occupation site with her friends, which led her to
learn and think about “eco-village”. As she mentioned this term, she emphasised the
nature of self-sufficiency and co-living in a community.

In her early 20s, Little Tree just started the job as a social worker in the field of
community development (CD) in one large social welfare organization. In the
department, she met numerous social work colleagues who were critical towards
social issues and aspired to engage the “gaai fong” (residents) in public issues
through community organizing. When the occupation happened during the Umbrella
Movement, they quickly decided to, in Little Tree’s words, “bring in everyday life
elements” to the site to gather people. In her narration, the experience was full of fun
and spontaneity. For example, she and one of her colleagues saw an abandoned sofa
on the road in Kowloon and immediately transported it to the Admiralty occupation
area. They secretly took cooking utensils and second-hand clothes from the social
welfare organization to the occupation site to share with others. Gradually, they
furnished a corner near the government headquarter and named it as “Citizen
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Autonomous nest”, stressing a sense of cosiness and belonging. As time went by,
they gathered some other new friends to look after the corner together.

The group of social workers had the experience, skillset and network to organize
activities to foster discussion. For instance, a memorable event for Little Tree is the
screening of a documentary about a self-sufficient eco-village in Russia. Before the
screening, her senior supervisor in the organization where she worked had already
introduced the concept of “eco-village” as a guideline for their team. Yet she
reckoned the concept as abstract and vague at that time. Even so, she found the idea
of living together in a self-sufficient way attractive. Since her teenage years, she
already had a fantasy of living together with her classmates.

Little Tree cares about the experience of co-organizing and co-creating that gathering
point itself much more than the end goal of demanding full electoral rights from the
government. When I asked her what she wanted to achieve with the movement, she
expressed that she did not think too much. “People around me were actively rushing
ahead. I just wanted to immerse myself in whatever was happening.” She enjoyed
tidying up the area and maintaining a comfortable environment for the people. There
was a utopic feeling at the occupation site in her remembrance: “I was really
impressed - once we stepped into that boundary of the occupation site, immediately
people would rush to help us to transport heavy stuff. That was indeed a totally
different world!” She said that she was so committed to the occupation that she could
not concentrate on her job.
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Her positive and joyful reminiscence of the experience stands in sharp contrast to
some other occupiers’ who felt a “social movement trauma” after the Umbrella
Movement had ended. P. K. Hui describes “social movement trauma” as the hurt that
protestors experienced due to betrayal or different sorts of violence, or the depression
caused by failure in achieving their ideal or loss of the communal relations that had
been cultivated onsite during the occupation (P. K. Hui 2018)86. Nonetheless, Little
Tree appears to be unaffected by the fact that the government did not accede to the
universal suffrage demand, but rather found it fruitful to gather people in meaningful
discussions and follow-up actions of participating in the South River Community.

The core members of the “nest” and a few new friends they met at the site continued
to have reunion activities long after the movement ended. One of the reunion
activities was hiking. A core member, Siu Chin (pseudonym), who planned the
hiking, set South River as the destination in order to introduce it to the group. He had
prior connection with the South River community and knew their goal of becoming
an “eco-village”. That was Little Tree’s first encounter with South River, which she
portrayed as a love-at-first-sight incident: “When I arrived, I was like, ‘Wow! This is
a fairyland!’ The scenery was so beautiful and I liked it so much!” Afterwards, Little
Tree and two newer members of the group joined the activities of South River to
learn farming together, in a one-year programme.

An example of depressing experience in Umbrella Movement can be found in Ip Iam Chong’s
description of a Nativist youth, Williams. He termed the Umbrella Movement a failure and described
that politics made him lose his friends and himself (2020a, 105–6)
86
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Another activity that the team organized was a trip to Taiwan to visit a self-sufficient
community “Son of Man”87 and other community projects. That was the first time
Little Tree observed an example of an “alternative community”. When she joined
South River, she learned that many of its members had also visited “Son of Man” or
were very interested in it.

All in all, the experience of the team in the “nest” in Umbrella Movement opened a
window for Little Tree to reflect and experience a self-sufficient community.

87

in Mandarin: Renzi gongsheng shequ 人子共生社區
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Work experience
The first part of this chapter above centres on my interviewees’ experience of joining
resistance acts in social movements and protests, in the following I will illustrate
their experience of work. I contend that their understanding and reflection on work
has significant influence on their decision to join the alternative communities. At first
glance, their work experience may not be directly related to the normative
understanding of the “political”. Nevertheless, their work experience has
significantly shaped what kind of person they have become (jou yan), and hence
changed their perspective on social transformation. The theme of work will feature in
Chapter 3 as an important notion.

It is worth noting that none of my informants have full-time jobs now, unlike other
people who take part in communities in their spare time after work. The Grassland
Community people, Karl and Gigi, rely on the activities in the community as their
only source of income. In Lok Path, Ah Dee, Leilei and Ah Chiu work freelance or
part-time, while maintaining their commitment to the vegetarian co-operative, which
is not considered as a job. Evan is currently a part-time farmer in South River
Community, while Yau and Little Tree are both its part-time organizers. Ping is
joining South River Community as a volunteer as she is now retired.
School and work
Having illustrated the relation between social movement and school above, I will
show my informants’ different experiences of schooling has impacted their habit of
learning as well as their career choice.
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As mentioned above, Karl and Evan took their initiative to search for things outside
the school curriculum. The interest in things that were not valued in formal schooling
were shared by many of my informants. For example, quite a number of them, Karl,
Yau, Chiu and Gigi, became interested in visual art at school. Karl, Yau and Gigi all
attempted to work in the arts sector.

Another example is that both Little Tree and Yau are passionate about cooking but
did not find many opportunities to learn that at school. Little Tree loved the lessons
of Home Economics and grabbed those rare opportunities to learn cooking. She
remembers that when she was just four years old, she caught crabs and cooked them
on the road in the rural countryside by making a fire with stones and
matches. Another informant, Yau, has been an active learner of cooking at home.
Growing up in a low-income family, she had to help cook for the family since she
was ten years old. Joining the South River community and Grassland later gave them
the chance to explore cooking.

The special case: a successful career
Ping appeared to be the most successful in her mainstream career since she had
worked as a university professor for two decades until retirement, having experience
in civil society organizations as well. When she just graduated from college in the
1970s as one of the relatively well-educated class, she deliberately chose not to
“wear a dress and work in Central as a white-collar or a professional” but became a
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non-registered social worker in Tsuen Wan and Kwai Chung88 ”, as mentioned in her
book89. In our interview, she described her decisions in life as quite random and a
result of “following her feeling. She looked back with laughter: “I started in the
student movement and went to community (se keui) work, on labour issues, then
started activism around gender issues, and ended up in the academia to continue with
gender studies, which finally brought me to eco-feminism and agricultural projects
that I am working on now.” She is now retired and spends most of her time in the
South River community.

It must be pointed out that what allowed her seemingly effortless glides from sector
to sector was the social and cultural capital gained in college and work, in nongovernmental organizations and in social movement. Like many baby-boomers, she
could ride on the economic success of Hong Kong from the 1970s to the early 1990s
and be freed from the worry of earning a livelihood. Compared with many of her
peers at that time having made the most of their education accomplishments to climb
up the social ladder, Ping did choose a different pathway. However, her experience
resembled a lot of successful and inspirational stories of those times – actualizing
one’s vision of social transformation while working as a “service professional” (So
2000). It was natural for activists of that generation to earn and own the cultural and
social capital as professionals and use that in their activism. The restriction imposed
on social work sector in the 1990s was one of the factors that changed this scene, as
mentioned in Chapter 1 (Ma 2007).

88
89

Kwai Chung was then a new industrial and residential districts of largely low-income working class
Due to confidentiality reasons, the reference to the book cannot be provided.
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Distanced from formal schooling
Ah Chiu’s experience of work has the utmost contrast with Ping’s story. Also, Chiu’s
experience of community was totally out of the realm of social movements, and for
some years even outside both government jurisdiction and market intervention, for
he joined a triad society.

Chiu was born in the mid-1970s. His father was a renovation worker, and his mother
was a full-time housewife. In the interview, he described that his family was so welloff that he had toys costing up to five hundred thousand dollars.

Like Karl and Leilei, he discontinued his studies when he was still quite young. He
was expelled from his primary school because he hit a teacher who punished him by
twisting his ears. Then he decided to quit secondary school when he was in the third
year since he had fulfilled the nine-year compulsory education requirement of the
government. In the secondary school, he met a friend whose parents were both
members of the triad society and decided to join him.

Distanced from formal schooling, Chiu, like Karl and Evan, was used to self-study,
self-teaching and self-determining what he wanted to learn. Chiu did not care about
anything in the school curriculum but learned from observing social phenomena in
the social circles in the different schools that he went to: “I realized that poorer
people are more fun while the richer people are boring.”
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Certain years before joining Lok Path, Chiu once stayed in the massive chain
bookstore in Shenzhen for over two weeks to read books day and night. In my
fieldnotes of June 2020, I wrote: “When he first spoke to me during one of the
farewell events at Lok Path, I already felt impressed by his soundbites. He could
express some very theoretical stuff in simple language.” His subjectivity was formed
in a unique way: he made his own choices about what to learn, forming his own
language to make sense of things without reliance on any textbooks.

Triad society as a co-operative
It is notable that in the interview to explain his experience in the triad society, Chiu
brought up the term “jou yan” (做人 how to be a proper person), which I have
discussed above as useful to understand the idea of subject formation. The word
choice shows that the triad society experience is key in shaping what kind of person
he has become. As mentioned above, a lot of recognized figures in the political scene
came from the academic circle, which makes the triad society seem like an unlikely
place to nurture one’s political subjectivity. However, his story defeats such
assumption and reveals that the experience of learning and working in the triad
society were influential in his latter decision to participate in the alternative
community

Chiu emphasised what he learned from the ethical system that guided the triad
society. In his respectful and positive portrayal of the society, he sprinkled his
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narration with different terms that he apparently learned during his life with them:
It was really old-school. The dai lou (eldest brother, leader, head), older than
me by 60 years, had a long list of forbidden acts, a list we had to comply
with. He taught me how to be jou yan (become or behave, or act like, a proper
person 做人) more than how to be a triad member. He was not patriarchal, so
he forbade people from running any prostitution business. (Interview with
Chiu, July 2020)
Using drugs was also prohibited. The dailou would lock the members up on the
rooftop to help them tackle their drug addiction.

Contrary to common assumptions that triad members disturb the neighbourhood,
they often help the poor, as Chiu cheerfully and proudly explained:
The protection fee we collected was meaningful. For example, once a shop in
our area had disputes with the shop owner, then we helped to arrange a
meeting with the shop owner to king (negotiate, discuss and chat).
I ignorantly asked a question based on a triad stereotype, “Was the shop owner
scared?” He said, “Why? With reasoning, why do we need to be loud?”90 He also
explained to me that fighting was not needed, but only happened among immature
members.

What the triad society operated mainly was underground gambling and a street-side
tea stall. They did not have the license for running a restaurant so they could only
operate it after the Food and Hygiene Department officials went off duty. They also
had to obtain underground electricity supply by themselves. They would sell several
types of noodles and congee, mostly serving taxi drivers.

90

有道理洗乜大聲啫?
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Chiu recalled that he learned a lot from running this tea stall. While the triad society
ran the restaurant together, the members had a kind of interaction that was different
from traditional boss-employee relations. He said, “By that time, I would not have
known what ‘consensus’ is, but I knew what it meant. When you cooperate with
others, you have to think for them as well.”

In the tea stall, income was divided according to people's needs. “Diu (Cantonese
swear word), if someone does not have enough, then just take more lo, who dares to
disagree?91” Hearing that, I could not help saying, “Isn’t that a co-op?” Chiu replied,
“Yes, even more cooperative than a co-op.” That comparison was not completely
without ground. When we were conducting our interview at a shopfront, a neighbour
of his father came in and helped cook their evening meal. That “auntie” was
currently working at a co-op restaurant operated by a non-governmental
organization. Chiu listened to her sharing and complaints of ill-treatments from her
work, feeling that his own experience in triad society and the Lok Path restaurant
was much more radical than that provided by the NGO.

According to his narration, his experiences in the triad society were defining in how
he “acts out” his humanity (jou yan), namely when he learned how to cooperate and
work with others and how to refrain from certain things that they deemed as
unethical. The triad society offered him opportunities to relate and interact with
people of different walks of life, through which he readjusted his views of how the
society should be and what kind of person he would like to become. It is against such
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邊個唔夠食咪攞多啲囉係咪唔畀呀?
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a background that he decided to open a non-commercial restaurant and eventually
entered Lok Path, as I will show in the following section.

Similarities between triad and alternative communities
Chiu’s overwhelmingly positive description of the triad society is interesting for our
analysis. He apparently used the terms and concepts he learned from the Lok Path to
read back and theorise his past triad experience. It is not my aim to prove whether the
triad society was as good as Chiu visualized. However, I do want to highlight how
his narration provides insights into the similarities between triad society and
“alternative community”.

Firstly, the nature of running underground business in the triad society is based on
the rejection of existing rules, and hence an exploration of alternative usage of space
and resources. The characteristics of being underground and working in a grey area
are also seen in underground music groups in industrial buildings. Lok Path also
operated a similar street-side vegetarian co-op. Even the food-serving activities
organized by Grassland are grey area operations, since they refuse to apply for all the
licenses needed for providing food.

Secondly, the emphasis on relationship among triad members allowed a space to
question existing social relations, such as that of a family or between employers and
employees.

Thirdly, the triad society deals with who they identify as part of their community in a
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flexible way that is not contained by bureaucracy and a fixed set of rules. We can
look at how Chiu explained the triad society as a mechanism that settles issues within
the neighbourhood, serving interests of the poor:
What is a triad? What the government could not attend to, and what they were
ashamed to directly order the police to work on, they left to the realm of the
triad. Ten years before, all ex-prisoners could only end up driving minibus or
become coolie. Most minibus lines were owned by the triad. The triad was
balancing ‘ngo dei’ (我地, us/we) , everything among the poor people.
(Interview with Ah Chiu, July 2020)
The term “ngo dei” (我地, us / we) is a buzzword often used by the Lok Path people,
usually in a way that connotes a group with transcendental value, which will be
further analysed in Chapter 3. Here, Chiu defines “us” as the poor people, and treats
the triad as an organization working differently from the governmental institutions.
The triad society builds a self-help network, like how it provides a minibus drivers’
network for ex-prisoners. Considering all these similarities, it is understandable how
he became subsequently attracted to Lok Path.

The shattered dream of a non-commercial restaurant
After he left the triad, Chiu spent some time staying on an outlying island just
enjoying life, and then worked as a market researcher for a few years. He explained
that experience as a brutal confrontation with capitalism. “I wanted to find a way that
could work out but not necessarily commercial, so that I could support noncommercial things.” He wanted to open a restaurant near the university for students
to hang out and exhibit their artwork. He planned to go beyond the usual relation
between boss and staff by being transparent about his income and dividing 20% of
profits between all the cooks, for he hoped they could save up to do what they liked
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in the future.

The dream shattered as there were serious structural problems in the shop after he
started paying the rent. He did not want to use the normal way to negotiate with the
shop owner because “I knew what capitalism intrinsically was, so I would not play
that game. I did not read many books, but I knew the ideology”. The shop owner did
not promise anything to mend the situation, but he still kept paying the rent and
salary for the staff even when the restaurant could not even open. He lost all his
savings and became depressed.

In this context, when he learned about Lok Path from a magazine, he felt much
resonance with them. What attracted him was the photo of the wooden board outside
the shop which said: “Bartering, pay what you like to create more possibilities for
different kinds of transaction, connection with the community (se keui)”.

Chiu’s reminiscence of his first encounter with Lok Path in 2013 conveys how much
he values the community:
When I first came to Lok Path and talked to people, I was extremely thrilled,
to a point that I nearly went out of control. Throughout my life I had not met
anyone like them, and then I met twenty of them at once!
The beginning of my time here was really unforgettable and extremely
terrific. At night I always forced another member of the community to keep
awake and talk to me about social movement, background of political parties,
anarchism, etc. (Interview with Ah Chiu, July 2020)
Due to conflicts with his family caused by his failed business, he was in need of a
place to stay. After discussion, Lok Path agreed to let him stay inside the shop in the
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cockloft and by now he had been living in the shop for years. Shortly after he started
to stay in the Lok Path shop, the dockers’ strike happened and he joined with the
other members.

His decision to join Lok Path stemmed from his personal experience of a different
sense of work in the triad and his attempt to open a different type of restaurant. We
can see from his life trajectory that he developed a sense of critically making
decisions for himself since a very young age. He was aware of the problems with the
schooling system and workplace, and that his participation in the triad was indeed a
rebellion against the systems. Nevertheless, it was only when he encountered Lok
Path then he gained the vocabulary to describe his experience. That was a turning
point in his subject formation. He started to have a more coherent picture of the
society, and had a better sense of what he wanted to do with others collectively. In
other words, he has been repositioning himself in various actions that he undertook.
Through those actions, he is working towards becoming his ideal form of human –
one who values collaboration with people especially those who are poor, who
actively looks through the problems of existing systems and who tries to develop
new ways in which to “work”. This idea of work will be further explored in Chapter
3.

Quitting the “workplace” addiction
For some of my informants, quitting the mainstream workplace was portrayed to be
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like quitting an addiction, and joining the community became like starting a new life.
It is interesting to note that Lok Path adopted similar vocabulary when they once
described themselves as a “Capitalism rehabilitation centre”.
I had bad health, bad relationship with my lover, friends and family. I always
got sick, and my liver had problem. Gradually I left the film industry, stopped
smoking, stopped drinking, paid attention to my eating habits as well as social
issues. . . Previously I worked at night till morning and was only awake in the
dark. I did not do any exercise or play any sports and I was afraid of
mosquitoes. It was purely because my friends in my band went to Choi Yuen
Village that I started going there with them. (Interview with Karl, June 2020)
I noticed that Karl often brought this up again and again to visitors of the activities.
The sequence went from admitting how his success in career created problems in his
life, and how he gave up all that to pursue something more profound and meaningful,
very similar to a testimony on religious conversion.

Similarly, Little Tree encountered health problems and got the advice from
traditional Chinese medicine doctor that the cure was to change her job. By the time,
she had been working for a few years as social worker, after years of doing
administrative work while studying part time for her social work degree.

Yau described that “after graduation, I did try to faan gung (go to work 返工) for two
years.” She worked in a design house, which she stressed as not a “commercial firm”
and have “community projects”. Yet, as she became more devoted to learning
farming, she gradually switched to part-time for the "Half-farmer/Half-X" lifestyle92.
She also used a phrase that was common in the narrative of quitting addiction, “I still
“Half-Farmer/Half-X” is a term invented by Naoki Shiomi in Japan in the mid-1990s, meaning to
“pursue farming not so much as a business but to grow food for their own family, while being
constructively involved in society by realizing their own personal passion” (Hasegawa 2009).
92
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could not remove myself from (lat m dou 甩唔到) that habit of earning money
outside by that time.”

She learned of Grassland from friends in the farming class and started to stay in that
community. Afterwards, she has explored different kinds of work. For instance,
when she was a part of Grassland, she tried to open a shop that promoted local
agriculture and sustainable living with some friends. Having stayed a few years in
Grassland, she decided that she needed a break. After a while, she joined the South
River community as a part-time organizer.

The people in Grassland are critical towards the concept of faan gung (返工 going to
work), but do not reject all kinds of “work”. The implication of faan gung is
engaging in an employed job, applicable to both blue-collar and white-collar work.
However, none of them would use the term “faan gung” to describe farming as a job.
In colloquial usage, people who run their own business also seldom use this term.

For Ah Dee, she quit the job of research assistant during 2011-2012 Occupy Central
Movement, and that was the last full-time job she had. However, she admitted that “I
do not intend to exclude myself from the system of work. Even as a freelancer I
know I am still part of it.” What happened was that she prioritized Occupy Central
Movement and Lok Path in her life planning, which made it impossible for her to
hold down full-time jobs. For the beginning years of Lok Path, she had been working
part-time in a laundry shop. Later, she mainly worked on freelance translation and
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other jobs. What she aimed at was to reinvent the parameters of work within the
vegetarian co-op restaurant. The actual practice will be discussed in Chapter 3, with
more discussion on the meaning of “faan gung”.

Actual work vs repeating slogans
Karl’s initial participation in social movement happened as he left his job, but he
became critical of his mode of joining social movement and decided to engage in
actual “work” in Grassland.

Karl became doubtful of his engagement in the social movement as a videographer,
feeling a kind of mismatch between what he demanded and his own lifestyle. In our
interview, he only briefly mentioned the social movements, then quickly switched
the topic back to self-reflection or even self-criticism:
I did not change much in the Choi Yuen Village Movement. I went to
surround the Legislative Council. I felt that things were not right. I doubted
why those things could happen. But perhaps I was also running my business
in the same commercial way. (Interview with Karl, June 2020)
Such sentiment echoed what he once said to the media in an interview 93 before, “as I
was trying hard to defend the farmers, I realized that I might be more similar to the
enemy than to the farmers.”

Karl realized that if he did not engage in the actual work of farming and changing his
lifestyle, what he promoted in the social movement would remain mere slogans.
Therefore, he decided to retreat from that kind of advocacy actions in 2015 and
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Due to confidentiality reasons, the reference to the media report cannot be provided.
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rented a village house and a small piece of farmland. He started to explore different
hands-on tasks such as farming, making pottery and cooking. With the savings he
had from his former company, he did not worry about earning his living.

The attempt to form a new community was a way for him to reject his earlier way of
participating in the social movement. For instance, whenever media interviewed the
community, he never showed his face. In all the visits, he often introduced himself
only by his nickname, which was newly coined after his experience in the
community. He has tried his best to reinvent himself in this new role and distance
from his history of engaging in advocacy and educational work.

What he now considers as actually making an impact is to cultivate this community
that can accommodate people who want an alternative to the mode of faan gung. He
used a story to explain his ideas:
There is a city where a factory is leaking toxic chemicals to the river every
day. All the residents rely on that river for drinking and everything, so they
know that they are being harmed. However, at the same time all of them are
working in the factory. People can never imagine closing it down but just
blindly accept their fate. Even changing the election policy in the factory
would not help if the factory continued to operate. (Interview with Karl, June
2020)
He said that, for changes to happen, one can opt out of working in that factory, which
may seem absurd for most people. Aiming to distance himself from the entangled
network of the “society outside” as much as possible, he saw the refusal of faan gung
as a significant step towards bringing down the system.
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Planning career in the community
Gigi’s participation in the Grassland community was a pragmatic decision related to
career planning. Gigi is now around 30 years old. She grew up in a public housing
estate in a divorced family. When she graduated with a Higher Diploma in design,
she was invited by her sister to help in Grassland. Her original plan was to earn
money through a few part-time jobs including teaching pottery in Grassland, to
sustain her own pottery creation in a studio that she rented. However, she felt torn
between two places and two modes of life.

Karl pushed her to reflect on various questions – How could she sustain her life? Is
the only way of living just faan gung fong gung94? She was convinced to try
spending all her time in Grassland, but still primarily treated this community as a
way for her to earn a living. She often stressed that she was not like others who had a
clear vision and ideal, but an “ordinary Hong Konger” who wanted to earn money
and live comfortably.

Before the experience of living in Grassland, she did not think too much about the
society or her goals in life. She said frankly, “I am not like that kind of people who
would read the news and feel very angry. I was a ‘Kong Pig’ (港豬), haha.” She said
that she was aware that the world was problematic since very young, such as
witnessing the demolition of her family’s house before reallocation to public
housing. Yet, she never felt the urge to do anything about it and only felt
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Getting to work and getting off from work 返工放工
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“disgusted”.

What started out as a pragmatic planning to join Grassland gradually provided her
with experience that aided her to start reflecting on her accustomed notion of the
world. She expressed that the experience was like being led to cross a river – starting
out in small steps fathoming the depth of waters, and then gradually continued the
crossing when others accompanied her and led her onwards. With the experience, she
began to make sense of the problematic nature of what she named as “the system in
the society out there”.

Getting back to the notion of “jou yan”, one’s experience of work and participation
in resistance acts all constitute how one becomes a different person and are not
clearly separable. I have illustrated how certain community members gained political
awareness through different platforms and have become active in resistance acts
(kong jang). Ping is a representative of the generation of activists from the academic
school in the 1970s, but Leilei’s emergence as an amateur created new repertoire of
political actions. Indie band music has had great impact on some of the informants’
youth years, influencing how they positioned themselves in school, learned about
social issues and chose a particular mode of political actions. No matter joining
through which starting points, be it university societies or band circle, the two of
them still demonstrated similar characteristics of rejecting electoral politics. I also
contend that what my informants valued in the social movement is the process
instead of the end goal. Added to that, the experience of engaging in a learning
community and fostering friendship with likeminded people was the basis for them
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to join the alternative communities.

What I have discovered is that the common ground that shapes the subjectivity of all
of them is the distancing from the normative career path. For several community
members, the influence of social movements was not as important as their experience
in work. Ah Chiu’s being in a triad society allowed him to experience and imagine
an alternative community. Meanwhile, Gigi is an exception with her pragmatic
calculations but ends up having more reflection as she joined Grassland. The critique
of the existing work culture is a driving force for some of them to redesign a form of
work and life in the practices of alternative communities, which will be further
discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3 PRACTICES OF THE ALTERNATIVE COMMUNITIES

Having explored the life trajectories of the members of alternative communities in
Chapter 2, this chapter lays out the practices of those communities. In doing so, I will
show how they reflect on the normative social and economic practices and try to
invent new ways of dealing with them in relation to work, social relationships, and
resource-sharing. Simply put in Williams’ framework, they invent “emergent”
practices to counter or oppose the dominant trend. Through examining their
practices, I propose that the community members demonstrated their political
subjectivity as invested in the notion of creation rather than resistance.
Regaining autonomy at work
Unlike people who participate in community activities in their spare time after work,
none of my informants do have any full-time jobs. In this section, I will show how
they redesign the parameters of ‘work’ through their activities in the communities.

A few of my informants mentioned how their life in the communities are different
from a regime of work that they call “faan gung” (返工), which connotes being
employed, as mentioned in Chapter 2. In Grassland and Lok Path, members get some
income from organizing activities and working in the vegetarian co-op restaurant
respectively, but they do not treat that as a formal salary. In South River, some of the
members are employed as part-time organizer and farmers. “I cannot go to faan yat
fan gung (返一份工 get a full-time job) when I am taking care of my child here”,
said Gigi. “It is not yat fan gung (一份工 a job)”, said Ah Dee. They both felt they
were being misunderstood by others. Gigi’s friends thought that she had a job that
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provided accommodation in a village house and allowed her to watch the sunset
every day, which she viewed as a funny description. Ah Dee’s mother thought her
daughter was doing some voluntary work. What is a new way to understand their
participation in the communities as a kind of work different from faan gung?

What the term “faan gung” specifies is the lack of autonomy in the time and space
frames of working for salary. The literal meaning of the Cantonese term “faan gung”
implies the action of commuting to the workplace. The opposite is “fong gung” (放
工), which literally means “being released from” work. The character “fong” is also
used in the context of being released from other kinds of “control” such as “off from
school” (fong hok 放學) and “released from prison” (fong gaam 放監)95. This may
explain why, in the colloquial usage of the term, those who have autonomy to decide
their working hours, such as self-employed people or those running their own
business with autonomy to decide their own working hours, may not use this term.

Time dissolves in South River
South River community is the only one of the three alternative communities that is
involved in all the primary, secondary and tertiary stages of production. For instance,
it grows its own vegetables, processes agricultural products and provides activities
for people to learn about agriculture. With farming as the basis of the community,
South River creates different types of work for members to join. However, they care
about work in the sense of labour and actual production more than work as a job.
Interestingly, this is the term Karl used to metaphorically describe his experience of finishing his
studies, as mentioned in Chapter 2.
95
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Farming is the entry point for a lot of people who become involved in South River.
The other piece of farmland in South River Association is maintained entirely by a
group of amateur farmers, who are mainly retirees aged sixty and above. From time
to time, South River organizes classes for people who want to learn about different
aspects of farming. The first South River activity in which Little Tree took part
before she resigned from her job was a class on tomato growing.

Evan has an official job title as “part-time farmer”, but the nature of the job is
fundamentally different from most jobs in Hong Kong. By the time we talked, he had
one year of experience of learning farming in another farm and almost one year in
South River. “In terms of planting things, two to three years in one place is a very
short period of time. That only allows you to become a bit familiar with the
environment.” By choosing to take up this job, he is committed to a long-term
learning process and labour that is not determined by the job contract.

Apart from Evan, Little Tree, Yau and a few others are officially hired by the
Association. Evan and another member were the two part-time farmers, while other
part-time organizers took up a range of duties from dealing with chores to
administrative work. With different skills and interests, each of them focuses on a
specific area of South River Association’s work. For example, Little Tree and Yau
work more on processing agricultural products and cooking. Some others are
responsible for baking bread and for the organic architecture in South River, such as
the kiln and the kitchen. Officially speaking, four working days a week are required
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of them, but the working hours are not strictly calculated. It results in blurred
boundaries between community life and work.

In my observation, a working day of Little Tree went like this. It took more than half
an hour to go back to the Association from her home, in which half of the time
consisted of chatting with different neighbours that she passed by, which is an
important process of socialising and information gathering. After having breakfast at
the side of the fishpond with one of the community members, she went to feed the
dogs. Then she started tidy up. In between each “task”, there were scattered
conversations and chats, and sometimes phone calls and messages. Suddenly she
found that it was almost time for lunch, so she spontaneously prepared lunch for the
few people who showed up. After lunch and dishwashing, she started to prepare the
dried fruits that would be used for further processing. But she constantly felt that she
did not have enough time to do all the steps that she planned. “I did not do my tasks.
I cannot work (jou yeh 做嘢) when I am in South River.” She explained that if she
had some administrative work for the South River Association, she would have to
stay at home so that she could concentrate and finish it. I observe that she did not feel
that all the other work that she had done was part of her job, but more like a way she
lives in the community.

She recalled a saying that is circulated among the people in South River, that “South
River is a blackhole” in which time seemed to disappear. When the sense of fixed
working hours is dismantled, the work does not feel like the normative mode of faan
gung. Living and working are blended together as a whole.
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Production and Fine Dining at Grassland
Grassland developed different activities and new industries to support local
agriculture and earn their living, so that they would not need to “faan gung” “in the
outside world”.

“Production industry”96 is what Grassland wants to develop. Here, I mean industry
with tangible production. With emphasis on this kind of production, Grassland seeks
an alternative to the economic structure in Hong Kong that heavily relies on service
industry and finance.

Grassland has explored different industries since their establishment in 2015. Yau,
having resided in Grassland for a few years and now also a part of the South River
community, explained in the interview:
Grassland was established with the concern for the land issue. We want to
help the farmers and villagers. In short, we hope to support the agricultural
industry. Agriculture needs people to fill in a lot of different roles. Apart from
farmers who grow vegetables, some people should cook the vegetables or sell
them, etc. Depending on the production gaps, we would fit ourselves into
different roles. (Interview with Yau, September 2020)
Grassland started with organizing pottery classes with the local soil. The significant
feature of their pottery class is that they started from the first step of extracting soil
from the land of the New Territories. In the process, they explored new ways of
turning natural resources in the rural area into new products, such as Yau using

The original term used by Karl is chaan yip 產業, which has its specific connotation of industry
with tangible production. I choose to use the term “production industry” in quotation mark to specify
this context.
96
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plants to create dye. After a few years, the emphasis shifted from those artistic
activities to organizing dinner gatherings with local produce for visitors. In 2020,
they spent a lot of time selling vegetables in the farmer’s market, organizing
vegetable subscription scheme, and transporting vegetables to subscribers by van.

In a bid to earn enough to sustain their lifestyle and also to promote local agriculture,
they strategically cook and present local vegetables in such a way that resembles
“fine dining”, which is a part of the consumer culture of Hong Kong. From my
experience of taking part in such activities, food was served in at least three courses,
from finger food to main dish, and then dessert. Each round they would lay over ten
dishes on the long wooden table. They dealt with the food presentation in such a way
that each type of food was distributed evenly. A great deal of thought was put into
the combination of different flavours of food and sauce to make the food look and
taste more exquisite. For example, for finger food, something as simple as sliced
banana is served with greenish sauce and a decorative leaf on top, and cucumber with
vegan cashew cheese dipping. Wooden plates are hand-made and come in different
shapes and sizes. For each dinner, they serve up to twenty guests. During my three
visits of this kind of events, most of the guests kept praising the taste of the food in a
surprised and amazed tone. The attitude of Grassland members was almost overly
polite as if they were worried that the guests would be offended. They kept asking if
the food was enough and whether it suited their appetite.

During the dinner, the members would explain the name, ingredients and origin of
the dishes. The raw materials were from over ten different farmers who grow food in
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various parts of the New Territories, with a few things being from Taiwan. They also
took time to explain the way they cooked the meal.

Karl used the term “searching for food” (wan sik 搵食)” to describe their strategy.
This is a Cantonese term that uses an allegory of earning enough to sustain one’s
living. Karl is very conscious of the marketing strategy of Grassland. He deliberately
cooks food in a way that can attract people with more consumption power to pay a
higher price, such as HK$800 (USD$100) for a whole-day event including a tour
around farms and a meal. By doing so, he carefully puts up what he described as a
“harmless” front for the community. He explained that he could then maintain a safe
distance from “kong jang” (resistance), which is viewed as dangerous and
unattractive by most people who might otherwise support them.

There is a great disparity between the food Grassland members eat among
themselves and what they cook for others. While they would spend a whole week to
decide the menu and prepare a meal for visitors, what they cooked for themselves
was much simpler. For instance, once in the farmer’s market, I helped them to
prepare the food for the community and some other farmers. We had tomato and
fried egg, fried beans, beancurd and noodles.
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Figure 1. The food Grassland provided for the guest
Some of the dishes of finger food they provide for the guest, the left bottom being a
Japanese-style snack mizu shingen mochi. (Photo taken by me, Dec 2018)

Figure 2. The Food Grassland people eat
The meal I helped to cook in the farmer’s market. (Photo taken by me, July 2020)
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As they engage in such work, they have control over the kind of community life that
they want. They also have their own system of dividing the income that they do not
treat as “salary”, which will be discussed in the section on “resource-sharing” below.

Pay-as-you-wish co-operative restaurant
Lok Path did not intend to operate their restaurant to earn an income, but in the
process of running the vegetarian co-op restaurant they acquired the skills and
redesigned the parameters and meaning of work97. When Lok Path joined the
restaurant, they decided to name themselves as “Lok Path Vegetarian Co-op
restaurant” and adopted pay-as-you-wish pricing for the food.

Since a lot of the Lok Path members are vegetarians, the work in the restaurant first
fulfils their own needs of affordable and tasty vegetarian food. Without prior
experience of operating a restaurant, they learned from scratch and experimented
with different things. Some of them had stayed in the 2011-2012 Occupy Central
Movement for a period of time, and learned to cook some simple dishes; but these
were different from that they wanted to offer in the co-op restaurant. Therefore, they
made a lot of mistakes in the beginning and took an extraordinarily long time to
serve the dishes. They experimented with different cuisines that they liked, especially
vegetarian dishes. Ah Dee proudly recalled the few inventions that they made, such
as using beancurd roll to replace minced pork in the menu.

The restaurant was initially opened by a group of people who had a full-time job nearby in 2014.
Since that shop did not have enough manpower at the time, Lok Path and a community art space in the
neighbourhood took up some of the time slots to operate the restaurant in different ways. Later, the
two parties left and Lok Path ran the restaurant independently.
97
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The restaurant is run as a co-operative, which allows the members to have their own
decisions about various logistical issues. Ah Dee recalled how they gradually
developed a different system of taking leave:
I often think, do some people feel that we are m ngaai duc (唔捱得 intolerant
of hardship). Sometimes we announce that we are not opening the shop
because of a break up, or because of having a date. Do people think of them
as excuses? But we do not think we should ngaai (捱 tolerate the hardship) in
this way. (Interview with Ah Dee, July 2020)
To Lok Path, they do not view work as a reason for them to sacrifice their health or
interests.

They also have a system to divide their income. Apart from calculating the hours that
the members contributed, they were allowed to negotiate how much they would like
to take based on their needs. The process involved discussion and sometimes
disputes.

This is echoed in the comic that they posted on the Facebook page. The story begins
with a member opening the shop alone who has to grow countless arms to deal with
all duties (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Lok Path Restaurant Comic 1 (Taken from their Facebook page)

In the second half of the story (Fig. 4-8), after a few days later, the other members
come back to operate the restaurant. Then there is an explanation: “We are a cooperative, without [the hiearachy of] ‘boss’ and ‘staff’, without a static kind of
division of labour. That means, everyone had to be responsible for everyone.”

The different people of the co-operative are portrayed in different colours such
purple, green, yellow and blue. Then the next page shows a symbol of a figure that
has multiple arms in those colours, such as a purple arm with the word “meeting”
and orange arm with the word “washing vegetables”. What follows in the comic is
that the chef suddenly sees this figure in her hand and decides to drop it into the big
pot of boiling soup. Then all the guests enjoy it, each of them sensing a different
taste from the soup. The comic symbolizes that when collective responsibility is
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taken, the talent and individuality of each person can be combined to unleash
potential that is unimaginable if any of them works alone.

Figure 4. Lok Path Restaurant Comic 2 (Taken from their Facebook page)

Figure 5. Lok Path Restaurant Comic 3 (Taken from their Facebook page)
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Figure 6. Lok Path Restaurant Comic 4 (Taken from their Facebook page)

Figure 7. Lok Path Restaurant Comic 5 (Taken from their Facebook page)
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Figure 8. Lok Path Restaurant Comic 6 (Taken from their Facebook page)

Pay-as-you wish pricing
With the autonomy of making decisions for the restaurant, Lok Path is reflective in
developing a new mode to sell the food that would unsettle the conventional relation
of producer and customer.

Their vegetarian co-op restaurant was a pioneer in introducing the “pay as you wish”
pricing system in Hong Kong98. The mode emphasises that the guests have the
freedom to think about how much to pay, by reflecting on the cost of a meal and also
on their own capability. They are also encouraged to reflect on their assumption of
being served as “customers”. The guests would be expected to help set up the table

98

Its translation in Chinese consists of the term “freedom” and “price-setting” - ji yau ding ga 自由定

價.
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and tidy up after the meal. By altering the mode of payment, Lok Path reshapes the
duties of the restaurant. That subverts the consumer culture of expecting the
“waiters” to serve “customers”.

Since they are now preparing to open a new restaurant in another neighbourhood,
they take this as an opportunity to reflect on their previous experience and reset the
parameters for their upcoming work. For instance, they realized that the pay-as-youwish pricing for everything left them with too little income, so they are planning to
introduce mixed mode of pricing for different dishes. In sum, with the model of cooperative, the members can regain the autonomy of determining working conditions
in a way that they will not have in the normative faan gung setting.
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Restructuring relationship
A significant feature of alternative communities is their restructuring of their
communal relationships, which then influence how they relate with other
communities and non-members. This has to do with the two practices of co-living
and conversation as method that I will analyse. As this section unfolds, it will be
evident that the understanding of “alternative community” differs from the notion of
se keui based on geographical locale that is discussed in Chapter 1.
Co-living
The three alternative communities have different practices of co-living, affecting
how they relate with each other and non-members. For Grassland, their practice of
living together in the same house determines other aspects of the community life. For
example, they share all aspects of their life routine, especially the meals. They leave
the village house to visit their family members and friends only about once a week.
Their sense of togetherness in this community may explain why they often use the
term “outside” when they refer to anything other than Grassland.

On the contrary, Lok Path takes it as a pragmatic personal choice when they decide
on co-living arrangements. For example, through the mediation of Leilei, Ah Dee,
along with a few other Lok Path members, had lived with some “band people” at a
flat in the Industrial Building for a few years, before she returned to live with her
family. Evan had lived with two other Lok Path members in a village house for two
years, before he decided to live alone in another village house near South River.
Their decisions are affected by a number of factors, such as the rental terms, how
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they get along with each other and their financial status. Ah Chiu stayed in the Lok
Path shop for several years due to conflicts with his family.

South River takes the middle-of-the-road approach compared with the other two
communities. It is a significant experience for them to live close by and share some
life routine together, but at the same time they allow more personal space for each
person than Grassland does. Some of them share the same flat with other members,
or their own loved ones who might not be part of the South River community. Since
village houses for rent are scarce, they could not all live in the same village even if
they wanted to. Therefore, they live in different villages depending on the
availability of flats, their preferences in the surrounding environment, and
transportation options. It is common for them to spontaneously stay over at each
other’s place for a night or drop by a fellow member’s house to have a meal together.

How they co-live reflects the nature of communal relationship, which will be further
discussed below.

Conversation as method
Lok Path people often hold lengthy meetings to make decisions based on consensus.
However, I argue that “meeting” and “consensus” cannot fully capture the sensibility
of these gatherings. Rather, I suggest that they are using ‘conversation as method’,
encapsulated in the Cantonese term “king” (傾). As mentioned in Chapter 2, the word
“king” in Cantonese broadly means engaging in any kind of conversation, no matter
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whether it is serious or casual, a discussion or a chat. For Lok Path, it reflects their
principle of egalitarianism.

The start of the conversation in 2011-2012 Occupy Central
The 2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement nurtured a habit of forming consensus
through lengthy conversation among Lok Path people. The decision-making
mechanism of “consensus” was not a pre-requisite of joining the movement, but a
factor that determined who stayed. As mentioned in Chapter 2, there had been
discussion on whether or not they should use consensus or voting to make decisions,
for which no conclusion was arrived.

Ah Dee finds consensus important to strengthen each member’s sense of belonging
in a group. She remembered once they had a discussion on how to wake up people
earlier to prepare for the police’s clearance in the 2011-2012 Occupy Movement. A
lot of people favoured using an alarm clock, while a middle-aged woman insisted
that they should beat loudly on something. The middle-aged woman left with
anguish feeling that no one was willing to listen to her opinion.
This made me realize that if we are staying here for a long time, then
something like this might happen once a while. If every time we ignore some
people’s opinion, then those people would easily feel unhappy and
unimportant, eventually leaving. Indeed, it was important to find out a way
that at least no one in the whole group would oppose to. (Interview with Ah
Dee, July 2020)
The spirit of including each person’s voice and ideas is crucial to how these people
relate to each other. This reminds us of Evan’s decision to leave the Civic Passion
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that does not king (chat or discuss) with him and join the movement that engaged
him in conversations, as mentioned in Chapter 2.

Conversation is not an instrumental means for making decision, but the default
method they resort to even in unexpected circumstances. Ah Dee recalled that during
the 2011-2012 Occupy Central movement, the group caught a male voyeur in the
female toilet:
He was quite scared. He said to us, “What do you want? Just call the police!”
Yet, we did not want to call the police, which made him even more scared.
Indeed, we did not have a very clear plan as to what to do, but when we saw
him then we asked him lo (囉 Cantonese final particle). Asked him why he
did that. Not ready to get into this mode of talking to us, he kept on
provoking us to either beat him or call the police. But we did not beat him,
neither did we call the police. We just bring him to our occupation site to sit
down and “king gai” (傾偈 chat) until the dawn and let him go. (Interview
with Ah Dee, July 2020)
I asked, “King a few hours? How?” Then Ah Dee responded, “Just like how we [i.e.
the interview and her] king now lo (囉).” (Note that there is no change of tense in the
Cantonese verb.)

It is interesting to note the interchangeability of “king gai” (chat) and “king” (the
broader term for all kinds of conversations) above. When I inquired how she
conversed with the voyeur, she casually remarked that it could be understood in the
same way my interview with her was being conducted. The Cantonese final particle
“lo” (囉) indicates a suggestion or conclusion that should be obvious and adds a
sense of casualness. Indeed, there were similarities between how I interviewed her
and the conversation with the voyeur. Like how I tried to understand the background
of Ah Dee and learned about the reasons behind her actions, they inquired about the
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voyeur’s background and job. They figured out that one of the reasons for him to
engage in such behaviour was that he did not have many friends.

Conversation was what they used to replace the role of institutions to settle issues.
They then explained to him that his behaviour would scare others and the ladies
would feel hurt. They stepped into the shoes of the voyeur to explain that “this would
not help you make friends.”
If we only call the police and catch him, then we will never have to meet this
person again. The issue will be over. Then his life would not be changed.
Maybe he will be sent to the prison, but he would not think and reflect on the
reasons. Although just king a morning with him does not mean that he will
not do the same again, but at least I felt it was a reasonable way to do. We are
used to calling the police, which is just subcontracting something for others
to do. You just don’t want to face [the matter]. (Interview with Ah Dee, July
2020)
Seamless shifts in Lok Path’s conversation
It is common for Lok Path people to engage in free-flowing conversation that lasts
for a whole night. The conversation they had appeared to me as never-ending since I
never managed to witness the closure of any conversation. Once I stayed at Lok Path
from 8 pm to 2 am, and another day from 9 pm to 6 am, but the conversation just
kept on unfolding with no signs of exhaustion.

I observe that there is a characteristic of seamless shifting in their conversation.
When I met them in different settings, no matter whether the so-called “activity”
ended or not, before anyone noticed, conversation in groups had filled the room as
naturally as air. For instance, in April 2020 I met around ten of them to introduce my
research project and ask some preliminary questions. They first gave me clear
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answers to my queries. Then they gave more details of the stories or experience.
When I did not have any more questions to ask, the conversation among them
continued and spanned across various topics. There was no clear social cue to
whether they wanted to chat among themselves or with me, for they just continued
chatting. The mode of interaction shifted without a trace, and I suddenly found
myself in the middle of what felt like “their personal chat”, almost like I was
eavesdropping. However, I found that such categorization was not useful in
understanding them.

A study on the 2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement that contained an interview
with Lok Path, describes their “epistemological sensibility”. The author’s experience
resembles mine:
[They] preferred group discussions in their space, which involved multiple
responses to questions, people leaving, people arriving, eating, smoking,
paying attention, not paying attention, staring into space, starting separate
conversations, sharing and not sharing words, pauses, glances and knowing
and unknowing asides. (Tremlett 2016, 1160)
He further explains that is because Lok Path treated knowledge as “something messy
and always having to be co-assembled through the process of materials and entities
coming together” (2016, 1161).

Such epistemological sensibility affects the categorization of different issues, such as
“public” and “private”, “formal” and “informal”. All of these have dissolved in the
conversation. I recorded in my fieldnotes how I felt disoriented by how they
conversed about what seemed to me serious issues in a casual manner, and vice
versa:
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The topic they chatted was about why some people did not like to voice out
their compliments towards others. They debated quite intensely, with
examples and arguments, in a tone that sounded like they were discussing
some controversial theories, on such a tiny issue about how to communicate.
They tried to analyse the usual way of communication of one member and the
reasons behind. Then they tried to find out whether that member used
different approaches to talk to people of different relations – whether there
was a specific tone for romantic relationship and different tone for other
friends. Then someone also talked bluntly about the awkwardness they faced
when they had to be together with some of the couples in the group.
(Fieldnotes, June 2020)
The topic of conversation constantly changed. Take this conversation for instance,
what I jotted down as the next two topics were about religion and spirituality, and
then views towards recent protests. I failed to keep track of what followed because I
left, in the middle of the conversation, at 6 am. They chatted about their work
experience, where to buy the best cake, that day’s news and so on.

Their being at ease with mingling different topics in their conversation is a sign of
the nature of their friendship and comradeship, as I shall discuss later.

Conversation in Grassland and South River
In a similar vein, Grassland values fostering conversation among members and
pursues consensus for decision-making. When they share every meal, that is a time to
chat about or discuss (king) different things. The purpose of conversation is to reflect
on the members’ own personal and spiritual growth, which Karl terms as “work of
the heart”99. For instance, Gigi recalled to me that other members spent nearly a year
to communicate with her about the need to buy a fan. Gigi was not convinced in the
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心嘅功課
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beginning about spending money for this fan that would be only used for the guests.
However, members conversed (king) with her until she felt comfortable with using
the money for that. In the process, she had reflected on her views of money and her
relationship with others. For example, she realized that she was accustomed to using
the amount of possible income to judge whether something was worth doing: “I
originally thought that we should cook more for people who pay more and cook less
when we earn less. We are not rich people, so why do we have to use our money to
help others?” When she finally agreed to buy the fan, it was a sign that she was
willing to spend money for the sake of others, instead of just thinking about herself.
Nonetheless, Grassland does not focus on using conversation as a method to build up
egalitarian relationship between members, which will be further explained below.

The existing structure of having an Association has made South River the most
different from the other alternative communities. They hold regular official meetings
with agenda and minutes and have various instant message groups to deal with
official decisions. Evan found it a cultural shock when he joined South River:
The dynamics in pou tau (舖頭 shop, i.e. Lok Path) are too unique. When I
joined South River, I was like, what? I did not know that people outside [pou
tau] are not like us. We are not afraid of quarrels. We have trust that we are
always frank with each other. I am good at sharing all my views frankly, but I
can feel that people in the [South River] Association may not be comfortable
with that. I have to learn how to express my views in a way that others may
take in more easily.
There is a clear-cut boundary between personal conversations and official meetings
in South River community. I observe that there is a split in some members’ idea of
the “Association” and the “South River”, taking the former as an institutionalized
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organization with hierarchical structure and the latter as the communal relationship
among people.

Family, friends, or what?
To describe the nature of the relationship between the members, the three alternative
communities resort to different terms. The notion of family is recurrent in Grassland
and South River, more so in the former. In South River, there is more emphasis on
relationship with nature. For Lok Path, friendship and comradeship is used to
describe their relationship with each other, but they are actively seeking other
possible new descriptions.

Grassland’s “family”
The notion of family is apparent in Grassland from the vocabulary they use.
Some titles that people usually use to address relatives are employed by members in
Grassland, but in a different logic from the usual sense. Karl is called by everyone
as lou ye (老爺), which means the patriarch or “father-in-law”. Yau and Karl both
explain that they use the term just because he is old (lou 老). Karl calls Gigi ah
mui100, which means younger sister, and her partner Sam ah jai101, which means
young son. Taking the usage literally will end up with a confused understanding of
Karl’s son being married to his sister. Indeed, traditional Chinese villages would coin
similar descriptions of non-blood-tied relationship without caring about any actual
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familial bond. Yet, I suggest reading it otherwise, as gestures to invent new
relationships outside of the normative family framework.

Between the two pairs of couples, they do not address each other with titles that
signified marriage (husband / wife) or conventional nicknames that lovers give to
each other (such as darling, BB). I noticed that in the interview, Gigi would refer to
Sam as “ling yut bun”102, literally “other half”. The term is most commonly used as a
polite way to refer to one’s life partner. Compared to other Cantonese terms used in
daily conversation, this title contains an ambiguity that does not clearly indicate
whether their relationship status is before or after marriage 103. Besides, it sounds
more neutral, without obvious reference to romantic feeling, such as would be
implied in a term like “lover”. This reflects the tendency of Grassland people to put
less emphasis on romantic relationship but more on relationship between all
members.

Karl has his theory of how this community establishes a new kind of family that
transcends the limitations of the nuclear family. He found the mainstream
understanding of family problematic in the promotion of “just a man and a woman
being together to give birth to babies”. Hence, the couple would place too much
expectation on each other when they require one person to fulfil all their needs. “A
relationship based on transaction” is how he terms it. When the two persons face
problems in their relationship, their children would grow up with scars. He might be
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另一半
Common titles include “naam pang yau” (男朋友 boyfriend) or “lou gung” (老公 husband).
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speaking from his and Gigi’s experience of growing up in families with divorced
parents.

He explains how this understanding changes his perception of his love relationship
with a second-generation farmer, Rainie (pseudonym). Rainie lives close by and
comes occasionally to help in activities or stay over.
In a big family, if two people haang mai (行埋, literally meaning “walk
towards each other”, figuratively meaning get into love relationship), they
have to get along with each other. Otherwise, they can just remain in the big
family. Rainie and I haang mai (行埋 get together), but our family does not
consist of just the two of us. Most of the time we are spending our lives with
everyone. I would not rely on her too much for everything I need.
Marriage is silly, even relationship is gung yau (共有 commonly
owned). (Interview with Karl, June 2020)
The Grassland community takes the relationship between couple as an issue that the
whole community has to take care of. When asked what Yau felt about living
together with some pairs of couples in the community, she said there was nothing
special about it. She responded that if the couples face any problems, they would
king (converse, discuss, chat) with the other members, which Karl and Gigi also
mentioned in the interviews.

By establishing this big family, Grassland finds it even more important to help each
other sort out their relationship with their original family. The three of them
expressed similarly that the close interaction and conflicts between the members
triggered them to review their experience of growing up in the original family. Gigi
expressed in her interview that at first she did not want to bring her mother into the
community, but gradually took Karl’s advice to review her relationship with her
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mother. During my visits, I often saw Gigi’s mother there helping in the activities,
wearing the same Grassland headscarf that can be read as a symbol of how she
blends into the community. Interestingly, when they reinvent the notion of family,
they do not abandon the notion of filial piety, but develop what I call “collective
filial piety”. This is exemplified in Karl’s statement, “the mother of ah mui (the
younger sister, referring to Gigi) is also our mother.” Thus, they decided to use their
pooled money to support the members' families financially, which will be explained
in the section on “resource-sharing”.

Karl’s understanding of this new form of relationship contains hierarchy:
It is rare for people to understand that human beings are social animals and
need to live in groups. We need people above us and people below us. . .
Who are the elder in a big family? It might be related to age, but whether one
can guide you. For example, in a school, one can only become a teacher if
people are willing to obey him. (Interview with Karl, June 2020)
Karl explains that the hierarchy is not based on these pre-given roles or age but is
formed in the interaction when people have to look for guidance. Grassland reuses
the idea of lou ye104 to depict how Karl is a figure with more experience and wisdom
than the other members, and how everyone is willing to seek guidance from him.

The hierarchical structure does not only imply authority and guidance, but a notion
of taking care of others. When Karl and Yau explain the implication of Karl’s title as
being the eldest, they both highlight the implication that other members had to take
care of him more. In Gigi’s narration, since she had been guided by other members in
the community, she feels that it is her responsibility now to take care of the
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“younger” and “newer” ones. The hierarchical framework alluding to “elder” and
“younger” helps them take up different roles in the community. It seems to have
convergence with the Confucian idea of taking care of the elder and younger ones,
but whether or not they are influenced by that is hard to tell.

Karl uses other metaphors apart from “the family” to describe the relationship among
community members. For instance, he describes that they are like a tribe. One can
only become a leader if one demonstrates the demeanour and ability, one can win the
trust and obedience from his people. Another metaphor is “tung sau”105, which is
usually used in the context of Buddhism. It denotes people who engage in religious
practices together. The sense of practice in “sau” can be translated as studying the
Way and cultivation in Buddhism. It hints at the goal of spiritual transformation
through continuous reflective practices, such as detaching from bad or mundane
things. He means that everything they experience pushes them towards “work of the
heart”, to reflect on their inner desire and what kind of people they are.

Co-rearing of child is the current practice of Grassland. Gigi gave birth to a child at
home (which means this village house of Grassland) in 2017106. The people present
at the scene were not just the direct family members of Gigi and her “other half”
Sam, but everyone in the community. They are now all taking turns to take care of
the child.

同修
In Hong Kong, usually pregnant women have the options of either going to public hospital at an
affordable fee or to private hospital that can cost around HK$100,000 (USD$12882).
105
106
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Bearing the child is a determining factor for Gigi to stay in the community. Gigi has
a preference for raising a child in a style different from “outside”. For instance, she is
not convinced that she should vaccinate the child as advocated by the dominant
healthcare system. Gigi also plans to provide home-schooling for the child instead of
sending him to regular schools.

Karl emphasises that their understanding of family comes only after they gain the
actual experience. When he first rented the village house, he did not plan to live with
others. As he tries to explain their relationship, he also remarks that he does not
intend to turn that into a system for everyone to follow.

South River: children and adults in nature
Little Tree’s quote shows how she envisions that proverb “it takes a whole village to
raise a child”:
This is my imagination of my life ten years later in South River scenario:
Holding the hand of a child who is not mine, I will bring him/her to the farm
and teach him/her to pick the vegetables. Farming will become a routine of
people here that even children will take part in. Villagers will interact with
each other and dine together. Everything and everyone will become more
connected.” (Interview with Little Tree, July 2020, emphasis mine)
Bringing up children together with the community of South River is viewed as a
beautiful thing for Little Tree: “Some time ago, I finally saw a child playing on the
main road of the village. I was really touched! I have been anticipating seeing this for
a long time!” That was a rare scene to see in South River because of the aging
population in rural villages. She also recalled that Ping offered to help taking care of
her child if she decided to have one: “Wow, it would be nice for a child to grow up
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here surrounded by a university professor and different people. For sure he/she
would learn a lot!”

However, Little Tree stresses that she does not plan to have a child with her
boyfriend but is excited by the thought of help caring for others’ children. During the
past six years that she has been living in South River, she usually only leaves the
community once a week to visit her parents. She has a stable boyfriend that joins
South River activities with her and is supportive of her lifestyle. Having a job in the
urban area, he would stay with Little Tree in South River once a week, treating that
as his second home. The main reason Little Tree does not want to have her own child
is due to her own unhappy childhood experiences. Training in social work also made
her realize the heavy burden of parenting. For her, there is a significant difference
between just taking care of one's own children and tending to those of others.

Little Tree paints a positive picture of childhood in the rural area, in a way that
would affect the mentality and physicality of children. She said with a slight sense of
pity that some villagers were bringing up their children in what she called an “urban
style”. They often drove in and out of the village and sent their children to the urban
area for school and activities even during the pandemic, leaving minimal time for
them to experience rural life. The rural lifestyle implies different notions of health.

While Gigi has reservations towards vaccine, Little Tree vividly describes her idea of
health:
What is a village child like? Snot will be running out from the child’s nose
naturally. Our farmer friend said it is a sign of good health. That person could
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get rid of the dampness and other bad stuff. (Interview with Little Tree, July
2020, emphasis mine)
Snot is usually taken as a symptom of illness in the city, but becomes a good sign
when understood in the framework of traditional Chinese medical knowledge.

Such ideas are related to her own experience of growing up in a rural area in
mainland China before moving to Hong Kong at the age of six. According to her
recollection, her hometown in China107 almost looked the same as South River.

What I want to underscore is her positive image of one’s growing up in the natural
environment. People in South River do not invoke the idea of family to describe their
current relationship with each other but get back to the term “se keui” (community)
to describe their current relationship and their vision. Their vision is to build a “ecocommunity, which is a slight modification of the term “eco-village”.

The idea of how they relate within the community and with outside people are
influenced by the concept of “eco-community”. In the global eco-village movement,
the concept of “deep ecology” refuses “the dualistic paradigm that constructs an
anthropocentric worldview in which ‘man’ is in opposition to ‘nature’” (Sargisson
2000). Their view of constructing the eco-community contains a wider picture of
how human, animals and nature should be connected.
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“heung ha” 鄉下, one's original village or hometown in the rural area
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Some of them have built affective connection with nature, as if it is a living
organism. I notice that it is common for some people in South River to go by a
“natural name”, which means naming oneself with something in the natural
environment, like the name of Little Tree. Little Tree joined Affective Natural
Education courses a year before she settled in South River. Instead of approaching
nature from a scientific perspective, the course taught students to connect with nature
with their instincts and sentiments:
In the Affective Natural Education course, teachers would not tell the name
of the tree but asked us to use our feelings to connect with the tree. The most
impressive lesson for me was to find “my tree”. After choosing a tree that we
like, we were encouraged to feel and touch the tree. Then, we had to cover
our eyes to find back our tree. I could really find my tree! It was very
touching. I could feel the tree. I could hear the heartbeat of the tree.
(Interview with Little Tree, July 2020)
Little Tree added that the moment when she decided to resign from her job, she was
staring at the sea and gained the energy from the sea. Now, people in South River
usually call her “Little Tree” instead of by her Chinese or English name.

In South River, different rituals are performed to connect participants to nature,
suggesting they see it as sacred and transcendental. For example, I observed this
when I participated in an activity in the eco-community course. After reflecting and
writing down our “worldview”, a concept important to the “eco-village”, we were
encouraged to pick a leaf or a stone instinctively to put it near our paper. In another
round, we got to choose an angel from the “angel cards”. Each of them contained a
picture of an angel and a word of positive value, such as “support”, “acceptance” and
“light”. The organizer expressed that she led the activities drawing on her experience
in Findhorn Foundation in Scotland. I find this analysis of an eco-village in Italy also
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useful to understand what South River does: “This is not only the ecological framed
in spiritual terms, it is also the opposite: spirituality framed in ecological
terminology” (2016, 232)108.

South River attempts to posit the relationship between members as part of the larger
ecosystem. Therefore, the eco-friendly lifestyle – pun intended – is taken as a basis
of how they can make friends with each other. However, the abstract idea of treating
nature as a larger god-like being is not agreed to by all members. Tensions exist
especially when the ideal of “eco-village” is included as part of the organizational
mission and goal of the Association, which seems to some members as a structure
that hinders more organic and communal interaction among people.

Friendship and the rejection of definition
Grassland people call themselves a “tribe”. The practices of Grassland and South
River in agricultural settings show their attempts to explore a lifestyle alternative to
the modern urban norm, which may justify the invocation of “tribe”.

This reminds us that the forms of social relations have changed drastically in
modernity due to urbanization, yet these alternative community people use
designations, traditional or otherwise, to either hark back to relationships in
traditional society, or pioneer to gesture towards an eco-friendly future.

In Boewe’s study of the Damanhur eco-village in Italy, he also experienced some rituals that I have
observed from the South River community, such as picking a name with plant and animal. This
reflects South River community’s intention to learn from the global eco-villages and borrow their
practices (2016).
108
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Lok Path is another unique example. Indeed, of the three communities that I study,
Lok Path is the only one that does not bring up the term “community” or any of its
Chinese translations (like se keui) to describe itself. When they use the term “se
keui”, they refer to the neighbourhood around them. They have had discussions on
whether they have to connect with the se keui (neighbourhood), but does not aspire to
become a se keui themselves.

Lok Path is defined precisely by the rejection of definition. When Lok Path refused
to name the shop in any new way and only call it as its address, its explanation was
that they did not want to give a definition to it. My informants commonly adhere to
the term “pou tau” (舖頭 shop), a colloquial way to call a shop, to refer to both the
space and the people. Evan highlighted that, while “tribe” has a sense of getting back
to nature, pou tau is in the setting of the modern city. Therefore, by using the term
pou tau, Lok Path people locate themselves in this physical space, which is highly
influenced by the logic of modern urbanization. Since the term is more neutral in the
sense that it does not come with any existing connotation of “community”, it allows
the members to continually explore what kind of relationship is being developed by
them.

Another term “ngo dei” (我哋, we / us), is often used by Lok Path people. While the
usual Cantonese usage takes this as a pronoun to point to actual people, their usage
of it often carries ambiguity. Sometimes, they use ngo dei as if it is a noun to connote
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a form of togetherness. By avoiding all the terms that could have similar meaning,
such as community, collective, cooperative, common, etc., different interpretations
are allowed. For example, as mentioned in Chapter 2, when Ah Chiu explained how
triad society is mediating between “ngo dei”, he further added that it meant “poor
people”. In a recent media report, one of the members elaborated that “ngo dei”
includes everyone who engage in kong jang109 in the world110. Hence, “ngo dei”
sometimes is used to refer to not just the existing members, but who Lok Path is
willing to connect with.

This is further made possible because there is no differentiation of subjective and
objective form of pronouns in Cantonese. Consider their slogan, “what [we] have to
construct is “us/we” rather than what enslaves us” (要建構嘅係我哋 而唔係奴役我
哋嘅嘢). The grammatical difference between the “we” and “us” in this translation is
not seen in the original Cantonese text so the term “ngo dei” appears twice. A
translation that can capture the paradoxical sense in their slogan is, “[ngo dei] should
construct ngo dei, instead of what enslaves ngo dei”. The intriguing part of the
slogan is that it provokes people to do the analysis that is invisible in Cantonese
grammar, to conceptually transform ngo dei from assuming an objective position
(“us”, being enslaved) to a subjective position (we, that can construct things). It is
such proactive and subjective status that defines who can be a part of ngo dei.
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抗爭, a broad term for various kinds of resistance and struggle
Due to confidentiality reasons, the reference to the link cannot be provided.
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In contrast with South River and Grassland, Lok Path shows more reservations
towards using “family” to describe their communal relationship. When Evan said
that Grassland really felt like a family, he also shared with me what Lok Path thought
about the term: “We do not like that. Haven’t we had enough in our own family?
These concepts would bind us into a dead knot111. Do you know Neng Sheng Xing
Factory112 in Taiwan? They like to use these terms… But pou tau does not like that.”

In her usage of similar wordings, Ah Dee reveals that Lok Path has hesitation
towards confinement in relationship, although she herself holds a slightly different
view:
We are friends, co-combatants, confidant, companions, or maybe a family.
We were very reluctant towards the idea of family because of its sense of
binding everyone together (綁埋一齊) with responsibility, but now I feel that
it is okay. In reality we are bound together (綁埋). No matter what happens,
you have to love your family. (Interview with Ah Dee, July 2020)
“Friendship” captures their insistence on having egalitarian connections. Tracing
how they first came together, we can see that the belief that everyone has equal
standing to express views is crucial. People who could not stand the lengthy
conversations (king) were naturally “filtered” away from being part of them during
the 2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement, in the description of Ah Dee. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, Leilei came from the background of rebelling against the
hierarchy in social movements, and such dissatisfaction towards hierarchy is shared

綁死 bong sei
A group of people repurposed an old factory in Tainan into a multi-purpose space and called it
Neng Sheng Xing Factory. It was opened in 2014 to 2018. Neng Sheng Xing Factory shared similar
qualities with Lok Path such as co-living, sharing meals and providing information of social
movements (Liu 2016). Both Lok Path and Neng Sheng Xing Factory are introduced in Hajime
Matsumoto’s book “A Guidebook to Senseless Rebellion from Around the World” in the list of
rebellious and creative spaces, mentioned in Chapter 1 (Matsumoto 2018).
111
112
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among Lok Path members. They use this same principle in all kinds of conversations
among themselves, when they decide how to run the restaurant or when they chat
about personal matters.

Their friendship is developed in different aspects of life, including but not exclusive
of their participation in social movements. Apart from “friends”, they use a similar
term to describe themselves as co-combatants113. The term literally means friends
fighting the same battle together. It carries connotation of their comradeship in
fighting for the same goal.

However, Evan stressed that, “We have experienced a lot of things other than social
movements together. We witness each other’s love relationships. Everyone has gone
through a lot of things. Some people left. A cat left… Many, many trivial things like
these have connected us.” The nature of relationship cannot be defined just by how
they become involved in social movements or community practices, but by
something more.

All the above examples prove that the “alternative communities” are unlike
traditional communities that are bonded by clan or kinship, as well as the
geographical communities (se keui) that emphasise the importance of a particular
neighbourhood. The restructuring of communal relationships is a key characteristic

The Cantonese terms of co-combatants (jin yau 戰友) and friends (pang yau 朋友) in Cantonese
both contain the character “yau” that connotes friendship.
113
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of “alternative community”, which also shapes how they share resources, the
discussion in the next section.
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New ways of resource-sharing
The ways of resource-sharing reflect the unique type of relationship among the
members of the alternative communities. Some of the attempts that I will show
below have been further developed based on the experimental practices during
certain social movements that were carried out in the form of building alternative
communities, which I have discussed in the last section of Chapter 1.

Salary and beyond
I have mentioned in Chapter 2 that, as a registered non-governmental organization,
South River Association officially hires a few of the informants as part-time staff and
farmer. It has an official structure of meetings, such as Annual General Meeting, in
which it has to report to the members and stakeholders about their financial
condition. As it has applied different private funding to sustain its income, it has to
produce financial report regularly. All the decisions about sharing salary have to be
done within these official systems, giving them less flexibility to change the details
than in Grassland or Lok Path. As the amount of salary is far below the market
standard, paradoxical views towards the “market” are revealed.

South River people generally disapprove of the capitalistic logic of market and
eagerly search for new ways to sell their products. For instance, South River follows
the model of community-supported agriculture (CSA)114 and then develops a new
model of community-supported bakery (CSB) from it. On the South River website, it
The term CSA originates from Germany, Switzerland and Japan in the 1960s (“Shequ Zhichi
Nongye 社區支持農業 [Community Supported Agriculture]” n.d.). In practice, supporters subscribe
to the harvest for a year in return for a loaf of bread per month, even before they know the quantity
and quality of the produce. The idea is that the supporters help share the risk the farmers face.
114
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is emphasised that a community is formed in the process, consisting of the supporters
who pay, as well as the people who co-learn and make the bread, the farmers, and the
volunteers 115. Like Lok Path, they avoid the term “customers”. Another example is
that, when they offer courses, they provide alternative options of payment apart from
money, such as offering a discount to people who help with writing or taking photos.

To a certain extent, such notion of community-supported economy model is similar
to community economy projects that are run by social welfare organizations. Hui Po
Keung’s discussion of the notion of “communal economic subject” in a community
currency project offers us interesting observations (2006). He observes the tendency
of the non-governmental organization that run the project to place the “communal”
aspects and the “economic” functions of the project in dichotomy while showing
apparent preference for the former. That resulted in a lack of development of the
“economic” aspect of the project such as establishing a sustainable system for
efficient and convenient exchanges. More effort was made for cultivating caring and
intimate relationship, causing the community to be inward-looking and excluded
members who were less active. Hui questions the simple reductionist thinking of
equating “capitalistic practices” and “market exchange with money” with something
unethical. While he points out that “community” is seldom rendered unfavourably,
he hints at how it may lead to debts and obligations if an extreme stance is taken with
no autonomy and differences allowed for members (222). In face of the making of “a
qualified economic citizen – a smart consumer and a hard-working and productive
producer” in Hong Kong, he proposes the need to cultivate an alternative economic

115

Due to confidentiality reasons, the reference to the website cannot be provided.
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subject (216). That is the reconceptualization of the “communal economic project”,
as an alternative to the dominant “economic man” to reconcile the contradictory
ethical principles – communitarian and individualistic values (223).

I suggest that in South River Association tensions arise due to similar emphasis on
community over generating a sustainable economic model. While some people of
South River subtly complained to me about the scarce amount of salary they got,
they seemed to convince themselves to continue with South River, because of the
interest in “communitarian values” suggested by Hui such as commitment, altruism
and care. The development of a sustainable economic model outside of capitalist
practices is still an ongoing and challenging task for the whole South River
community.

Likewise, when Lok Path explored a payment model that did not follow the market
value, they did not earn an income that could sustain the members’ living. Lok Path
usually called the income they earned as “transportation allowance”. Most of them
earned their living with part-time or freelance jobs and treated the income in Lok
Path as just a bonus.

By implementing the “pay-as-you-wish” model in their restaurant, they experienced
a form of sharing that was not dependent on the exchange of money. On the one
hand, it allowed them to connect with people from different social strata. For
example, they came to know that a frequent diner was a homeless person sleeping
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outside a shopping mall nearby. He could put down his mobile phone for charging in
the shop and once he asked if they could find a pair of shoes for him.

Though there is a dimension of sharing food with people who have financial
difficulties, that angle of charitable work is not adequate to describe their notion of
sharing. In an article they wrote for their first fundraising event in 2015, they
mentioned a tired accountant’s dining at Lok Path late at night. The accountant was
busy working on his accounting job with a calculator while eating the food in a
mindless manner. Yet, Lok Path offered him course after course, “French onion soup
with port, Gruyere cheese and a poached egg on top, Chana Masala (chickpea curry
with plenty of coriander and turmeric), Pancit, a Filipino vermicelli stirfry, a
spaghetti dish with Arrabiata sauce, a heavily-spiced carrot cake dusted with
cinnamon sugar and a freshly-frozen tub of homemade double chocolate ice cream”.
The writer took this as “a deeply utopian, otherworldly dimension” of Lok Path and
explained:
Where, indeed, could this work-weary young man, who lives his life in the
intervals of a cruel and unsparing routine, feeding on the same standardized
slop that is served across the neighborhood, have found a full, lovinglyprepared meal composed of dishes from around the world? . . . We would like
to think, however, that the food, rich with flavors that arouse and tease,
resonated with him somehow. . . (Facebook post, January 2015)116
The accountant originally asked for just any food and paid an amount similar to the
cost of a simple bowl of noodles. However, what he received was disproportionate to
what he asked for because Lok Path deemed it as an opportunity to share food with
him regardless of the monetary transaction.

116

Due to confidentiality reasons, the reference to the Facebook post cannot be provided.
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Nonetheless, Lok Path is currently exploring a new model of payment in order to
move on to a more self-sufficient model. The original intention of the model was to
provoke the diners to reflect on the cost of a dish, but Ah Dee felt that they did not
have enough time to educate others about this ideal. They saw some people taking
advantage of the “pay-as-you-wish” model and being inconsiderate to others’ needs,
such as the dog-owning woman I mentioned above. Besides, they wanted to explore
how the members could possibly earn enough income from this work so that they no
longer had to rely on faan gung. Therefore, in the upcoming new restaurant, they are
planning to leave just one dish under the “pay-as-you-wish” category and then set
fixed prices for the remaining dishes117. I regard this as their attempt to explore a
sustainable economic model of sharing while holding on to communitarian values,
similar to what Hui Po Keung suggests.

Grassland’s cancellation of “salary”
Grassland does not share the same struggle with Lok Path since it has its “searching
for food” (wan sik 搵食) strategy to attract visitors with more consumption power, as
mentioned above. When people usually talk about “searching for food” as an
individual issue, what Karl had in mind was to help other people earn a living. They
are spending the money they earned to buy food from the local farmers. They try to
pay a fair price for the farmers to support the local agricultural industry. Sometimes

117
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if the farmer could not sell some of their vegetables, Grassland would buy all of them
at market price, and then process it into other food products such as jam or pickles.

Grassland further developed their model of sharing among the members from
distributing salary to a new model. Their beginning stage had a closer connection
with the normative notion of work when they set a certain salary for different roles
such as chef and activity organizer. Karl set himself apart and did not take any
income as he claimed he was a volunteer. After some years, they found out that the
money-spending pattern of the members had a great deal of discrepancy. Then, they
switched to a new model where they first deducted the costs and then equally divided
the money in the pool for everyone each week. After a week if they had any money
left, they would return that to the pool. Interestingly, they call the money they get as
“pocket money”118, which sometimes is used in the particular setting of parents
giving money to children.

Gigi recalled that she was afraid that this practice of not having “salary” would deter
newcomers, but to her surprise, some members joined them because of this practice.
Moving away from this notion of “salary” allowed Grassland to further explore other
ways of resource-sharing.

Contributing to the original family

118

ling yung chin 零用錢
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The notion of family became more evident as they further renewed the system. Yau
mentioned to me that, she had been using her savings to pay her parents monthly, a
practice which is called “ga yung” (家用, hereafter “money for parents”).

It is a common expectation of the parents that their children have to pay money for
parents regularly to parents as soon as they step into the workplace, as a sign of filial
piety. Again, it is an ambiguous idea that can mean family expenses, pocket money,
or both.

In this backdrop, Grassland realized that the needs of the community members
included their family responsibility when other members discovered that Yau used
her own savings to pay money for her parents. Then, they had another new round of
discussion to understand each member’s family responsibility. Apart from the
equally divided pocket money for themselves, they also used the pool of money to
pay for the money for parents as required by each of the members’ families. For Yau,
she recalled that it took her some time to get used to disclosing such private matter as
the amount of money for parents she paid. Here we see an example of what I
discussed above as “collective filial piety”.

The members of the other communities who brought up the issue of money for
parents with me deal with it differently. For example, though Ah Dee thinks it is still
necessary to pay parents, she has rediscovered new ways to approach the family’s
financial needs with resources other than money. This will be further explained
below through the concept of social network of Lok Path.
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Lok Path’s social network
Ah Dee explained,
I believe that if there is anything that happens in my family, my friends will
help me. I am in a network, a social network119 and we are protecting each
other’s needs. We do not need to rely on those things like insurance. I told
my mum that if one day she needs a liver transplant, I am confident that I can
find many friends to do the medical tests for her. (Interview with Ah Dee,
July 2020)
She backed this up with her actual experiences that pou tau (shop) friends were ready
to undergo the medical tests to see if they were qualified for donating their liver for a
family member of a friend of their friends, a connection separated by a few degrees.
On another occasion, when her friend had to undergo cataract surgery, she and some
of her other friends conducted a fundraising concert to help him.

Leilei experienced this supportive network when he was imprisoned. In the
interview, he expressed with much gratitude and delight:
With the pou tau (shop), no matter what crisis I faced, I felt peace and calm.
It gave me knowledge, discourse and support. We like each other so much.
When someone has a show, everyone would go and support. Whoever goes
camping, others would be there. Even when I was in jail, I felt really safe.
(Interview with Leilei, October 2020)
A few years ago, Leilei was sentenced to imprisonment due to the conviction of
unlawful assembly, under the Public Security Ordinance, for one of the protests that
he joined. He recalled that the first day he arrived at the prison, he received two
packs of cigarettes before he even started to know the rules. A piece of paper was
sent from the other cell saying that “Leilei is the friend of my pen friend. Take care

119

人際網絡 yan jai mong lok
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of him!” That was because his friend in Lok Path initiated a project of writing letters
to the prisoners to explain social affairs a long time ago, long before she could
anticipate that Leilei would be imprisoned. Leilei expressed with fondness, “I am
really encircled by the love of the pou tau (shop)! That’s super powerful! That time
their love was not directly for me. Their love for others came back to me.”

Simply put, Lok Path is invested in building friendships that will in turn weave a
larger support network for all of them. While Grassland has a clearer notion of taking
care of people beside themselves first and then the others, Lok Path fosters friendship
with people far or near. This idea of including more people into the network is one
way of interpreting the slogan – building and constructing “ngo dei” (we / us).
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Food and the local

Among all the essential parts of daily life, the following section analyses their
practices on growing, serving or eating food. Although with a slightly different
focus, there is an emphasis on eating “local agriculture produce” both in Grassland
and South River, whereas Lok Path does not highlight this term. The following
section aims to unpack the implication and understanding of the buzzword “local” in
their practices.

Let’s start with an anecdote from a weekly potluck lunch in South River that I
attended in summer 2020. It was the day when most of the volunteer farmers would
do their agricultural work. South River has a ritual that each person would bring in
some food to share with others and introduce what it is before the meal. Some people
introduced the vegetables dishes cooked with the produce of South River. Someone
introduced her homemade red bean sweet soup, with ingredients grown in a small
eco-friendly farm in Yunnan, China. After listening to many others sharing the
special origins and stories behind the food one by one, a member introduced the
snacks she brought and humorously said, “This is from a local (bun dei
本地)…supermarket.” Everyone burst into laughter.

This little joke provokes us to ask these questions: Why does “local” and
“supermarket” sound like an oxymoron? What does “local” mean to these alternative
communities? Why is the invocation of “local” important in their ideas of social
transformation?
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The notion “local” has to be deciphered with consideration of the implications in the
Cantonese translations. In my thesis, whenever “local” is mentioned by interviewees,
they interchangeably use these two Cantonese terms: bun dei (本地) and a very
similar word, bun tou 本土. The literal translations of the two terms are “rooted from
land” and “rooted from soil” respectively. For my informants who live a lifestyle that
is supportive of agricultural activities, when they mention bun dei or bun tou,
sometimes their emphasis lies in the “land” and “soil”.

Local as “Production Industry”
A banner with the words “Hong Kongers eating Hong Kong vegetables” is displayed
at the farmer’s market in which Grassland regularly participates. However, Karl
admitted that he did not really care about the identity of “Hong Konger” and had a
different interpretation of the slogan than other people. I propose that Grassland’s
support of the local farmers is a reaction to the homogeneous development of the
economic sector based mostly on financial and service industries, in their emphasis
on “production industry”.

For the public, Hong Kong local vegetables is understood as the alternative to what
is believed to be low-quality, pesticide-laden vegetables from mainland China. This
explains why the farmer market that Grassland has been participating in became
much more popular when the COVID-19 pandemic was at its height in 2020.
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Chow Sze Chung, one of the post-80s activists who has been engaged in farming for
over a decade, challenged this assumption about the development of vegetable
farming from the 1980s onwards. He pinpoints the blurry distinction between local
vegetables and “SAR vegetables” (vegetables that were grown in mainland China, by
Hong Kong farmers, being exported to Hong Kong). He unpacks the common
demonization of mainland vegetables as unhygienic and poisonous with discussion
of the development of the vegetable industry in the 1980s. Tracing the history of how
farmers retreated from Hong Kong to the northern side, he argues that it is not a
“north-bound aggression” but a survival strategy due to the lack of farmland in HK.
Thus, he compares the SAR vegetables to Troy’s Trojan Horse, which is actually HK
people disguised as SAR vegetables. The SAR vegetables have become an important
brand on the Mainland among other vegetables. Exchange of skills happens between
Mainland China and HK and also between the SAR vegetables and other vegetables
in mainland China. In short, he challenges the essentialization of the idea of Hong
Kong local vegetables and the notion of “local” in Hong Kong (Sze-chung Chow
2019).

As a matter of fact, under the banner of “Hong Kongers eating Hong Kong
vegetables”, Grassland has not only sold agricultural produce that was technically
grown in Hong Kong. One of the Hong Kong farmers has relocated to mainland
China to grow apples and other fruits. When the farmer’s market sells the fruits that
he grew, instead of stating the exact origin, the introduction of the fruits used the
farmer’s name and a location as “from the hill”, which seems another marketing
strategy to please the customers. The selling of those fruits, which strictly speaking
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were grown in Mainland China, but were produced by a “Hong Kong farmer”,
unsettles the static categorization of “local vegetables”.

In its choice of whose vegetables to sell, Grassland shows its priority of supporting
local farmers. Upsetting some customers’ expectation of finding purely organic
vegetables that are good for their health, Grassland sells vegetables that were grown
both with organic and conventional methods. Firstly, it is a controversy in the Hong
Kong farmers’ circle as to whether they should apply for the official organic
certificate. It is a bureaucratic procedure that might end up violating the principle of
being environmentally friendly. When Grassland helped to do the selling and
transporting of vegetables from local farmers to different areas of Hong Kong,
instead of just labelling the produce “organic” or not, it provides a detailed
description of all the farmers. For instance, a farm using conventional farming has
been collecting compost from the community (se keui). With such efforts, Grassland
helps each farmer to build a more presentable and marketable image.

What these instances reveal is that the invocation of “local” for Grassland is not an
identity-based issue but an economic issue. When Karl explained his understanding
of the slogan “Hong Kongers eating Hong Kong vegetables”, he mentioned the need
for human beings to cultivate relationship with land for one thing. For the other, he
brought up his critique of faan gung again. He attributed the absence of the habit of
eating local vegetables to the long working hours that hindered people from cooking
their own food. Instead of a cultural or civil identity, he is more interested in how
Hong Konger is being shaped as an “economic man”, as discussed by Hui Po Keung
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(2006). Their endeavour to sell local vegetables is a resistance towards the
government’s negligence towards the agricultural industry. In this regard, their
actions to help develop this industry aims to provide an alternative to the lack of
autonomy from faan gung for more people.

Local and the earth
Though the notion of “local” is not directly brought up as often as Grassland by
South River, they show similar consideration of what form of economy they support.
While Grassland tries to be low-profile about Mainland China origin of some fruits,
South River often openly brings up their appreciation towards agricultural products
from the Mainland. What matters to them is not the regional origin, but whether
those were “small farms” that were “eco-friendly”.

An experience of mine showcases South River community’s attitude towards small
eco-friendly farms in different parts of the world. During the annual general meeting
in May 2020, the executive committee members and staff invited visitors to join a
ritual. After a silent walk, we returned to a gathering point where we saw a mandala
sign on the ground and a pot of tea boiling over firewood in a corner. An ex-co
member introduced that the tea leaves were grown in Yunnan, China, where some
young people fought hard to protect the land. The atmosphere was filled with
reverence as everyone drank the tea in silence. The use of ritual adds a mystical and
spiritual dimension to the experience, demonstrating what Boewe depicts as
“spirituality framed in ecological terminology” (2016, 232). This time, the sense of
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awe was not directed merely to ecology as if it was a transcendent being, but also the
young farmers who respected the land.

In addition, some of the South River community members have the habit of “group
buying” different products from the small, eco-friendly farms from mainland China. I
remember once listening to their detailed discussion comparing a few types of brown
sugar from mainland China, some of which could be found on the Taobao website.
That contrasted starkly with the campaigns of some netizens of boycotting made-inChina products and especially Taobao website, which was a continuation of the AntiExtradition Bill protests120.

Getting back to the joke about “local” I mentioned, the chain supermarket’s being
established in Hong Kong does not make it part of the “local economy” that South
River is concerned about. The first sense of “local” that they advocate focus on the
connotation of “soil” and “land” in the Chinese words (bun tou, bun dei). To build a
better relationship with the land, South River supports the farms that cause less harm
to the environment. The other sense of “local” implies a small-scale, communitylevel, or even family-owned business. This is embedded in South River’s perspective
that rejects an anthropocentric worldview and views human beings as a part of the
larger ecosystem (Sargisson 2000). In this manner, South River supports different
forms of “local” agricultural practices regardless of its geographical locale,
considering them as part of the humankind’s effort to cultivate a better ecosystem.

120

For example, one Facebook group of “boycotting Chinese products” has up to 100,000 members120.
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This is exhibited in Little Tree’s saying, “I can do whatever things and I can move to
any place, as long as I am doing something that is good for the earth.”

Lok Path: Food and Internationalism
Like the other two alternative communities, Lok Path also discusses the origin of the
food ingredients. Lok Path had a signature small blackboard that showed each day’s
menu. As they mentioned the name of the dish, they would introduce the food origin
when they thought it necessary and write relevant stories about the ingredients on the
Facebook page.

Occasionally, the vegetarian co-op restaurant would mention that they had cooked
local vegetables. The restaurant placed more focus on local vegetables especially
during the Anti-Northeast New Territories Protests in 2014. Evan had been farming
in New Territories since 2017 before he joined South River, so he sometimes brought
vegetables to Lok Path. In the upcoming restaurant, they are planning to cook more
of Evan’s vegetables from South River. Another sense of local is their choice of
buying things from small shops nearby. For instance, they often bought vegetables
from a gaai fong (someone in the neighbourhood) they knew well in the market
nearby.

However, they did not showcase specific preference for “local cuisine”. The
members chose to cook dishes based on their own interests and background. For
example, Ah Dee’s family was Vietnamese Chinese so sometimes she would cook
Vietnamese dishes.
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What is more, Lok Path chose to cook certain kinds of food to direct the diners’
attention to social issues and movements in different parts of the world. A member of
Lok Path would like to cook the cuisine of a particular place that he wanted to draw
attention to, although he might not have been to those places, as Ah Dee told me. For
example, when there was civil war in Lebanon, he cooked Lebanese dishes. Ah Dee
said, “He liked to learn about a place through cooking. Usually, the ingredients
would reflect the climate of the place and the resources that it has.” Looking at the
menus that they had posted on their Facebook page, one can find many cuisines that
are hard to find in Hong Kong, such as those of Bulgaria, Cuba, Israel, Chile, Brazil,
Greece and Sri Lanka.

An example of the linkage between their food and movements in the world is that
they offered “bread made with ZAD flour” in 2017 121. They first gave a short
explanation of a movement against airport development in the Zone à Défendre de
Notre-Dame-des-Landes and a Chinese article written in Taiwan in 2015 about the
movement. They said they would offer the bread because friends from France
brought them two packs of flour from the ZAD. By that time, none of the Hong
Kong media had yet reported this movement. These is just one of the examples to
show how Lok Path introduced information about movements in different places in
the world that otherwise receive very little attention in Hong Kong.

121

Due to confidentiality reasons, the reference to their Facebook post cannot be provided.
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They have gained international connections through the 2011-2012 Occupy Central
Movement was a part of the global Occupy movement. People from different
countries who supported the movement visited them and shared their stories with
them. During my meeting with Lok Path, a member recalled meeting people from
Poland, France, Russia and other places. They had nicknames and descriptions of
various people they met, such as a “doll aunt from Poland” and “the angry French,
who wanted to be ascetic and refused to sleep inside the tents”.

The interaction with activists from different parts of the world has changed their
perception of Hong Kong. She further retold, “Some friends from other countries
cried immediately as soon as they sat down. Wa (嘩 a sound indicating shock and
speechlessness)... They had experienced so much.” The experience made her realize
a sense of privilege and ignorance she had in the experiences of social movements in
Hong Kong. This corresponds to Leilei’s experience of interacting with his friends in
a city of Southern China:

My friends in that city said to me they were very envious of us in Hong
Kong. That made me feel that I should go to the frontline and take more
actions on behalf of them. They are awesome and brave people but were
compressed and suppressed by the political climate. If they were in Hong
Kong, they would surely be my bravest companions who would push me and
lead me. (Interview with Leilei, October 2020)
He knew the consequence that his friends in a city of Southern China had to face was
much higher than what people faced in Hong Kong. He gave the example of an artist
who did a graffiti about “democracy” and was imprisoned for nine months. By the
time he knew them, the legal consequence for protestors was not heavy in Hong
Kong. For instance, the 2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement ended up with three
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people being arrested and no one being charged. With a rather short history of social
movements from 1970s onwards in Hong Kong, to interact with different people
from various parts of the world gave them frames of comparison with which to
review their experiences in Hong Kong.
In short, I use the discussion of the notion of “local” to draw out the different
emphasis of the three alternative communities. While both South River and
Grassland show economic concerns, the former highlights the importance of
developing “production industry” in Hong Kong, while the latter cares about the
development of eco-friendly small-scale business. Lok Path puts less emphasis on
“local” but actively seeks to connect with people who struggle in various movements
all around the world.

This chapter has gone through four key themes of the practices of the alternative
communities. In the everyday life of the community, the three communities redesign
their work life in order to regain autonomy regarding the notion of work. The
different ways they relate with each other in the community embed implicit or
explicit reflection on the existing forms of social relations. This reflection has
significantly influenced how they build new ways of sharing resources among
themselves and others. In this discussion, I have laid out the breakthroughs that they
have made and challenges they face in the path towards a more sustainable and selfsufficient model of living. I have teased out how the simple and basic choice of food
reveals different understandings of the notion “local” and how it signifies their
various visions for a better society. It is apparent that their subjectivity lies not in
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kong jang actions that are projected outwards but in all the practices they create. All
these practices constitute their everyday life and have impacted their significant life
choices, in turn shaping what kind of person they have become. In the concluding
chapter, I will summarise the subject formation of the community members and
analyse how these alternative community practices may be redefining notions of “the
political”.
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CONCLUSION

Constructing “ngo dei” (us/we)
Returning to the common sayings I mentioned in the Introduction, I pick out a
contentious one: “Democracy cannot be eaten (as rice)”. In this claim of the Hong
Kong pro-establishment camp, politics is seen to be separate from the economic
aspect of life. That camp would suggest, therefore, that people should focus on
earning a living rather than taking part in political struggle. Sometimes the prodemocracy camp would rebut that “Without democracy, you may not even have rice
to eat”. What the alternative communities do is not join this debate directly but take
the matter of eating very seriously. A series of fundamental questions they pose
through their practices are: How is food grown? How is food produced? How do we
find food to eat (wan sik 搵食)? Who are we finding food (wan sik) for? Who can
afford to eat what? What food do we eat? Who can eat together? How do “we” eat
together? How can we eat in a way that does not harm the environment?

Behind this wide array of questions lie practices that belong to two domains: firstly,
economics, and secondly, social relations. The two domains are interconnected
through their different practices. While the social norm centres on the image of a
nuclear family taking care of itself, all financial products and welfare policies work
around this image. As the alternative communities restructure their communal
relationship differently, they explore new ways to earn income and share their
resources in a way that do not rely on these products and policies. In Raymond
Williams’ words, they interrogate and challenge the dominant notions and practices
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by inventing and creating emergent practices, which subsequently generates new
ways of looking at the prescribed categories such as that of social relations.

The members of the alternative communities had been deeply concerned about
economic issues before the communities were founded. Most of my informants had
been part of social movements that centrally addressed economic issues. Choi Yuen
Village Movement, Anti-Express Railway Movement and Anti-Northeast New
Territories Development Plan Movement all question the allocation of funds for
infrastructure, the rationale of development and the government’s lack of support for
the agricultural industry. The 2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement started with the
banner of anti-capitalism and grew into something more. Intriguingly, the members
turned from demanding that the government change its macro-economic policies to
dealing with the economics of a small community.

Let me return to Karl’s story of everyone in the city going to work in the factory that
pollutes the only water source for them (mentioned in Chapter 2). The term “system”
was used by Karl and Gigi repeatedly in our conversations. Gigi pointed out that
everything is interconnected: “It is a whole network that is like how a ring is
connected to another ring122”. In using the term “system”, they do not simply put the
blame on the ruling authority. The term is used rather ambiguously by them because
they do not care much about analysing the economic and social problems, but instead
channel their efforts into building an alternative lifestyle. From what they explained
to me, I observe that what they find problematic in present-day society include but

122

一環一環 yat waan yat waan
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are not limited to the economic system, education system, work system (faan gung),
family system and medical system.

Starting with the rejection of “faan gung”, they gradually “put back pieces of the
jigsaw puzzle123 of their desirable form of life”, in Gigi’s words. Consider her
trajectory: she began by exploring another kind of work in Grassland, then began to
develop a new eating habit that was useful to her health. She explored an alternative
way of giving birth, then questioned the necessity of vaccine in the medical system
and is now planning to provide an alternative home-schooling for her child. It is
through the experience of the alternatives that she began to understand the problems
of the norm.

This focus on developing alternatives coheres with another keyword in Lok Path’s
slogan that I have discussed in Chapter 3: “What [we] have to construct is “us” rather
than what enslaves us”124. This time I want to highlight the term “construct”125. In
other slogans used in social movements, terms often used are “fight”, “strive”,
“safeguard” and “protect”. All these words imply the sense of resistance (kong jang),
actions that are summoned in face of threat. However, “construct” is a proactive act
that can take place regardless of whether there are enemies or threats.

This echoes Evan’s remark about his thoughts of the Anti-Extradition Bill protests in
2019. He mentioned about the stark contrast between the farm in South River and

逐樣砌返
要建構嘅係我哋 而唔係奴役我哋嘅嘢
125
建構 kin kau, can also be translated as build, create
123
124
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what he described as “ruin” on the streets. During the protests, shops were destroyed,
bricks were removed from the street, and rubbish was burnt to create street
barricades. When Evan went back to the farm, he thought, “Destroying is not
enough. We should think of what to set up next.”

Another way of rephrasing the slogan is seen in Ah Dee’s response in the interview,
“I seldom think of what will happen to the bad people126. What I am concerned about
is the best version of ngo dei (us/we). I seldom think about the opponent127.” It is
intriguing that she chose the word “bad people”, which contains the same ambiguity
seen in Grassland’s choice of the word “system”. She did not go on to explain who
the “bad people” are, but instead put in a good deal of effort to explain what she
meant by “ngo dei” (us/we).

Summarizing what I have discussed, the three alternative communities are invested
in “constructing ngo dei (us/we)” albeit with slightly different focus. Grassland is a
family that tries to support the agricultural industry of Hong Kong. South River
consider themselves as part of the earth and hope to connect with different creatures
in an ecologically sustainable way. Lok Path is a group of friends who interact based
on their openness to king (converse) using the logic of what they tentatively call
“anarchism”, tentatively because they are open to the possibility of transcending that
too.

126
127

di waai yan 啲壞人
di dui ga 啲對家
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Concluding notes on subject formation
As I have observed throughout my research, the political subjectivity of the members
is exhibited in the everyday practices of the alternative communities. Returning to
the discussion of different political subjects in Chapter 1, they do not act within the
realm of resistance (kong jang) or recognizable actions such as social movement or
protests. They have moved beyond the label of “social movement people” and are in
search of the political in their everyday life. As illustrated in Chapter 2, each of the
informants has his or her own personal reason for staying in the communities. They
attempt to develop interests, friendship, another sense of “career” in the communities
that at the same time benefit themselves and the society. Hence, the personal,
communal, social and the political are inseparable for them.

That brings us back to the notion of jou yan, becoming human – the process of
subject formation which includes all that constitutes human experience. Instead of
becoming “social movement people”, their experiences in alternative communities
add to how they “become human” in the everyday setting. This coheres with the
article in an anarchist magazine mentioned by Ah Dee, “Give up activism”, insightful
in its critique of the phenomenon of categorising certain people as “activists”.
Drawing on anarchist ideals, the anonymous author criticises the label “activists”
which renders some people as “experts” and “specialists” in social change, implying
that other people do not have a role. This is a problematic idea of division of labour,
which seemed to single out politics as a separate field from other realms of life:
“You put ‘politics’ in a separate box from the rest of your life — it’s like a job... you
do ‘politics’ and then go home and do something else” (Do or Die 1999). This
explains how “faan gung” can indeed shapes one’s understanding of political
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participation, and hence, removing themselves from faan gung mindset allows the
community members to integrate politics into their everyday life to exhibit a
coherent political subjectivity in every choice they make.

As I have analysed in Chapter 3, the “ngo dei” (us/we) that is constructed can also
adopt a subjective position (we), that can further construct something else. What
appears to be a loop in this “ngo dei (us/we) can construct ngo dei (us/we)” can also
be seen as a continuous, dynamic process. The stronger “ngo dei (us/we)” get, the
more things “ngo dei (us/we)” can create, which can further strengthen “ngo dei
(us/we)” and also other possibilities that are otherwise unseen in the social reality of
the present.

Contribution and limitations
The research captures detailed and rich life stories that are often left out of the
spotlight in the discussion of the political and social movements in Hong Kong. In
this way, this research attempts to widen the perspective of this ever-increasingly
significant discussion of the “political”. With the examination of the socio-economic
context and its impact on the changing meaning of the concepts, the thesis joins the
body of postcolonial scholarship and strives to become part of Inter-Asia cultural
studies.

The research also has to be seen in light of some limitations that could be addressed
in future research. The first issue is the further analysis of the method of conversation
(king) of Lok Path in Chapter 2 and 3. I tentatively suggest that there are political
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implications to be seen in the choice of communication and decision-making modes.
The pan-democrats have been known for using the strategy of “yau king yau chai 又
傾又砌”128, meaning to mildly negotiate with the government while also
aggressively criticizing the government. Complicating the issue, during the Umbrella
Movement, so-called “leftards” were attacked by the new “amateurs” including
nativists for using the strategy of “group discussion”. Though the same term “king”
is mentioned, I suggest that there is a difference between king as used by the pandemocrats and that observed in Lok Path, the former being negotiation with authority
and the latter being egalitarian communication. The differences in these political
orientations can be discussed at greater length in future research. More questions to
be asked include: Why do the nativists dislike the strategy of “group discussion”? Is
that related to their rejection of the pan-democrats?

On another note, I suggest that the experience of living in an alternative community
can have an impact on how the members think about a desirable form of governance
in the wider context. As seen in the following quotes, Ah Dee said that due to her
own experience she thought “the government should work like a community”. It is
the only time she used the English word “community” throughout the interview. She
cited the example of the “co-governance” experience of Rojava, the “Autonomous
Administration of North and East Syria”129, as a reference that aided her imagination

The phrase was originally proposed by Frederick Fung, a founder of one of the earliest political
parties in Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Association for Democracy and People's Livelihood (ADPL).
(Chung 2015).
129
The region declared its autonomy in 2012 during the Syrian civil war. It then developed what it
calls “a unique political project, building the foundations of a multi-ethnic democratic society based
128
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of this unseen structure:
Rojava has a government, but it is people’s government. They have multiple
committees at different levels. They start with the street district level, then
another level before the municipal committee, until reaching the whole
country level. It seems that they use a lot of time on meetings, king (discuss)
a lot of stuff. In each committee there are two representatives, one man and
one woman. If the committee cannot settle with a matter, then they will form
more small groups and gradually king dou seung hui (傾到上去 discuss until
they reach the higher levels).
In order to continue exploring this idea, we would have to reflect on the dominant
understanding of democracy in Hong Kong, which is usually linked with electoral
politics, and ask whether the everyday life practices of alternative communities could
give rise not just to another vision of democracy but also to a rethinking of what is
political.

Aside from that, I have focused on the development of the notion of “social
movement people” from the 1990s to 2014, since that provides the background for
the emergence of alternative communities. However, after 2014, there have been
drastic changes in the mode, scale and demographic composition of protests
especially as seen in the Anti-Extradition Bill protests of 2019. While I briefly
mentioned the emergence of nativists 130 in Chapter 1, I am acutely aware that the
nativists have changed dramatically now. For instance, some of the earliest nativist
parties (such as Civic Passion that I mentioned in Chapter 2) have distanced
themselves from the newer nativist or localist parties and are no longer using this
label. Besides, the notion of “local”131 is being redefined in various ways that is no

on gender equality, ecological regeneration and locally devolved power” with a system of communes
(“Key Facts” n.d.; Zhu 2015).
130
本土派 bun tou paai
131
本土 bun tou
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longer dependent on particular kinds of political parties. How it has changed and
impacted the understanding of the “political” is something to be further studied.
What I have done in this thesis is explore how the alternative communities draw on
the notion of “local” with a slightly different focus in Chapter 3. I suggest that there
is a need to further the discussion to compare and contrast these different notions of
“local” as manifested in alternative communities and in normative politics.

While I have pointed out the commonsensical understanding of “small” and “big”
politics in my Introduction, I have yet to theorise the relation between the “political”
as manifested in the alternative communities and the normative politics of our time.
As I have stressed in the Introduction, I do not suggest any prioritising or rejection of
a particular mode of politics. If the relation between different modes of politics could
be theorised through the experience of the alternative communities, that point would
be even clearer.

Final words as a “community organizer”
The research has aided me in reflecting on my own experience in the To Kwa Wan
community. I have come to realize that “organizing” implies adopting a certain kind
of leadership position in a community. I am also much more aware of the various
implications of “se keui” now. These are just examples of some of the insights I have
gained from doing this research. Like how I invented the title “community organizer”
for myself, I guess I have to be in search of a new title for myself again in the future,
in this continuous process of learning and exploring in and with the “community”.
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Most importantly, when I review what my friends in the To Kwa Wan community
have achieved, I am more invested in using other ways of understanding our actions
apart from resistance (kong jang). I can now ask: What have we built, constructed,
and created? What can we further build, construct, and create? These are complex
but also encouraging questions to ask, especially in the present milieu. Under all
circumstances, difficult or easy, it is for sure that something can be created, and new
visions of “ngo dei” or “we/us” formed.
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APPENDIX
List of Interviewees
Name
(Pseudonyms)
Ping

Gender

Year of birth

Female

Early 1950s

Member of which
community
South River community
(since 2013)

Ah Chiu

Male

Mid-1970s

Lok Path (since 2013)

Karl

Male

Mid-1970s

Grassland (founder; since
2015)

Leilei

Male

Early 1980s

Lok Path (since 2013)

Ah Dee

Female

Mid-1980s

Lok Path (since 2013)

Yau

Female

Late 1980s

Grassland (since 2015);
South River community
(since 2019)

Little Tree

Female

Late 1980s

South River community
(since 2016)

Gigi

Female

Late 1980s

Grassland (since 2015)

Evan

Male

Mid-1990s

Lok Path (since 2013);
South River community
(since 2019)

Table 2 List of Interviewees
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List of Interview Questions

Growing up
Could you tell me something about your family background?
What was your childhood like?
What was your experience of going to school?
Where did you grow up?
Have you ever met anyone who is like you?
Were you satisfied about your life in general? When you feel unsatisfied, what would
you do?
Could you share your work experience?
Do you have any specific religious or political beliefs?
Do you feel satisfied about the society? If not, how do you deal with it?
Did you undertake any action to express your dissatisfaction with society?
If so, what was most unforgettable about that experience?
After taking those actions, did you encounter any change in your life?

Joining the alternative community
When did you start joining the activities of ____ (name of the alternative
community)?
Were you inspired by any books or people or other things?
How do people around you (family, friends or maybe your lovers) view your
decision of joining ____?
Experience in the alternative community
What according to you are the core values of _____?
What do you do every day here? What are you responsible for?
How would you describe the experience of working together with others here?
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Have you encountered any obstacles to achieving your goals?
How would you describe ____?
Were there any moments that made you feel like, “Wow, we really did it”?
How is ___ same or different from the other groups / things that you have joined
before?
What are the most important things for you here?
What moments are remarkable for you?
Communal relationship
How would you describe your relationship with others here? What bonds you
together?
To what extent is your social background different from the other members of (name
of the community)? Do you think you would meet people like them if you were not
in this (name of the community)? What have you learned from the different social
background between you and other members (if any)?
Does living together impact your relationship in a significant way? How?
How do you all make decisions when you have conflicting opinions? What is your
experience of resolving conflicts?

Experience of change
What is the difference in your lifestyle and actions before and after you join the
community?
After joining the community, what would you do when you feel dissatisfied with the
society? Is your participation similar to or different from your prior experience?
With your experience in the community, do you now have any different views on the
social problems that you identified earlier?
Are there any turning points in your participation in social movements /
communities?
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Information about the three “alternative communities”
South River community
The physical setting
In the words of Little Tree, South River looks like “a paradise on earth”. “It looked
90% like my heung ha (rural hometown in mainland China).” She described in an
excited manner that she loved the large fishponds, the field, trees and the mountains.

In comparison with other rural villages in Hong Kong, South River is one that has
minimal development and retains a large area of natural environment. One of the
reasons for that is its remote location. There is only one public transport service that
connects the South River to the closest railway station, which takes up to 30 minutes.

The South River community covers a vast area. As mentioned, the land and fishpond
owned and rented by the Association consists of around 804,000 square feet, as
much as ten football fields. In the Association area, there are two pieces of farmland.
They call the two common areas for holding activities “big podium” and “small
podium”. The members and volunteers of the Association did all the hands-on work
for the construction of the two areas, including paving cement floor, setting up the
bamboo pillars and the canvas ceiling. Next to the podium is the kitchen, which is an
organic architecture consisting of bamboo, straw and mud. They also built the earth
kiln, which is in a round shape with the height and circumference of around 1.8m.

Around 10 people, who are the executive committee members, staff or participants of
the Association, have moved into villages near South River in the past few years.
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Each of them chose to be at a different distance from the Association area. My
informant Ping and a few other friends live the closest to the Association in the same
village, just at the end of the main road. Little Tree lives in the next village, which is
around 1 kilometre away from the Association. Evan lives the furthest away, around
8.5 kilometres from the Association. Their sense of living together is not measured
merely by distance but the decision to move to rural villages, which enables them to
share similarities in lifestyle.
Membership and scale
Of the three communities I study, South River community is the only one that has a
formal membership structure in the Association. Meanwhile, it is open to participants
to join at different levels. There is an executive committee appointed in the
Association Annual General Meeting. Registered members pay membership fee
annually to finance the operation. Some executive committee members actively
participate in the activities of South River. With the membership fee, other funding it
applies, and income generated from selling vegetables and bread, the Association
hires 5 part-time staff, including 2 part-time farmers. There is also an internship
programme that the Association would pay stipend to people who joined the
community regularly. A group of farmers at the age of 50-60s visit the farm on a
weekly basis voluntarily to grow vegetables. All my informants have different
official roles in the association that shape their experience in the community.
However, in actual practice, people who are close to the South River community may
not have any official status in the Association.
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Lok Path
The physical setting
By the time I am writing, Lok Path has already moved away from their original site.
It was a tiny shop with a cockloft located in a central district in Kowloon, a part of
the densest and busiest area for affordable shops and local markets. Yet, Lok Path
was in a quiet secluded corner on the periphery of the neighbourhood, just beside the
former seafront which has now turned into a highway. The short blind alley with a
U-turn does not have many passers-by. Most buildings there are old tong lau
(tenement houses) around fifty years old for residential use with shopfronts facing
the street. Due to the high ceiling and relatively looser regulation compared to new
buildings, these shops favour workshops such as those focused on vehicle repairing.

Lok Path shop was in a long rectangular shape of just around 200 square feet, with
the narrow side facing the entrance. It was further divided into a ground floor and a
cockloft with a high ceiling. There was a sister shop around the corner, the original
site of the vegetarian restaurant. It was even a smaller shop of around 150 square feet
just beside the highway with a rather spacious pedestrian area that could
accommodate over ten makeshift tables for customers to sit down and eat.

Inside the shop, with the staircase that used up even more space, the ground floor
looked smaller than it already was. There were stickers and banners on the wall that
showed different slogans on various social issues and their past activities, such as
“No Nuclear” and “Rock Music has No Room for Tyranny” (搖滾不容殺人政權,
my translation). In the last few years, the ground floor was redesigned to be a tiny
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kitchen as they had to move out from the original shop of the restaurant due to a
surge in rent.

They call the cockloft an “infoshop” in English, which is a term uncommon in Hong
Kong132. This cockloft was where most activities and gatherings were held. There
were bookshelves on the two sides of the wall, displaying books of a wide range of
categories, such as collections of comics and some theoretical books. There was a
shelf that displayed zines and CDs of the members and their friends. On the wall,
there were posters and some doodling directly drawn on it.

In June 2020, Lok Path No.5 shop was reclaimed by the shop owner. Lok Path
community is preparing to move to a new multi-purpose shop, intended to be,
“infoshop, library, comic corner, music, screening and blockprinting”. They are
naming the new space as “Hok Path”, which is a slight modification of their original
name. The new shop was opened in July 2021.

Membership and scale
There is no strict membership in Lok Path. Apart from the original group who joined
since the 2011-2012 Occupy Central Movement, there have been new people joining
in. On the farewell night of Lok Path shop, there were around 30 people showing up.
In the new shop, around 15 members will get involved.

They explain on their Facebook page that “the term is a combination of “information” and “shop”,
with “leaflets, stickers, pamphlets, posters, zines, independent publications, books and T-shirts for
people to take, borrow, donate freely, buy or read at the site”. In Europe and America, “infoshop”
refers to the shop that display and share information of political ideas and subculture of radical
movement (“Demise of the Beehive Collective” n.d.).
132
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Grassland
The physical setting
Grassland is located in one of the villages in Northeastern New Territories. When
you pass through the main entrance to Grassland, you will see a three-storey village
house and an open area. Part of the open area is sheltered with canvas. In this
sheltered space, there is a kitchen area with a sink, stove, cupboards, fridges, shelves
and a lot of long wooden tables. Closer to the entrance, there are a few long wooden
tables and chairs for guests to use. The lighting of the whole area was in creamy
yellow colour. Each one of the Grassland members wears a cotton headscarf, in
different colours such as pastel yellow, dark red, light green, in a way that may
remind you of the headscarf of a Japanese chef.

Some activities take place in a room at the first floor and the rooftop of the village
house, when the remaining parts of the house are their living areas and not opened to
visitors. In both areas, you can find wooden long table and chairs. In the rooftop,
there is a wooden shelter on which string lights hung. It looks like the
“instagrammable” cafes that would serve good-looking dishes in a beautiful setting
for people to “check-in” on social media with photos.

Membership and scale
Grassland is the smallest community among the three that I study. It does not have a
formal membership structure, but it establishes a clear boundary of the community.
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They have established a strict entry system. For example, people interested in joining
the community were invited to first participate in activities and engage in rounds of
discussion with them, through which process the interested people and the
community could both decide whether they wanted to stay together. Over the years,
some people have moved in and out. During the period of my fieldwork, there were
six inhabitants who stayed in the village house, including the three-year-old child of
Gigi and Sam (pseudonym). The lovers and family members of the current
inhabitants were also treated as a part of the community, though they might not stay
there.
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